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Whilecostcontainment
is certainly
themostpublicly
visibleconcernin medicalcaretoday,hospitals
areunderjustas muchpressure
to improve
thequalityof patientcare.Sincetheycaninvestin newequipment
onlyeverysevento
fifteenyears,hospitals
wantthatequipment
to be easyto upgrade
andadapt
t0 newtechnologies.
In designing
patlentmonitoring
HP'sfourth-generation
system,
theengineers
at HP'sMedicalProducts
Grouphadto dealwiththese
andotherissuesinfluencing
theirhospital
customers'
investment
decisions.
Thedesignof thenewsystem,
whichtheycallthe Component
Monitoring
=*__
System,
emphasizes
modularity,
flexibility,
andeaseof usewhileaddressing
theincreasing
needto measure
newpatientparameters
andto process
this
information
usingpowerful
algorithms
anddatamanagementtools.
Thearticleon page6 introducesthe
systemanditsoverallarchitecture,
whiledetailsof thehardware
andsoftware
architectures
canbe
f o u n di nt h ea r t i c l eosn p a g e s1 0 ,1 3 ,a n d1 9 T
. h en e c e s s a r y f u n c t ioofndsa t aa c q u i s i t i opna, r a m e t e r
signalprocessing,
display,
andsystemconnections
areimplemented
as hardware
andsoftwarebuilding
blocks.
Application
software
modules,
suchasthebloodpressure
measurement
software,
canbe arbitrarilyassigned
to anyCPUin a looselycoupledmultiprocessor
system.
Theapplications
thinkthatthey
arerunning
on a nonexistent
virtualprocessor.
Thearchitecture
makesit easyto configure
thesystem
for bothcurrentandfutureneedsin theoperating
room.intensive
andcardiaccareunits,andotherhospitalareas,andcontributes
to a greatlysimplified,
low-costproduction
paramandtestprocess.
Patient
C Gb) ,l o o dg a s e s , t e m p e r a t a
e t e r ss u c ha s b l o o dp r e s s u r e , t h
un
r edo, t h e r a
ee
l e c t r o c a r d i o g (r E
am
s re
measured
bystate-of-the-art
modules
thatcanbelocatedcloseto the patient
whilethesignalprocessor
a n dd i s p l a ycsa nb ei n a n o t h erro o mi.f n e c e s s a rTyh. eE C Gb, l o o dp r e s s u r a
en
, dr e c o r d emr o d u l easr e
described
inthearticleson pages21,25,and26.Thesystemnotonlyprovides
the clinician
withthe raw
datameasured
bythesemodules,
butalsoprocesses
it,as explained
inthearticleon page40,to obtain
manymeaningful
indicators
of physiological
functions,
suchasventricular
ejectionandsystemic
vascular resistance.
Easeof useis delivered
bya thoroughly
testeduserinterface
design(seepage29),which
c a nb e l o c a l i z eeda s i l fyo r m o s lta n g u a g e( ps a g e3 7 )M
. e c h a n i cdael s i g ns,o f t w a rtee s t i n ga,n dp r o d u c tionandfinaltestoftheComponent
Monitoring
System
arethesubjects
ofthearticleson pages44,4g,
and52.
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Thepersonal
(lSA)pioneered
computer,
or justPC,basedonthe Industry
Standard
Architecture
bythe
IBM PC,hasgainedsteadily
in processing
poweras eachnewgeneration
of Intelmicroprocessors
was
introduced.
TheHPVectra486PCusesnotonlythelatest-generation
microprocessor,
the Inte1486,
but
(EISA).
alsothe newExtended
Industry
Standard
Architecture
TheIntel486
integrates
the CPU,a cache
memory,
anda mathcoprOcessor
ontoonechiprunning
at 25or 33megahertz.
TheEISAtakesthe l6-bit
ISAbusto 32bitswhilemaintaining
compatibility
withall ISAl/0 cards.Thedesignof theHPVectra486
showsthatdesigners
canstillcontribute
creatively
withinthe constraints
of industry
standards.
Among
t h ed e s i g n
c o n t r i b u t i oanrsea na r c h i t e c t utrhea ti n c o r p o r a taelslo f t h en e w t e c h n i cfael a t u r eosf t h e
EISAandadaptseasilyto fasterversions
of the Intel486,
a busconnector
thataccommodates
bothEISA
andISAcards,a burst-mode
memory
controller,
a high-performance
harddisksubsystem,
andenhance(810S)
mentst0 theVectra's
basicl/0 system
to takeadvantage
of allof thenewfeatures.
An overview
o f t h eV e c t r a
4 8 6d e s i g n
s 3 , 7 8a, n d8 3d i s c u stsh ec o n a p p e a rosn p a g e6 9 ,a n dt h ea r t i c l eosn p a g e 7
nector,memory
controller,
andBl0Sdesigns.
Performance
analysis
of manyof thedesignconcepts
was
doneusinga specialized
hardware
andsoftware
toolset.
allowing
thedesigners
to makecriticaldesign
(seepage92).
trade-offs
beforecommitting
to hardware
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expense
andlostprofit?
Whyis it impordefectcostin termsof unnecessary
Howmuchdoesa software
Division
in thearticleon page55,if you'retryingto
explains
tantto know?As JackWardof HP'sWaltham
justifythecostof a newsoftware
tool.it helpsto knowwhatthetoolwill saveby reducing
development
applies
itto a
for computing
the costof software
defects,
Heproposes
an algorithm
softwaredefects.
andearlyremoval
andshowsthatdefectprevention
five-year
database
of softwareproductreleases,
cansavea lotof money.
procedure
organizations.
Arethey
in manysoftware
development
Codeinspections
arenowstandard
s effortt0 collectdatato find
Thearticleon page58describes
the resultsof oneHPdivision
effective?
findings,
isthatformalinspections
are
andnegative
buttheconclusion
out.Therearebothpositive
b e n e f i c i awlh. i l et h ev a l u eo f i n f o r m ai nl s p e c t i o insss t i l lo p e nt o q u e s t i o n .
R.P.
Dolan
Editor

in a network
issuewillfeatureHPSockets,
a soltware
toolfor integrating
applications
TheDecember
England
willintroduce
HP'sformalspecification
An articlefromHPLaboratories
in Bristol,
environment.
in softwaredevelopment.
language,
HP-SL,
will present
examples
of the useof HP-SL
andfourarticles
networks
System
fortelecommunications
using
Anotherarticlewilldescribe
the HPNetworkMonitoring
The1991indexwill alsobe
rateinterface
andtheCCITT
R2or #7signaling
system.
the2-MbiVsprimary
included.
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Introduction to the HP Component
Monitoring System
patient
Thisfourth-generation
monitoring
system
offersa setof hardware
andsoftware
building
blocks
fromwhichfunctional
modules
are
totailorthesystem
assembled
totheapplication
andthepatient.
by Christoph Westerteicher

Over the past twenff years HP has been a supplier of
patient monitoring equipment to the healthcare industry.
Patient monitors are observational and diagnostic tools
that monitor physiological paxameters of critically ill patients. Tlpical parameters include the electrocardiogram
(ECG), blood pressure measured both invasively and noninvasively, pulse oximeter (SaOf, and respiratory gases,
arnong others. The catalog of parameters is still growing
based on the need for better patient care and the technical feasibility of new measurement techniques.
Patient monitors are used in a variety of departments
within hospitals. These include operating rooms, intensive
care units, cardiac care units, in-hospital and out-of-hospital transportation, and special function areas such as
lithotripsy and x-ray. A patient monitoring system must be
versatile and applicable to most of these areas. This
means that it must support a wide range of configurations
and allow quick adaptation to the patient-specific level of
care. For a normal appendectomy, monitoring the ECG,
noninvasive blood pressure, SaO2, and one temperature
will suffice. At the other extreme, during a cardiovascular
operation as many as eight different physiological pararneters will be measured.

r Monitor control and data input
r Display
. System connects.
Each of these functional modules is implemented in a set
of hardware and software building blocks, which as a
whole form the Component Monitoring System depicted
in Fig. 1. Separating the monitor into its generic elements
provides many advantages. First, the monitor can easily
be configured to best meet the application needs of the
individual customer. Parameters can quickly be combined
according to the required level of care and changed when
necessary. Second, adding functionality to a monitor is as
simple as inserting the appropriate hardware into an existing unit and updating the software if necessary.
A third advantage is that the Component Monitoring System can be kept abreast of new technological trends by

The HP Component Monitoring System is designed to
meet these requirements. This article outlines the highJevel project goals and the approaches taken to meet them.
It also describes the overall hardware and software architecture of the HP Component Monitoring System. Subsequent articles in this issue highlight the technical contributions of the Component Monitoring System project in
more detail.
Design Goals
The HP Component Monitoring System is the fourth generation of patient monitors to be designed and built by
the HP Medical Products Group. Based on our experience, current customer needs, and expected future trends
in the medical field, two objectives were viewed as areas
in which HP could make a m4ior contribution. One is the
area of modularity and flexibility and the other is ease of
use.
Modularity and Flexibility. The monitor is composed of the
following functional modules:
' Data acquisition
' Parameter signal processing

6
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Fig. l In the HP Oomponent Monitoring Systcrn, a fourth-generation paticnt monitor, each functional module is implemcnted in a
set of hardware and software buildins blocks.

System Architecture
From an architectural standpoint the Component Monitoring System can be divided into three segments (see Fig.
2):
. Module rack with parameter modules
o Computer module
. Displays.

Fig. 2. The Contponertt Mollitoriltg Syst.elnarchitecture has tlrree
segmcnts: the module rack ancl paralnetcr rnodules, thc collU)tlter
moclule',and the displays. Thc trtoclulerack catt be eithcr an illtegral
part of the computer modtrlc or t,otally detached. A remote keypacl
is optional.
enhancing
ment.

or redesigning

Implementation

and will

be fully

will

backward

the appropriate
only

affect

compatible

functional

one building
with

exisling

eleblock,
sys-

tems.
Finally, production has been dramatically simplified. Customization of each monitor is the last integration step in
production. Thus, all components can be assembled and
tested without knowing the specific configuration in
which they will be used.
Flexibility is enhanced by designing the monitor components so that their physical location can be optimized to
address ergonomic considerations and by allowing the
user to program the monitor's default settings and standard configuration. This means that the monitor can be
adapted to a wide range of current and future clinical
applications.
Ease of Use. Ease of use is of particular importance for
patient monitors in operating rooms and critical care
units, where clinicians use patient monitors to make informed decisions about potentially life-threatening situations. In the past, clinicians have had to strike a compromise between the desired functionality of a patient
monitor and its ease of use. Our goal was to make this
very sophisticated piece of equipment truly intuitive for
doctors and nurses to use. Other areas that we focused
on, and that played an impofiant role during the development phase were:
Implementation of methods to meet HP quality goals.
Minimization of production costs and support for a linear
cost profile. This means that functionality can be segmented down to its generic building blocks. Should a particular feature be needed, the customer pays for it and
nothing more.
Standardization, ranging from uniform design tools and
software development environments all the way to minimizing the number of different electrical components
used in the Component Monitoring System as well as the
number of mechanical oarts needed to assemble the unit.

The module rack and parameter modules represent the
interface to the patient. Each parameter module is dedicated to the measurement of one or more physiological
signals, and is housed in a separate enclosure. Within the
parameter modules, the transducer signals are electrically
isolated from ground potential, amplified, sampled, and
converted from an analog to a digital format. The digital
parameter values together with the status of each module
are polled at fixed intervals and sent to the computer
module for further interpretation.
Up to eight single-width modules fit into one module
rack. The module rack can be either an integral part of
the computer module or totally detached, in which case it
would be called a satellite module rack. The satellite
module rack is connected to the computer module by art
umbilical-cord-like cable, which carries both the digital
signals and a 60V dc power line for the parameter modules. One computer module can support as many as four
satellite module racks. This concept allows the user to
position the parameter modules as close as possible to
the patient, where the signal is measured. The transducer
cables can thus be kept short, minimizing the amount of
wiring as well as the tendency for it to become tangled
or draped over the patient.
Computer Module
The computer module is the main processing unit. It consists of a cardcage that can house up to 23 function
cards and one dc-to-dc converter (Fig. 3). Function cards
currently available include CPUs, memory cards, interface
cards, display controllers, and a utility card. For the first
release, a total of 11 function cards were designed. The
interconnection within the cardcage takes place via the
central plane, a motherboard located in the middle of the
chassis with press-fit connectors mounted on both sides

Fig. 3. Tlrt' coniputer module houses up to 2i3function cards.
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board. Data exchange between the
place on the message passing bus.

This bus is routed to all 23 slots on the central plane,
allowing a high degree of freedom as to where a function
card can be inserted. The message passing bus is the
backbone of the Component Monitoring System. Many of
the goals listed above only became possible with the help
of this communication concept.
The basic function of the message passing bus is that of
a broadcast system. Each message sent on the bus consists of a header, which describes the content, and the
actual data. A source (e.g., a CPU card) will obtain control of the message passing bus and transmit its information. The data is not transmitted in a point-to-point fashion from one source to one receiver. Instead, message
passing bus data is transmitted without any specific destination, and it is up to the function cards to watch for the
information needed by their applications. As soon as a
card detects a match between a header it is looking for
and the header of the message on the bus, it automatically pulls this data into an internal stack.
The activities of bus arbitration. transmission. header
matching, and data reception are controlled by the message passing bus chip. One of these interface chips is
located on each function card that actively takes part in
the communication process. The chip was designed specifically for the Component Monitoring System. It also
was the first HP production ASIC (application-speciflc IC)
to be designed using a silicon compiler tool.
A more detailed description of the message passing bus
concept and the design of the interface chip can be found
in the article on page 10, which covers the Component
Monitoring System hardware architecture.

Displays
The customer can choose either a monochrome or color
high-resolution display. Multiple independent displays can
be used to present different sets of information to specific user groups. For example, the surgeon needs a different presentation of patient information than the anesthesiologist during surgery.
Physically separating the display from the computer module gives the user a choice of screen sizes and the possibility of mounting the computer module at a remote location when space next to the patient is at a premium.
The user interacts with the monitor through a combination of hardkeys and softkeys on the display keypad or
through a remote kelpad which functionally duplicates
the keys on the display bezel.
Software Modularity
The concept of a modular system also applies to the software architecture (see FiS. 4). Application-specific modules represent the basic building blocks out of which the
total solution can be assembled. The ECG application, for
example, including the signal interpretation, alarm handling, and control interaction, is all encapsulated in one
module. To the surrounding environment these application
software modules are totally self-contained packages, and
only exchange information with one another via the message passing bus. By virtue of this concept, it is possible
to link each module as an independent entity with any of
the other modules and assign it to one of the Component
Monitoring System CPU cards.
A more detailed description of the software architecture
can be found in the article on page 13.
All of the Component Monitoring System software is
stored on EPROM function cards. These cards are physically located next to a CPU, and the applications running
on that CPU execute directly from the adjacent memory
card. All other CPU cards in the monitor get their application software downloaded into the on-board RAM during boot time. The advantage of this solution is that installing software is as easy as inserting one EPROM card.
Summary
The Component Monitoring System has proved that the
concept of component modularity can be extended far
beyond the mere ability to mix and match parameter
modules. Modularity in this system means that the customer can tailor the patient monitor to best fit the application all the way from the parameters that need to be
registered to the displays and interfaces the system
should incorporate. The Component Monitoring System
can also grow with the user's needs over time, and thus
secure the hospital's assets for many years.
The success of the modularity concept is reflected in the
fact that some of the hardware and software elements
have found their way into other medical devices manufactured by HP Overall, the Component Monitoring System
architecture has proven it can function as a monitoring
platform for years to come.
(conlinued
on page 10)
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Medical Expectations of Today's Patient Monitors
accordCPUs
to beaddedto thesystem
a solution
thatallowsadditional
themid-1960s.
TheHP7830,HP . Develop
of patient
monitors
since
HPhasbeena supplier
independent
that
needs,andthatprovides
displays
havemeasured
vitalsignslikeECG,
blood ingto thesignalprocessing
monitors
782xx,
HP7835x,
andHP7853x
pressure,
canbeaddressed
directly.
inspired
oxygen,
andothers.
carbon
dioxide,
bodytemperature,
technology
havebothdeveldemands
andmeasurement
customer
Overtheyears,
monitoring
solutions,
monitors
havegradually
become
complex
oped.Simple
ECG
processing,
These
modern
manyparameters.
displaying,
andstoring
acquiring,
and
LANs,
bothwithoneanother
needt0 communicate
overdedicated
monitors
purpose,
yearsago,HPintroduced
a serial
Forthis
several
withcentral
stations.
to transmit
of
whichmakes
it possible
a multitude
distribution
network
{SDN),
parameters,
to asmanyas32
waveforms,
andotherinformation
high-resolution
participants
with
features
arenoteasily
achievable
ina synchronous
way.These
modern
LANs.
asynchronous

.
.

.
.
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Conclusion
t0 theseneeds.
Fig.I shows
isoursolution
TheHPComponent
Monitoring
System
Expansionispossiblebothhorizonthebedsidemonitoringconceptofthissystem
functional
Thehorizontal
axisshows
thevarious
inthismatrix.
tallyandvertically
aremetin
various
waysinwhichtheseneeds
needs,
whilethevertical
axisshows
future
of possible
shows
examples
specific
applications.
Thelastrowof thematrix
if and
Monitoring
System
easily
to theComponent
capabilities
thatcanbeadded
whentheybecome
available.

patient
monitoring
isanultraflexible
sysMonitoring
System
TheHPComponent
needs
thatarisein hospitals
MedicalExpectations
to almost
all monitoring
temthatcanbeadapted
passing
message
bus
modularity
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needto measure
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parameters
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thisinformation
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The prime objective in the development of the HP Component Monitoring System was to build a patient monitor
that would adapt optimally to the majority of clinical
applications, now and in the foreseeable future. To the
R&D team, this meant modularity, but not just in the
sense of being able to mix and match parameters. The
goal of this project was to carry the idea of configurability a quantum leap into the future.
M4ior Parts
The Component Monitoring System can be segmented into
three parts (Fig. 1):
o The rack and parameter modules
o The computer module
o The display.
This segmentation is not just a theoretical way of looking
at the Component Monitoring System. The system can
actually be separated into these components. It is therefore possible to place the parameter modules close to the
patient and position the display within sight of the anesthesiologist, while the computer module can be totally
removed from the vicinitv of the oatient.
Computer Module
The computer module incorporates all the processing
power, the interfaces to other devices and networks, the
display controllers, and drivers for human interface equipment.
These functional elements have been broken into their
generic components, and then designed and irnplemented
as individual function cards. The processing power, for
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example, is provided by an application dependent number
of CPU cards, working together as a loosely coupled multiprocessor system. Based upon a l6/32-blt microprocessor, each CPU card is an independent subsystem, includ-
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Fig. l. Block diagram of the Conqronent Monitoring Systern hardu'are arcliitecture.
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Fig. 2. CPU card block diagram

ing a large amount of static memory boot EPROM, and
an interface chip for the computer module's internal bus,
the messagepassing bus (Fig. 2). The ability to work as a
self-contained,independent entity was the smallest common denominator we wanted to apply to our computer
module building blocks. Because of this concept, processing power, interface cards, or display controllers can be
added depending upon the customer's application. New
function cards can be added by plugging them into the
computer module without interfering with the existing
configuration.
Local resources of a function card, like static memory or
EPROM, can be extended by adding a battery-buffered
static RAM card and an EPROM card. They connect to a
local extension bus, which is routed on the sarne connector as the messagepassing bus, thus allowing an identical
design for all slots on the backplane.
At first release of the Component Monitoring System,
there are 11 function cards. The spectrum includes the
above-mentionedprocessor and memory cards, interface
cards to RS-232devices and HP's medical signal distribution network (SDN), high-resolution monochrome and
color display controllers, and other cards.
Each function had to lit onto the standard function card.
To make this possible, several application-specific integmted circuits (ASICs) provide high performance in a
minimum of card space. Surface mount technologl allows
components in very small packagesto be mounted close
together directly on the surface of a function card. The
benefits of these new technologies are highly automated
production processes,reduced part count, and increased
reliability.

receiving device. Instead, every message is classified by a
header, indicating the content of the message. A bus participant interested in a specific class of messages writes
the header of the information and a priority into the signature RAM of its message passing bus interface. When
the header of the message on the bus and the header in
the signature RAM match, the receiving card's message
passing bus interface automatically loads that message
into its FIFO buffer. Depending on the priority assigned,
the incoming information is pushed into either the
high-priority or the low-priority FIFO, thereby preprocessing data for the CPU. Comparing headers and moving
information into and out of the FIFOs is controlled by the
message passing bus interface chip with no interaction
from the data processing device. Fig. 3 is a block diagram
of this chip.
The m4jor advantages of this concept are threefold. First,
messages only need to be sent once, regardless of the
number of bus participants interested in the information.
This guarantees that bus bandwidth is not used merely to

i,lessage
Passing
Bus

CPU

Message Passing Bus
The messagepassing bus represents the backbone of the
Component Monitoring System. It is by virtue of this soIution that it was feasible to implement modularity in
such an extensive fashion.
The messagepassing bus is based on a messagebroadcasting system, in which one bus participant transmits
information without having to specify the address of the

Fig. 3. Message passing bus interface chip block cliagram.
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duplicate messages going to multiple receivers. Second,
the absolute bus bandwidth is defined by the speed of the
message passing bus interface chip. The chip controls the
transmit and receive FIFOs and compares headers without support from the data processing device. In essence,
the message passing bus chip is a buffer between a
high-speed bus and data processing logic working at varying speeds, which should not be intemrpted by every bus
activity if it is to function effectively.
The third major advantage of the message passing concept is that new system cards can be added to a monitor,
and as long as they know the algorithm for allocating
headers, they can actively participate on the message
passing bus. The bus has a decentralized arbitration algorithm, which determines how each participant accesses
the bus. Each interface chip incorporates arbitration circuitry based on a round-robin-like system, assigning the
bus on a rotating priority basis. If the current bus master
is level n, priority n - 1 will be given to the next interface
requesting the bus, and so on sequentially. This guarantees that the bus is shared equally among all of the function cards and is dynamically distributed every time a
message is sent.
The message passing bus chip was designed as an ASIC,
using a silicon compiler tool to develop and simulate the
circuit's functionality.
Central Plane and Power Concept
In the center of the computer module chassis is a 23-connector motherboard with press-fit sockets mounted on
both the front and the rear. The message passing bus is
routed to all 23 slots on this central plane (Fig. 4).
Since all of the function cards are mechanically identical
in size, any card can be inserted into any slot of the central plane, thus making possible a wide range of configurations. The only exemption is the dc-to-dc converter,
which always is located in the same slot. This one card
provides the power for the computer module, and is
sourced with 60V directly from the Component Monitoring
System display (Fig. 5).
This somewhat uncornmon power architecture was necessary to comply with the stringent leakage current limits
imposed on medical equipment. If the Component Monitoring System were to incorporate separate power supplies in the display and the computer module, the leakage
currents of both to ground would be added together, making it very difficult to reduce this value to below 100 pA.

Fig. 5. Power concept. The single power supply is housed in the
display.

The second reason for taking the power supply out of the
computer module was the need to reduce the amount of
heat dissipated in this small box to a minimum, so as not
to jeopardize reliability. We therefore decided to have
only one power supply for the entire Component Monitoring System, and to house this in the display.
The Display
Customers can choose either a monochrome or color
l4-inch display (Fig. 6).These are high-resolution, noninterlacing, high-contrast displays designed and built specifically for medical applications.
To provide outstanding waveform quality, the displays and
the display controllers have a very high horizontal resolution of 2048 pixels. At this pixel spacing the human eye
can no longer resolve the individual dots, so the curves
appear very smooth.
The displays also incorporate the Component Monitoring
System control panel, located beneath the screen. This
control panel is the main means of interacting with the
monitor. It consists of a membrane keyboard, LED indica-

:t

.trh

-#fi&
Fig. 4. Computermodule central plane and function cards.
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Fig. 6. The display also incorporates the control panel

tors, and the human hterface board, which is an HP-HIL
device looped through to the computer module.
Summary
The hardware architecture has proven to be one of the
steps on the ladder to success of the Component Monitoring System. With the advent of this new monitor, production has been automated and streamlined to an extent
unheard of for such a complex device as a patient monitor. The parts standardization effort has resulted in a
mere 300 different items for the entire system. Our cus-

tome$ can now have a state-of-the-artmonitoring system
that they can configure to their specific needs, and at the
same time be assured that their system has been designed to stay abreast with technological or application
changesfor many yea"rsto come.
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HP Component Monitoring System patient modules can be
mixed and matched to suit the application. A module is
added simply by plugging it into any free slot in the module rack. Wouldn't it be convenient to handle all functions
implemented as software the same way? Just find a free
resource on any CPU card and assign the required set of
software building blocks to it. Use only as many CPUs as
necessary. This article will show that this approach is not
only viable, but also appropriate in terms of both development economics and resource utilization.
The basic idea of having building blocks with standardized interfaces that can be arbitrarily combined has proven its power in many projects. The Component Monitoring System patient signal acquisition system, computer
module, and message passing bus concept reflect this
idea well.
This approach should also be promising for software.
However, a problem with soltware is its complexity, both
intemally and in terms of interaction with extemal entities. Component Monitoring System software modules
show signilicantly different profiles in resource requirements, must share a multiprocessor real-time system in
varying configurations without conflicts, have to act and
communicate in a meaningful way with regard to the current configuration, and are implemented by different people in different places at different times. This makes standardization difficult.

We will show how these problems were overcome, both
from an architectural point of view and from a development environment perspective. As we proceed, we will
encounter a continuously recurring question in different
contexts: How can we provide the needed creative freedom for each individual, and at the same time manage
their cooperation and integration into a coherent total
solution?
Layered Soffware
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the Component Monitoring System's functionality can be represented in a layered
scheme. Similar to existing computer systems, the hierarchy has four levels:

Fig. l. The basic task allocation scheme of the Component Monitoring System uses a layered software structure. The lowerJayer activities are transparent to the application software modules, which are
designed to run on a virtual processor.
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. The CPU cards represent the basis for all data processing. They communicate over the message passing bus. All
interfaces to external devices are found here.
o Firmware located on these cards provides services to the
higher layers of the model. The firmware implements
complex application independent functions by converting commands and protocols into hardware related signals. Patient parameter modules play a special role: controlled by firmware, their analog and digital hardware
converts the incoming patient signals into digital information accepted by the computer module.
o The operating system establishes the data paths between
the application soltware modules on the one hand and
the firmware on the other. It controls the execution of the
application programs, moves messages back and forth,
and continuously supervises the correct execution of all
functions.
' It is up to the applications to provide the signal interpretation, computation, alarm generation, and similar functions and to support user interaction by drawing windows
and menus on the screen. How functions are implemented in the lower layers is hidden from the application
software modules.
Modules and Messages
All function cards are designed so that they can be arbitrarily combined over the central plane. They can transmit and receive messages and perform their functions
regardless of the slots in which they reside.
In a straightforward extension of this principle, the Component Monitoring System software architecture allows
for arbitrary distribution of software to the various processor cards (see Fig. 2). These self-contained application
software modules are the building blocks of the modular
system. Each module represents a large functional areafor example, the signal processing for the blood pressure
measurement with its affiliated aspects of alarming, control interaction, transducer calibration, and so on.
To achieve this modularity, the current configuration is
made transparent to the modules. They will execute on
any CPU card, and their sharing of a CPU card with other modules will not interfere with their operation. The
only way they can communicate is to transmit and receive messages. As with the message passing bus, the
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= Application
ASW
Software
Module
Fig. 2. Application softwaremodulescan be assignedarbitrarily to
the availableCPU cards to achievethe most economicalresource
utilization.
origins and destinations of these messages are hidden
from the application.
This principle guaxantees maximum flexibility in reaching
the required functionality
with a given hardware set. It
also reduces development risks, since at the beginning of
a complex project, neither the sizes of the modules nor
the resulting processing requirements can be accurately
estimated.
Inside a Module
From a programmer's point of view, a module is composed of a nurnber of related C-language source files (see
Fig. 3). There are different types of files. For example,
PROGfiles contain executable code and variable definitions, and TEXTfiles consist only of character codes.
Following a tailored syntax, an ASCII file called a module
table provides comprehensive information about that module. Identification, communication behavior, execution,
and resource requirements are specified in this table. This
file is convefted to C source code by means of an HP-developed compiler called mtc. In this way, a generic module
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Fig. 3. An applicationsoftwaremodule consistsof a module table
and a set of C sourcefiles. A proprietary compiler,mtc, convertsthe
moduletableto C sourcecode.

stmcture is defined, along with a formal description of
interfaces among the modules and the rest of the system.
These standardization rules are followed by every software designer, specify the guidelines for all interaction,
and lay the foundation for a fully automated code generation process. Thus, machine-processed specification ertJorc es standardization.
All C code is then compiled and linked, yielding a number of object files, which are loaded unchanged into an
EPROM card to be plugged into the conlputer module.
Virtual Processor
The main characteristic of this software concept is that
the current configuration is invisible to all of the' applications. They do not know which modules are assigned to
which processor, hoiv many processors are available,
which interface cards are present, or where messages
come from and where they go. Therefore, software developers must not make any assumptions as to where their
applications will be executed. The only way modules are
allowed to communicate with each other is by exchanging
messages.
These are prerequisites for a tmly modular system in
which applications can be mixed and matched according
to a predefined functionality. With this in mind, it is appropriate to define an abstract programming model that
we call a uirtual pt'ocesso't' (see Fig. 1). This is a r:ollection of artifrcial resources such as application priorities or
data links. The virtual processor supplies the application
programmer with all of the construction elements necessary to implement functions effectively and straightforwardly. The programmer can write functions that process
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messages without having to pay attention to how the inforn.ration is disl,ributed. Concepts such as interrupts, task
control blocks, and the message passing bus chip can be
ignored by the progranmer, who is free to concentrate on
the medical application. Thus, the application programmer's task is to convert the speciflc functions into programs that can mn on the virtual processor, and the operating system's task is to support this program module by
means of the current hardware configttration and ensure
that any two applications on a single CPU do not interfere with each other.
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The features of the virtual processor are defined very
formally, and the application programmer can only build
on them. The interface specification of a module with
respect to the virtual processor is found in the module
table and is expressed in terms of the virtual processor.
This abstract model and its formal presentation have
proven to be extremely useful, both for separating tasks
within the development process, and for automating the
integration process.
Execution Model
Every module's program code can be considered a set of
routines forming separate execution trees. The entry routines, that is, the roots of the trees, can be executed a.fter
the completion of a certain time period or upon reception
of a message (Fig. 4). Since functional areas within a
module may have different precedence requirements, execution trees can be assigned to one of several application priorities (see Fig. 5). For example, continuous waveform processing has the highest priority assignable,
because it must process a batch of samples every 32 ms,
and thus may delay the execution of all other functions if
given a lower priority.
The total computing capacity of a certain CPU may be
distributed among several execution trees within several
modules with several priorities. The overhead generated
for context switching is minimal.
Control
Flow

llodule1

Module
2

...1*odule
n

\

.)

.)

AP= Application
Priority
S a m pF
l er a mTei m i n g :

t

I

32ms

Message
Distributor

Fig. 5. Application module software can be thought of as a set of
execution trees. These are assigned to application priorities, which
are virtual processor resources.
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Fig. 6. Every message has a composite symbolic identification,
which is evaluated at boot time, when message headers are allocated.

The application progrzunmer specifies the priority of each
execution tree. At mn time, the execution time is partitioned extemally to the module, without effecting its
functionality. The programmer also specifies the amount
of execution time required. The operating system guarantees every application the timely execution of each tree
and checks this in a continuous fashion. This is essential
to the safety of patient monitoring.
Communication
Model
As already mentioned, communication among software
modules and interface cards is implemented as an exchange of messages. Message routing functions reference
a l2-b1t header, allowing for a maximum of 4096 different
data streams. It would have been possible to assign all
headers project-wide in advance, but the Component Monitoring System employs a more elaborate process for establishing data paths. Every message has a composite
(six-field) symbolic identification assigned. This is evaluated at boot time when headers are allocated (see Fig.
6). Modules transmitting or receiving messages speciff
this symbolic identification within their module tables.
This method allows the implementation of some important concepts. If modules are installed more than once,
say for multiple pressure lines, multiple similar data paths
have to be established appropriately. This can be done
externally to the modules at boot time simply by counting
the source numbers shown in Fig. 6. Also, related messages can be collected into message classes by assigning
identical keys, for example to the type field. Each message of a specific class then shares a predefined structure.
Programming with message classes represents a powerful
method for dealing with configuration dependencies. The
operating system supports broadcast messaging in a very
convenient way. For example, all alarm messages generated by various sources are transmitted in messages of
type ALARM.The central alarm management facility-an
application software module----can specify that it wants to
receive all alarm messages and then process them in the
order that they appear. Using wild-card specifiers for the
unlmown fields in the symbolic identification keeps the
module code receiving broadcast messages regardless of
the cunent conJiguration. Blocks of memory for class
members can be requested with a simple entry in the
module table. The configuration dependencies are then
resolved at boot time.
Besides broadcasting, the Component Monitoring System
operating system uses two other important types of communication: static point-to-point and d}'namic point-to-
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point. Static links are private communication links between two entities, most notably application software
modules and interface cards. Dynamic links are valuable
when one resource is used by different application software modules at different times. A temporary write to a
screen area or the reading of softkeys are exarnples of
this concept. Classes of dynamic link nodes can be defined using the mechanism described above (link nodes
are entry points into an application softurare module
whose affiliated message is of some type specified in the
receiver's module table). Fig. 7 summarizes how these
communication tlpes are built on the message passing
bus broadcast facility to serve the upper application level.

Application
Level
(Examples)

Fig. 7. Different conununication
models are built on top of the mes
sage passing bus broadcast function.

In this process, the module tables supply all information
necessary to install the data paths. In the first step, reservations for message passing bus headers are accepted. All
references to communication concepts such as message
classes can then be resolved. The process is analogous to
the link process for computer object code. More than 800
message passing bus headers are allocated by the boot
process; this gives an idea of the amount of communication that is required to operate the system.
Delaying the linking of software modules until the boot
process has, among others, one important advantage: it

The standard parameter interface represents the backbone
of patient data communication within the Component
Monitoring System. It is a set of class definitions that
forms a kind of logical data bus on which all patient data
processing modules can broadcast their data. Any receiver can then operate on waveform, numeric, alarm, or other messages in a completely decoupled fashion.
Confr guration
Automated
only if their
Modules contribute to the system's flexibiliff
handling is simple, comparable to the ease of handling
patient pa.rarneter modules. To achieve this, the Component Monitoring System development environment makes
heavy use of automated processes, acting on formal interface descriptions. The module table, for example, is composed of the formal specifications relating to the specific
module. When specifying communication behavior and
execution requirements, the programmer can reference
same
items of interest by means of symbolic names-the
names that can be found in the program source code.
As long as the system is not powered, all hardware and
software components appear unrelated. The computer
module cards are all connected electrically, but no logical
data path is apparent. The CPUs arc "empty" (Fig. 8a). At
boot, a monitor configuration table located on the central
EEPROM tells the boot process how to arrange software
modules on the CPU cards (Fig. 8b). Using the module
tables in the individual modules, the boot process binds
the modules into the run-time system. ffier the prograrn
code has been transferred to the CPU cards and all configuration dependent data structures have been initialized,
all modules will operate as expected. More than 40 application software module instances are installed in the
Component Monitoring System.
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Fig. 8. A monitor configuration table telis the boot process how to
arrange the application software modules on the CPUS.
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allows configuration independent implementation and an
ease of software maintenance that is normally true only
of hardware elements.
Conclusion
Both the software design and the Component Monitoring
System software development environment (see page 15)
placed great emphasis on decentralization and decoupling
and on the standardization and formalization of interfaces.
The latter provides the opportumty for comprehensive
automation, which in tum shows significant advantages:
. Automation of all external activities supports a smooth
integration of each module into the total solution. It eliminates communication problems within the development
team by separating responsibilities and establishing noncomrptible entities.
. Automated processes are reliable and efficient. They only
have to be implemented once, and future users do not
need an in-depth understanding to be able to use them.
. Automated processes enforce consistency. Deviations
from a standard are prevented by the tools. Specification
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flaws quickly become apparent. The overall system remains consistent. This is an important contribution to
software quality.
o Automated processes maintain flexibility. The evolution
ofprocesses can be coordinated centrally, with only a
few engineers involved. Users are affected to a much
lesser degree.
A project of the magnitude of the Component Monitoring
System software development cannot be managed in a
reasonable way without a very high degree of automation.
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The parameter module interface of the HP Component
Monitoring System is the interconnection between the
computer module and the module rack. The module rack
can house a wide range and a varying number of parameter modules. By means of transducers attached to the
patient, the parameter modules measure the patient's vital
signs. These devices include the ECG, temperature, and
recorder modules, and many others.
The major challenges associated with the design of the
parameter module interface can be summarized as follows:
The system must be able to support communication between the rack interface card in the computer module
and a variety of parameter modules that may differ in
such characteristics as the sampling rate ofthe analog
signal, the number ofsignal input or output channels, the
kind and amount of data that a parameter module receives from the computer module (control data) or sends
to the computer module (status data), and mechanical
size (1, 2, or 3 slots wide).

. It is a requirement of some clinical applications that certain waveform samples be measured and made available
at an analog output with an absolute delay of less than 20
milliseconds.
. It must be possible to plug any parameter module into
any slot in the module rack. The system must identiff the
parameter module and its position within the rack (configuration detection).
. The communication link of a system under power must
not be influenced by plugging in or unplugging parameter
modules or even entire racks.
. The parameter modules must be synchronized with each
other.
. The link must support the detection of defective devices.
Link Design
The rack interface card in the computer module has one
connector to interface to as many as four module racks.
A module rack houses a maximum of eiqht single-width
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modules. This means that up to 32 parameter modules
can be attached to one rack interface card.
Connections are established to each of the 32 slots by
means of five address lines (see Fig. 1). Using these address lines, the decoding logic in the addressed module
rack connects one of that rack's slots to the receive and
transmit lines of the rack interface in the computer module.
The serial interface of the 80C51 microcomputer (internal
UARI full duplex, 500-kbaud) is used for communication
between the rack interface card and the addressed parameter module. Because of the fast response time requirement, it was decided that the parameter modules should
transmit their information one sample at a time. The rack
interface gathers all parameter samples over a period of
32 ms and forms them into the corresponding message
passing bus data.
Communication
Protocol
The rack interface controller starts the communication
with the parameter modules with a special identification
cycle. All possible rack slots are addressed, and a special
control b5rte requests identification. A connected module
responds by sending its device identification, hardware
and firmware revision, and other parameter-specific data.
Using this identifrcation and an internal reference table,
the rack interface compiles all necessary data about the
connected device types. This includes each device's sampling rate and its number and kind of transmit and receive bytes. After scanning all of the slots, the system
knows which parameter modules are available.
Special digital logic together with a simple connected./
not-connected connector pin inside each parameter module enables the rack interface to recognize whether or
not a module is plugged into any slot, or whether a module is defective. If a parameter module is connected, it
responds when it receives the control byte from the rack
interface. If a module is not connected, the incoming byte
is sent back to the rack interface card without any delay.
If there is no response at all a defective module is recognized.
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The free part of the scan table is used to address slots
that have no modules inserted. When a parameter module
is plugged into the rack it is immediately recognized and
activated in the scan table, which contains the superset
of all parameter modules that are allowed. A module that
is removed from the rack is deactivated. Thus it is possible to connect and disconnect any parameter module during normal monitoring.
Analog output devices that need a fast response time are
entered at the end of each time slice and receive the data
from the selected parameter module within the same time
slice. The total delay from input to output is less than 2
ms (see Fig. 2).
Parameter Module Interaction
When a parameter module is addressed by sending it a
message (receive intemrpt), it responds immediately by
transmitting a predefined internal data block, typically
consisting of waveform and status data. After the transmission, the parameter module starts an analog-to-digital
conversion cycle of the patient signal or performs other
tasks depending on the control information in the received message. The result of the analog-to-digital conversion and status information are stored into a module's
internal data block. This data is transmitted the next time
the parameter module is addressed. Since communication
with a particular device always takes place after a fixed
interval, the module can synchronize itself with this polling sequence.

t2_14_16_19_20_22_24_26_28_10_32=

6_8_10
2

The arrangement of the scan table depends on the speed
classes of the parameter modules connected. There are
five speed classes based on the sampling rate of the parameter modules: 2-ms, 4-ms, 8-ms, 16-ms, and 32-ms. The
2-ms parameters are entered in each column of the scan
table, the 4-ms parameters in every other column, and so
on. A special algorithm guarantees that the entries are
made so that each device is addressed at fixed intervals.

At the 500-kbaud data rate of the parameter module interface, a typical communication cycle with a parameter
module with one waveform takes about 120 microsec-

Scan Tbble
After the system determines which parameter modules
are present, a scan table is generated in the rack inter0 _Z_4

face to describe and control all subsequent communication. The scan table consists of 16 2-ms time slices. The
table entry for each time slice specifies which parameters
are polled during that time slice (see Fig. 2).
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AO AO
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Fig. 2. The scan table entries
specify which pararneter modules are addressed in each of
s i x t e c r r2 - r n s t i r n e s l i c r s . A r r a log output devices that need
data immediately receive it
within the same time slice.

onds. When communication with one module has been
completed, the next device in the scan table is addressed.
This procedure ensures both optimum use of the available
bandwidth and synchronization of the parameter module
and the rack interface card.
Summary
The parameter module interface represents a very flexible
solution for connecting a wide variety of modules to the
Component Monitoring System computer module. AI-

though the requirements addressed by the interface are
complex, the frnal implementation is both versatile and
mgged, and was kept relatively simple by integrating
some of the decoding logic.
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Nearly everyone is familiar with one of the most important medical parameters-the
electrocardiogram, or ECG.
The electrical voltages created by the heart have been
well-known to the medical community for nearly a century. In the beginning the ECG was measured by sensitive
galvanometers with the patient's hands and feet placed in
vessels filled with saline solution. Improvements in the
assessment of diagnostic ECG signals have been closely
related to the evolution of electronics, great strides being
made when amplifying devices such as vacuum tubes and
later transistors became available. Today, low-noise operational amplifier circuits are state-of-the-art for ECG signal
processing.
Physiologically, the polarization and depolarization of the
heart's muscle mass creates a three-dimensional electrical
field that changes with time. As a result, voltages can be
measured on the surface of the body that represent the
pumping cycle of the myocardium. A strong effort has
been made to standardize the points at which the voltages should be measured. The most widely used are three
differential voltages: From right arm (RA) to left arm
(I-A), from LA to Ieft leg (LL), and from LL to RA. These
voltages are known as ECG leads I, II, and III. The right
leg electrode (RL) acts as the neutral pole in this system.
This configuration is known as the Eindhoven triangle
(see Fig. 1).

ECG Signal Characteristics
The amplitude of the ECG signal as measured on the skin
ranges from 0.1 mV to 5 mV. The frequency extends from
0.05 Hz to 130 Hz. Physiological signals like the ECG differ from artificial signals in that they are not reproducible
from one time segment to another. They are more statistical in nature and have larger variations in signal characteristics than, say, a signal generator output. This places
additional requirements on the measurement system, especially the analog input stages. Although the average amplitude is only around 1 mV, there are large dc offset voltages because of electrochemical processes between the
electrode attached to the patient and the patient's skin.
These can be as high as +500 mV. Also, the contact resistance between an electrode and the body surface can
vary widely and reach values around I MC)'. In addition,
the system must be capable of detecting.that an electrode
has fallen off the patient. Perhaps the largest constraint is
the presence of 60-Hz or 50-Hz power line noise. The
human body acts like the midpoint of a capacitive divider
between one or more power lines and ground. Thus, common-mode voltages as high as 20V p-p can be superimposed on the body. Eliminating this source of noise is one
of the major tasks of an ECG amplifier. Fortunately, the
ECG signals are differential signals while the power line
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(3.9 in by 1.4 in by 3.8 in). It was therefore obvious that
we would have to use surface mount technologl to meet
the size objective. In addition, it soon became apparent
that a large percentage of the electronic circuit would
have to be integrated in silicon if the entire device was to
fit into a single-width module. This and the need for cost
reduction on such a high-volume paxarneter module as the
ECG module clearly indicated that an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) would be the appropriate solution.
The investigation revealed that the chip size we had in
mind and the mixed analog-digital design were real challenges for a fully custom ASIC. Our plan was to integrate
the following function blocks into a single chip:
r Full three-channel ECG amplifier with various filter
stages of both analog and switched capacitor tlpe
. Precision resistor network for the weighting function
o Three-channel lead select multiplexer
o Precision differential amplifrers with high common-mode
rejection ratio
. Eight-channel multiplexer for sequential scanning of all
analog signals
Fig. l. Placementof llCG electrodes.The colorsof the cabling
. Bandgap voltage reference
systemare standardized.The right leg (RL) connectionacts as the
. l0-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
neutral pole. (ln monitoring applicationsthe RL and LL connections
o Digital control logic for switching filter corner frequenare often as shownhere and not on the legs.)
cies, multiplexers, and other circuits
. Serial interface to connect the chip with the surrounding
voltages are common-mode, so the noise can be reduced
circuits.
with differenl-ial amplifi ers.
Another requirement results from artificial pace pulses
used to stimulate the heartbeat of some patients. Pacemaker devices are implanted into the chest, generating
small pulses up to lV p-p at frequencies in the kilohertz
range. Pace pulses are superimposed on the ECG signal
and have to be detected to differentiate them from the
peak value of the ECG signal, called the QRS complex.
This is important because the heartrate measurement is
based on this QRS signal, and an incorrect interpretation
would result in an incorrect value.
In emergencies when the heart stops beating (ventricular
fibrillation), a commonly used procedure is to apply a
voltage pulse of about 5 kV p-p with a 5-ms duration to
synchronize the neural stimulus of the heart's muscle
mass and bring it back to normal operating conditions.
Because of the high voltages needed to defibrillate a patient, the inputs of the ECG circuit must be protected.
Other sources of noise are electrosurgery devices, which
are used in operating rooms as electronic scalpels. These
devices contain high-frequency currents in the megahertz
range. The high current density at the tip of the electrode
coagulates the protein, thereby stopping bleeding. The
ECG module must provide additional filtering against this
high-frequency noise.
Integrated Solution
The design goals for the Component Monitoring System
ECG module included reduced cost, reduced size, minimum power consumption, and increased reliability and
functionality compared to the current patient monitor
generation.
The target size was a single-width parameter module. This
module measures only 99.6 mm by 36 mm by 97.5 mm
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To be able to integrate all this, a 3-pm CMOS process
was chosen. It is a p-well LOCOS process with polysilicon
gates and ion implantation. NMOS and PNIOS field-effect
transistors are combined. Also available are n-channel
JFETs and pnp bipolar transistors. The thin-film resistors
are laser trimmable to within 0.1%omatching. Available
cells include JFET operational amplifiers, bipolar opamps,
switched capacitor filters, 8-bit to 14-bit analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters, and sample-and-hold amplifiers.
The ElectrBcardiograph
ASIC
The basic functions of the ECG circuit can be seen in
Fig. 2, which shows one of the three independent channels. The inputs are switched to the RA and LA electrodes as active inputs. The RA and LA inputs of the chip
are connected to the patient. Protection circuits against
ESD and defibrillator pulses and current-limiting resistors
are provided outside the chip on the printed circuit
board. JFET input opamps amplify the signal five times
and act as high-impedance input buffers. A precision resistor network (Wilson network) sums the various electrode voltages to achieve the standard voltages for the
different ECG selections. The multiplexer selects the appropriate lead voltages from the resistor network. The
lO-kHz low-pass filters act as prefilters for antialiasing
purposes to reduce the high-frequency components in
case an electrosurgery unit or other high-frequency noise
source is coupling into the module. These are analog filters. They protect the switched capacitor filters with their
time-discrete sampling system against unwanted aliasing
disturbances resulting from high-frequency noise.
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The RL input acts as the neutral pole, but is not directly
connected to analog ground. It is the low-impedance output stage of an inverting summing amplifier (called the
right leg drive) which serves as a feedback circuit, furt,her
reducing common-mode power line voltages. The common-mode signal present at the output of the lead select
multiplexer is phase inverted and fed back to the patient,
thus being subtracted from the common-mode voltage
present at the inputs. This helps eliminate unwanted power line noise.
The difference between the two selected electrode signals
is derived in the differential amplifier section, which has
a gain of one. Up to that point, all gain variations and
tolerances affect the common-mode rejection. Therefore,
these stages have laser-trimmed resistors where appropriate.
At the outputs of the differential amplifier in each of the
three channels, the signal path is split into two parts. For
the two main channels, the auxiliary path goes out of the
integrated circuit to the pace pulse detector. The pace
pulses are identified by their higher-frequency content in
the range of I to 4 kHz, but only the presence of a pace
pulse has to be detected, not the time dependent signal
itself. Therefore, it is unnecessary to construct the whole
signal path with this large bandwidth. After the pace
pulse detector output, low-pass filtering of the ECG signal
begins.

Fig. 2. Basicstnrcturcof t,heFICG
ASIC (one of thrce chanuels).
The three analog channels described so far are connected
to the inputs of a one-of-eight multiplexer, which sequentially scans these three channels and five auxiliary channels every 2 milliscconds. The output feeds into the ADC,
a l0-bit converter that has less than +l LSB differential
nonlinearity and a conversion time of 20 trrs.An
8-by-10-bit dynamic random access memory holds all the
conversion results temporarily until they are transmitted
via a parallel-to-serial convefter out of the chip to the
module microprocessor. In the opposite direction, all control information is transferred into the chip over this serial interface and latched. The use of a serial data conversion scheme made it possible to use only three output
lines and a 28-pin package.
Fig. 3 is a photograph of the ECG ASIC chip.
Pace Pulse Detection Circuit
The dual pace pulse detector is also an ASIC. Its analog
parts are built entirely in switched capacitor technology.

For ECG filtering, a minimum lower corner frequency of
0.05 Hz is required. The large capacitor and resistor values needed could not be integrated and therefore the
signal is routed from the chip into extemal filter sections,
one for each channel. By means of internal switches,
three low-end comer frequencies (0.05 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 3.5 Hz)
and two high-end corner frequencies (40 Hz and 130 Hz)
can be selected.
The signal flows out of the chip, through the external
filters, and back into the chip. It then goes through the
main gain stage, which has switchable gain of 40 or 160
depending on the signal amplitude and the resolution
needed on the screen. After passing the gain stage, the
signal is filtered with a second-order switched capacitor
stage to achieve the corner frequency of 130 Hz with as
small a tolerance as possible.

Fig. 3. Photograph of the ECG ASIC wafer. The analog li.tuctions
cover much larger areas than the digit,alparts.
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Fig.4. M1001 ECG module printcd
circuit boards. The large capacitors
on the left board are part ofthe external filter stages. The ECG ASIC
is just in front of these capacitors.
The PPD is to the left of the ASIC.
The right board contains the digital
parts of the module.

This had the advantage of avoiding laser trimming, minimizing wafer area, and thus reducing cost. This chip generates two logic output signals for each channel, indicating whether a pace pulse with either positive or negative
polarity is present in the input signal. The information is
polled by the microprocessor and sent to the algorithmic
sofbware.
Test Considerations
It was clear from the beginning that testing the ECG chip
would be a challenge because of the large number of
parameters to be measured. The specifications describing
the functionality are split into two parts: intemal and extemal specifications. The internal specifications can be
tested with wafer probes and help the vendor optimize
the production process. They are consistent with the extemal specifications, which are measurable from outside
the chip and are accessible to the customer. The extemal
specifications are the link between the ASIC design and
the printed circuit board design and were used as guidelines throughout the design and verification process. Automated test equipment has been set up at HP to test the
ECG chip via its serial interface. The same test equipment
is used by both the vendor and HP to reduce the number
of false measurements resulting from different measurement setups.
Results
Fig. 4 shows the printed circuit boards of the M1001 ECG
module. All components between the ECG ASIC (the larger one) and the input patient connector are for protection
and filtering against defibrillator pulses, electrostatic discharge, and electrosurgery units. The following table gives
an overyiew of the two ASIC chips (PPD is the pace
pulse detector):
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Item

ECG ASIG

PPD ASIC
3.43by 3.99mm

Die Size

6.22by 6.27mm

Analog Functions

24

12

Digital Functions

4

o

Number of Tfansistors

:6000

:2000

Number of Digital
Gates

:550

:200

Number of Pins

28 PLCC

20PLCC

Power Consumption 275 mW max.

45 mW max.

DlmamicRange

+3V

+ 3V

Overall Analog Gain 800
Noise (referred to
input)

2 LSB

The main problem that was faced in this design project
was the complexity of the system, which caused side effects that were not visible in the beginning. The die size
was too big for norrnal packages, so packages with larger
cavities had to be found. The simulation time was longer
than expected because of the large number of components inside.
In summary, the design objectives were met. The ECG
performance is state-of-the-art, and significant reductions
in cost, power consumption, size, and component count
were achieved in comparison to a discrete solution,
which probably would have required a double-width
module.
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The noninvasive blood pressure module of the HP Component Monitoring System is a double-width parameter
module used to measure and calculate a patient's systolic,
diastolic, and mean blood pressure. The method is based
on inflating a cuff on the patient's arm until all blood
flow is suppressed in this extremity. The pressure in the
cuff is then slowly deflated, and by using the oscillometric measurement technique, both the high and low blood
pressures.and the mean value can be determined.
Physically the noninvasive blood pressure module consists
of two parts. One is the electronic board, which contains
the power supply, the signal acquisition circuitry and the
interface to the computer module. The other is the pump
assembly, which is responsible for the controlled inflation
and deflation of the cuff.
.
.
.
.
.

Requirements imposed on the pump assembly were:
Low parts price
Minimum number of parts
Robust construction
Easy to assemble in the parameter module
Low power consumption at the highest possible pump
capacity.
Because of the required size of the pump assembly (it
had to fit in a single-width parameter module), and the
need to reduce the number of individual parts, a totally
new approach was taken in the design of this mechanical
part. The solution implemented is a self-contained function block allowing a stringent separation between the
electronic printed circuit board and the pneumatic system
(see Fig. 1).
The Pump Assembly
The pump assembly consists of the pump and two valves.
The pump is a mernbrane device driven by a dc motor.
To meet the requirements of the application, the pump is
optimized for high pumping capacity and low air leakage.
Air leakage is a big concern because the volume in the
cuff has to be deflated in a highly controlled fashion. This
is especially difficult for neonatal applications, because
neonatal cuffs have very small volumes. We solved the
problem by incorporating a reflow valve within the pump
module. This pressure valve opens at low flow rates, and
therefore does not increase power consumption. The important thing is that it seals tightly at a very low reflow
rate.

Fig. 1. Pumpassemblyof lhe ConrponentMonitoringSystemnonirtmodtrle.
vasivebloodpressuremeasurement
The second element in the pump assembly is a pair of
valves, flanged to a machined aluminium extrusion. TWo
valves are needed to provide a fail-safe circuit that will
comply with the safety requirements imposed on noninvasive blood pressure measurement devices. These two
valves have considerably different flow characteristics. By
automatically switching between the two valves, one noninvasive blood pressure module covers the entire application spectrum from neonates' cuffs all the way to adult
thigh cuffs.
The aluminium extmsion is designed to replace all the
necessary tubing between the pump and the valves. It is
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therefore possible to flange the mounted valve onto the
pump without any additional rubber tubing. This contributes to a part count reduction and simplifies production
dramatically.
The only connections that have to be made with the
pump assembly are a l5-mm-long rubber tube to the noninvasive blood pressure connector in the parameter module, and a power connection to the electronic board for
the dc pump. The rubber tube to the noninvasive blood
pressure connector is essential because this flexible tubing detaches the pump from the the parameter module
housing and thus helps damp acoustic noise caused by
mechanical vibration.
Packaging
The entire pump assembly is encapsulated in a polyurethane package. This relatively simple part contributes in
more than one way to the goals of the overall solution.
All noise generated by the dc pump is muffled by the
package to a degree that is acceptable in the hospital
environment. The pump assembly survives the l-m drop
test because sufficient kinetic energy is absorbed by the
package to avoid damage to the mechanics. Packaging of

this part for shipment from the vendor to HP has been
minimized to a simple protective cover.
The outline of the foam package is identical to the inner
contour of the parameter module. Therefore, no additional
parts are needed to embed the pump assembly in the
inner enclosure of the pararneter module. The elimination
of additional screws or clamps has helped reduce production time and part count.
Conclusion
The Component Monitoring System noninvasive blood
pressure module meets all of the above described objectives. Because the pump assembly and the electronic
board are delivered as prefabricated parts, the total time
to build the module has been reduced to about two minutes. The result is a small. robust. self-contained noninvasive blood pressure module, to our knowledge one of the
smallest noninvasive blood pressure devices in the world.
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The medical environment requires a record of the care
that has been given to a patient, both for the patient's file
and as a legal document. For patient monitoring equipment like the HP Component Monitoring System, the record has traditionally been a continuous strip of paper of
various widths. An example of a recording from the Com( 9 O O O A ) T E S TD A T A
2 9 J A N9 1 1 2 : 3 6

25 m,/sec
qED 20

ponent Monitoring System's two-channel recorder is
shown in Fig. l. Fig. 2 is a photograph of the recorder.
In the past, the hospital had three options to provide recording capability for a patient, each of which was less
than ideal:
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a mark is made on the paper. This, combined with the
power requirements of the motor and electronics, norrnally would require much morc power than the 6 watts that
are available. In addition, there can be no ventilation in
the housing. Meeting the high-temperature specifications
wes difficult because of the internal heat generated by
the power-consuming conponents.
Ease ol Use. Recorder operation should be flexible to meet
thc various medical applical.ions. It should be intuitive for
ther occasional user. Most of the Conrponent Monitoring
Systenr rt'cordcr operation is part of the normal control
structrlrc. The difliculty for thc recorder design teaur was
to make the paper loading casy while not using any power to aid papcr fceding.
Reliability.Recorders, which have moving parts that wear,
tend to be less reliable t,han equipment that does not
have moving mechanical pafts. A simple mechanical design along with high-quality components and a severe
testing prograrn resulted in a highly reliable product.
ManufacturingEase. This recorder was designed for
high-volume assembly. Much effort was spent in minimizing part count, in using the molded parts to perform multiple functions, in designing adjustments out, and in making the instrument easy to test.
X,'loriitorirrg
S),s1t'nt
tno-<hannclrccotclcr
Fig. 2.'l'lreIIP (.lunrlrorrcnl
tnoclttlr'.
o Purchasc a rccorder for every bcdside. This is very expcnsivt in these clays of cost containment.
, lTse a ccntr:rr, sharctl recorder. With ruuch of the patient
c:rrc giv{'ll at t.hebeclsicle,not having a recorder nearby is
a distinct disadvantage.
* Mount thc rcc:order on a cafl. and wheel it to thc bulside
when needed. This takes up too much of the available
room at thc bcdsicle and is also inconvenient..
Thc Componcnt Moniloring System philosophy of allowing
thc nronitor configurat,ion lo change with the patienl,'s
ncctls extencls to Lhe recording function. The two-channel
recorder can bt'nroved arouncl likc any other parameter
module. This approach, along wil.h the requirements for
ease of user,high reliability, high perfonnance for many
types of applications, low manufacturing cost, and low
power led to the following set of major specilications:
u Size: Doubk'-width parameter modult:
u Power consumption: Approxitnal.elv 6 watts t'uaxintunt
" Number of wavefotrs: 3
u Lines ofcharacter printing: 3
(fan-fold paper would not fit
" Papcr: 50-mnr-by-30-mrolls
in thc dcsircd package size).
Thcsc specifical.ions resulted in a number of rnajor tcchnical challenges.
Size. F'il,ting the paper, motor and drive mechanisn'r, eleclronics, and supporting structure into a packagc of this
size was a major accomplishment.
Power Consumption.Chemical thermal papcr is used in this
rccordcr. A printhead consisl.ing of a linear array ol resistors is in constant contact with the papcr. When power is
applicd to one of l.hese resistors, thc resistor gets hot and

Mechanism
Paper is loaded by opening a door and inserting the roll
of paper into the paper compartment. The paper is then
threaded around a drive roller and pulled taut, and the
door is closed. As the door is closed, a cam is engaged
which lowers the printhead. Thc roller is driven by a
stepper motor which is connected to the drive roller by a
clrive belt. The roller is driven when the motor tums. The
paper has enough wrap around the drive roller to ensure
that it can be driven under the printhead. Enough back
tension must be provided to make the paper track properly, yet too much tension increases the motor torque requirements, which in turn increases the power required.
This turned into an interesting design trade-off. Sealed
ball bearings are used on the drive roller to mittimize
power requirements while keeping paper dust out of the
bearings.
TWo injection-molded frames fornr the chassis. The printhead and drive roller are captured bel.ween the chassis
halves, while the motor, paper door, power supply board,
and digital board are all mounted to the outside of the
chassis. The entire assembly is enclosed in a doublewidl,h module case.
Electronic Hardware
The cligital board contains two Intel 80C196 16-bit microcontrollers which communicate with each other via a
shared RAM. Each microcontroller contains a serial port.
Ther VO processor uses its serial port to communicate
with the monitor's compul.er module via the parameter
module interface (see article, page 19). It reccives digital
commands, waveforms, and text data from the monitor. It
int.erprets the commands and transforms thc data into a
format compatible with the printhead. It also monitors the
front-panel and door-open switches and the paper-out sen-
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sor. The VO processor communicates the recorder status
to the monitor.
The other processor takes the information from the VO
processor and ships it to the printhead via its serial port.
The energy applied to each resistive dot in the printhead
is tightly controlled by varying the printhead strobe times.
This ensures highquality printing and long printhead life
with minimal energy use. This processor varies the printhead strobe based upon printhead temperature, resistance, and voltage, which are measured by the onboard
analog-to-digital converter. The motor speed data is also
sent to the motor drive chips, which are Iocated on the
power supply board.
The power supply board transforms the 60 volts received
from the monitor into 15 volts required by the printhead
and motor, and into the 5 volts required by the logic. This
power conversion is performed by a switching power supply with a typical efficiency of 83%. The motor is driven
by two stepper motor chips which, under control from
the digital board, microstep the motor to provide accurate
chart speed with minimal power. The peak energy
supplied to the printhead is provided by a large capacitor.
In case of extremely heavy printing, the power to the
printhead may sag. To prevent the l5-volt supply from
saggingi too much, a current limiter is placed between the
printhead enerry storage device and the l5-volt supply.
Finally, the optical isolators for the serial data lines to
the monitor are on this board.
Printhead Control
Character and grid generation are provided by the recorder. The selected characters and grid are combined with
the waveform data, rasterized, and sent to the printhead
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to energize a number of resistors (dots) in the printhead.
The printhead is loaded three times for each dot printed.
If the dot has not been fired and is "cold", it is fired for
all three loads. If the dot has been fired in the last cycle,
it is "hot" and is fired for only one load. If the dot has
been fired two cycles ago, it is "warm" and is fired twice.
This results in a historical firing of each individual dot
and precise temperature control of each dot. In addition,
each of the three loads is accompanied by a strobe of the
printhead. Each strobe time is varied based upon printhead voltage, temperature, resistance, and chart speed.
For example, as the temperature of the printhead increases, the amount of energr provided to all dots decreases. This results in a lower printhead temperature
rise and less thermal shock to the dot resistors, while
providing consistent printing quality. In addition to all
this, the entire printed axea is dithered up and down over
time. This equalizes the use of all the printhead resistors
and improves the life of the printhead.
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The design of the human interface for the HP Component
Monitoring System involved a coordinated effort of R&D,
marketing, and industrial design, working with valuable
inteninputs and feedback from the principal users-the
sive care unit (ICU) mrrse and the anesthesiologist. Fig. I
illustrates the basic elements of the design process for
the human interface.

Environments and Users
The Component Monitoring System is used in a variety of
environments, including the surgical ICU, the neonatal
and cardiology ICUs, and the operating room. There is a
wide spectrum of users, including the nurse in the ICUs
and the nurse anesthetist, the anesthesiologist,and the
perfusionist in the operating room.

The functionality of the Component Monitoring System
goes beyond the classical real-time patient monitoring
functions. The monitor offers extensive support for medical procedures, such as cardiac output and S-T depression and elevation measurements, a powerful data management capability with various calculation and report
facilities, and a review facility for alarms and patient information from "another bed" using the proprietary HP
serial distribution network (SDN). This tunctional complexity had to be handled with a single consistent and
simple operating structure so that it did not lead to a
complex user interface. Because it is a key element in the
user's ultimate buying decision, usability was a critical
issue in the design.

The primary user in the operating room is the anesthesiologist. Some of the tasks performed are of a clerical
nature, such as logging patient and life support device
data, observing the monitor, and scanning the area. There
are also physical tasks, not directly related to the monitor, such as patient preparation, administration of drugs
and fluids, and patient observation.
In the surgical and neonatatal ICUs, 90o/oof users are
nurses. The tasks performed by the nurse include 30/o
clerical actMties, such as recording medical data, writing
down and checking doctors' orders, writing down the
medication plan, and fllling out the patient's flowsheet.
The other 7U/oof the tasks performed are of a physical
nature, such as administering fluids and drugs, taking
measurements,making physical examinations, ensuring
patient hygiene, and performing medical procedures.
In most cases,mrrses and physicians have no computer
experience. It can be expected that many of them will
have doubts about the introduction and use of computer-basedmonitoring equipment. Therefore, it was considered advisable not to make the Component Monitoring
System look like a computer.
The main focus is on the patient. The nurses and the physicians do not have time to interact extensively with the
monitor. They are in a crowded and stressful environment, where it is not unusual to encounter critical situations requiring immediate action to prevent degradation of
the patient's situation. Clinical persorutel also face a wide
variety of equipment from different manufacturers, all
with different user interface standards.

Fig. 1. Design process for the human interface of the HP Component Monitoring System.

Equipment training often includes no more than one or
two hours of instruction at monitor installation time. The
turnover of the nursing staff may be very high. Because
the workload is heavy, there is no time to read extensive
operating manuals, instruction cards, or help texts. Because of economic pressures on the health care system
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and clinical personnel shortages, especially in nursing,
less time is available for in-service training.
All of this suggests that intuitiveness and ease of use are
fundamental requirements for the Component Monitoring
System human interface.
Design Objectives
As the performance and computational power of a patient
monitor increase, the challenge is how to present and use
the medical information provided by the monitor in an
easy-to-interpret, simple, interactive way that will lead to
more efficient patient care delivery. It is possible to control a monitor with two buttons and a lot of key pushing
and watching. It is also possible to have 100 buttons or
more for the same job and assign a distinct function to
each button. An optimum is somewhere in between.
The main goal was to design a consistent control structure for all applications in the monitor and across all
present and future members of the Component Monitoring
System family. Working towards a simple model in the
user's mind was considered more important than reducing
the number of keystrokes required to access a given function to an absolute minimum. Having formed a model of
how the system operates, the user can extrapolate how a
particular function might work. If the system is consistent, the user's prediction will work, the system will be
perceived as easy to use, and user acceptance and satisfaction will increase. The control structure needs to be
self-explanatory to the novice user and allow fast access
to the experienced user. Access to critical functions requiring immediate action (like silencing an alarm or freezing the screen) should be simple and fast and should not
intermpt the user's aclivity in a given operating window
Minimizing operating complexity by reducing the number
of nested operating levels and thus eliminating the need
for "navigation aids" has been a major quantitative goal.
Each Component Monitoring System function is accessible
within three operating levels, reinforcing the same access
to all functions. There is a home key, Iabeled StandardDisplay, which always brings the user back to the standard
resting clisplay. Because monitoring functions vary in their
complexity, the human interface design implements simple
things in an easy way while making complex tasks possible.
Elements of the Human Interface
The main elements of the Component Monitoring System
human interface can be seen in Fig. 6 on page 12. All
user interaction and data visualization take place througha human interface unit consisting of a l4-inch high-resolution display (monochrome or color) and a keypad integrated in the screen bezel. Optionally, a remote keypad
can be attached to the Component Monitoring System
through the standard HP-HIL interface. The remote keypad duplicates all of the keys on the screen bezel and
has an additional alphanumeric entry capability. The
screen bezel also contains the sound generator for the
alarm interface and the visual alarm indicators, which are
color-coded alarm lamps (red, yelloq green). The controls
and lights on each patient parameter module are integrated into the overall operating concept. Each
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single-width pa.rameter module has one or two keys. One
key is always a setup button, which allows direct access
to the setup menu for that parameter module. The other
key is optional and allows quick operation of functions,
such as zeroing a transducer, starting a cardiac output
measurement, or calibrating the CO2 analyzer.
Most operations are controlled by a mix of twelve hardkeys and seven softkeys. A group of arrow keys on the
right side of the keypad (up, down, Ieft, right, confirm)
support the pointing and select functions of the user interface.
Hifsim and lts Benefrts
The control structure and the screen layout were exposed
to nurses, physicians, and anesthesiologists in the early
stage of the design proccss. This was possible through
the use of a simulation tool.
At the time the human interface design started, very few
simulation tools were available, and in most cascs they
didn't match the designers' requirements. We chose to
develop our own simulation tool, called Hifsitn. This l.ook
four engineer-months. Hifsim nms on an HP 9000 Series
300 workstation under the HP-llX operating system.
The intendcd use of the Hifsim tool for usability tests
made it mandatory to come up with a keypad integrated
into the screen bezel to resemblc as much as possible the
way a nurse would interact with the nronil.or. Similar pixel resolution and uscful screen size to 1,hat of the f,tnal
monitor were mandatory.
Special hardware was developecl for the simulator. It consists of a metal cover over the workstation's l9-inch display, leaving an opening similar to the Component Monitoring System's useful screen area. An HP-IL button box
was modified as a keypad replacement and was intcgrated into the cover. The electronics of the button box
were used to connect a set of hardkeys cmbedded into
the screen bezel, forming a close approximation of thc
final screen bezel layout (see Fig. 2).
Hifsim has two main sections: the screen generator and
the simulation section. The screen generator is basically a
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compiler that interprets the Hifsim screen definition language and converts it into commands for the HP Starbase
graphics software. This language is adapted to the characteristics of the planned Component Monitoring System
display hardware in terms of resolution, character sizes,
fonts, colors, and special graphic elements.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

The benefits of the screen generator a.re:
Serves as a screen design tool
Ensures consistency in screen design
Enabled early selection of the Component Monitoring
System color scheme
Generates "screen cookbook"
Supports usability tests
Aids in software implementation
Supports trade shows, demonstrations, and training.
Both sections of Hifsim are data driven. This means that
the screen and operating dependencies are described in
files. Every change in the screen content or operating
sequence is implemented by editing these files while Hifsim is running. This supports the idea of interactive
screen design and makes Hifsim a true screen design
tool.
The monochrome version supports two intensities of
green. Up to eight colors can be used in the color version
of Hifsim. Each color can appear with full or half intensity. Again, similarity to the final display hardware attributes was mandatory for the simulator, and the color
map of the workstation made it possible to generate any
desired color. This allowed us to come up with a good
definition of the Component Monitoring System color
scheme under the restriction of the available hardware
very early in the human interface design process.
Building a screen means specifying the screen objects
along with their attributes in terms of color, size, position, line style, and so on. The ability to define waveform
objects in terms of wave amplitude, trace length, position,
and color was essential for the proper design of the realtime waveform display. The screen definition language
supports primitives for text, waveforms, rectangles, size
bars, value and alarm bars, lines, and polygons.
Hifsim made it possible for the human interface design
team to visualize and distribute the screen design in the
"screen cookbook", which is a collection of about 200
screen hardcopies bundled together to illustrate the Component Monitoring System human interface design. The
cookbook was an essential element in the human interface design process. It was used to get clinical user and
HP management feedback and approval very early in the
design process.
The effort spent in building Hifsim was repaid during the
implementation of the human interface software. All
screen definition details were used in the actual software
implementation with virtually no changes. The implementation of the interface's task window command language
resembles the primitives used in the Hifsim screen definition language.
The basic functionality of the Component Monitoring System was developed jointly with the HP Waltham Division
in the U.S.A., and Hifsim was used there as well for
screen designs and simulation in parallel with the R&D

effort at the Bciblingen Medical Division. This helped
achieve inherent consistency. Because the same tool was
used to generate all of the Component Monitoring System
screens, the screens'look and feel are consistent across
all Component Monitoring System functions.
Hifsim was used widely in exposing the human interface
design during shows, demonstration sessions, and marketing training at a time when no finalized Component Monitoring System hardware or software was available. This
allowed the design team to get very early feedback on its
user interface design.
Usability Testing
Hifsim was a prerequisite for being able to set up the
Component Monitoring System usability tests. The purpose of the usability tests was to discover which features
of the human interface design were effective and which
needed to be improved, and to do this testing early in the
design process where changes could still be made in the
human interface design.
An extensive usability test session was organized in the
Boston area by an independent research institute that
specializes in human interface studies and human factors
research. Our objective was to conduct an independent
evaluation of the monitor's user interface, basically the
control structure and the screen layout. The test was conducted on a sample of 13 nurses and anesthesiologists
who were asked to perform typical patient monitoring
tasks. A second objective was to assess the value of usability tests as an aid to the design process of a monitor's
user interface.
A game plan was worked out that included a list of 30
different scenarios commonly performed by the clinical
personnel in operating rooms and the ICUs. The test sessions were conducted by a moderator who first read the
task scenario and then asked the test subjects to perform
it. All sessions were videotaped and members of the
Component Monitoring System R&D and marketing teams
watched them in a separate room. This way the design
engineers got firsthand insights into user reactions to the
human interface.
Before each session the moderator gave a very brief explanation about how the monitor works. This demonstration was kept to a minimum to test how easy it would be
for a nurse to operate the monitor with almost no previous training. The test subjects were asked before the
test what functionality they expected to activate with
each hardkey. In this way we got more feedback on how
intuitive the Component Monitoring System keypad labeling was.
At the end of each session the test subjects were asked
to pretend that they had to train the moderator to do a
simple procedure, such as changing the leads on the ECG
or adjusting the pressure alarm limits. The purpose was
to see if they could recall the procedure they had performed about an hour ago. This was a measure of how
well they had learned and how well they understood the
operating concept.
The general assessment was that the Component Monitoring System user interface is sound, easy to learn, and
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effective to use. A significant number of recommendations
and problems were found, many of which had not been
reported in previous tests with clinical specialists and HP
employees. For example, the monitor has a function that
allows the user to activate or suspend the monitor's
alarming capability. This function was implemented in the
prototype as a toggle key. To suspend alarms, the user
had to press a softkey labeled SuspendAlarms.The label
then changed to ActivateAlarmsand an ALARMSSUSPENDED
message appeared in the upper part of the screen. The
subjects frequently overlooked the message. They were
therefore confused to see the softkey label changing to
ActivateAlarms.They were not sure whether the alarms
were on or off. Even with extensive explanations, they
had trouble understanding the ftinctionality of the toggle
softkey. Because this is a critical function that involves
patient safety, we separated this function into two separate softkeys.
The recommendations from the usability tests were incorporated in the human interface design and new tests were
conducted. After these were successfully passed, the human interface ERS (external reference specification) was
finalized.
The usability tests were an essential milestone in the human interface design process. However, the tests only
evaluated the system's ease of learning and initial ease of
use. They did not evaluate how users would feel about
the monitor after they had used it on a daily basis. The
basic difference is that users who know the monitor don't
read labels anyrnore. They simply push keys in a "prestored" sequence. This emphasizes the importance of consistency in the Component Monitoring System human interface design. In addition, these tests did not reflect how
the user would interact with the monitor in a clinical
environment, in critical situations where fast access to
some basic functions is essential. Let's come back to the
example of the suspend/activate alarm function, finally
implemented with two softkeys. After release of the Component Monitoring System, we found that users in the
operating room require a one-push key to suspend or activate the monitor's alarms. This is the way they are used
to operating other monitoring equipment. In addition, having direct access to the alarm suspend function helps the
user whenever special procedures are done on the patient
that require alarm suspension. This led to the decision to
add a hardkey on the keypad for the suspend./activate
alarm function.
The verification process did not stop here. Tests in the
clinical environment were conducted in the U.S.A. and
various European countries before release of the Component Monitoring System to assess its usability and to test
specific monitor functionality. With each Component Monitoring System release, further fine tuning of ease-of-use
aspects has been done, but the main operating concepts
have proved sound.
Designing for Ease of Use
To ensure intuitiveness and ease of use, a number of design decisions were made for the human interface of the
Component Monitoring System. These are discussed in
the following paragraphs.
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Intuitive and Explicit Labeling. The human interface always
uses verb+noun combinations as softkey labels (Change
Lead,AdjustAlarms,SelectParameter).
It always uses nouns or
objects for functional entries on the kelpad (Parameters,
PatientData,MonitoringProcedures).
In the past each front-panel control had one function,
which needed a label for explanation. To keep the product's appearance unconfusing, it was necessaq/ to abbreviate labels. This made them hard to interpret and to localize. The function of a key is much clea.rer if both a
verb and a noun are part of the label. Then the control
clearly does "something to something".
AII function keys act only as softkeys-they
don't have an
additional mearfng as a hardkey. There is always only
one function assigned to a given control. There are no
hidden functions and no automatic screen actions, which
are perceived as unexpected, are not obvious to the user,
and require extra training effort.
Task Window Appearance. AII task windows or setup
menus have the same layout and appear in the same position on the monitor's screen. All information needed to
perform a given task is included in this window. The window height is a function of the amorlnt of information
that has to be presented. However, the basic design goal
was to keep these windows as small as possible to minimize the amount of screen they cover.
Screen Eye Movement. The most critical information, such
as patient alarms, is placed on the top right side of the
screen. Because the vital sign numerics are critical for
the patient status assessment, they always appeax on the
right side of the screen. Prompts and status messages are
always shown in the top middle poftion of the screen.
Context Sensitive Help. The Component Monitoring System
help function is intended to replace the traditional instruction card. Upon request (pressing the Help hardkey)
the system provides one or two lines of information
about the functionality of the currently activated softkey
or choice. In the case of multistep procedures a more
detailed description of the procedure steps is shown as
permanent help inside the operating window. None of the
help components hides the currently active task window.
Consistency. This issue is critical for the ease of use of
the monitor. The same functions are kept on equivalent
keys across different operating windows (e.g., the Adjust
Alarms function is always the rightmost softkey in any
parameter task window). The same wording is used for a
function that appears in several windows (e.g., Change
Scaleis used as a softkey label whenever a change in a
parameter's amplitude is implemented). All soltkey labels
are printed with an initial uppercase character followed
by lowercase letters. Highlighting is always used to indicate that a given field is currently active. Blinking is always used to indicate that an alarm condition is present.
Operating the monitor from the screen bezel or the remote keypad is the same. All bezel keys appear in the
same layout on the remote keypad. Rules and guidelines
ensure that application software modules present task
windows in a consistent way. This applies not only to the
run-time task windows but also to all parameter configu-

ration windows. All have similar appeaxances and identical controls.
Color. Color is additional and redundant and never used
as the only coding scheme. Color is used basically to differentiate real-time waveforms displayed in an overlapping
fashion. Pieces of information that belong to one parameter source (such as the real-time waveform, numerics, and
the trend wave) always have the same color. All operating
windows have the same color (cyan) and all softkey labels are white on cyan. Alarm severity is expressed in the
colors of the alert messages. Life-threatening alarms are
in red, caution or warning alarms are in yellow, and inoperative conditions are shown as green messages. A red
X-bell symbol is used throughout the system to indicate
that alarms are tumed off.
Avoiding OperatingErrors.All choices for a given function
are always shown. There are no hidden choices. The status of a given setting is shown before a change is initiated. Prompt messages and prompt sounds are used to
inform the user if an action cannot be executed properly.
Actions like pressing Confirmor finishing multistep procedures (e.g., zeroing a pressure line) always result in a
prompt message and sound.
Graphics. In addition to digital readouts,
are widely used. This includes size bars
adjustments and audible volume control
value bars to indicate the current range

graphic elements
for amplitude
and alarm and
of alarm limits.

User Defaults and ConfigurationSets. The basic design goal
is that it be possible to turn on the monito! attach the
transducers and electrodes to the patient, and start monitoring without any further settings or adjustments. This
means that the monitor will initiate at power-on with a
set of user-definable settings. These user defaults can be
specified at installation time and changed whenever required. They are stored in nonvolatile memory and read
after monitor restart. This applies to every parameter
module in the Component Monitoring System.
In addition, a whole set of user settings related to one
specific Component Monitoring System element, such as
the display or the recorder configuration, can be bundled
together and accessed by a single keypush. For example,
all screen related attdbutes, such as waveform assign-

ment to display channels, number of waveforms, speed of
waveforms, and overlapping formats, can be put together
as one screen choice. Up to three different screen
choices can be stored in nonvolatile memory. This supports applications in the operating room, where depending on the course of surgery specific screen layouts have
to be accessible without complex interaction.
Finally, the concept of a configuration set supports the
monitor's ease of use and flexibility by customizing the
parameter algorithm behavior and the parameter settings
according to the specific environment (operating room or
ICU) or to the patient's age (adult, pediatric, or neonate).
The user can specify or change the monitor's behavior
simply by selecting one of the four available configuration
sets prestored in the monitor. This again simplifies the
monitor's setup in an environment like the operating
room, where patients of different ages undergo surgical
interventions.
The Resting Display
The resting display is what the Component Monitoring
System shows when no user interaction is taking place.
Fig. 3 shows a typical resting display.
Since the monitor's main task is to measure a patient's
vital signs and give an alarm if a critical situation occurs,
the top line is reserved for alarm information. It also contains the patient's name, the cutrent date and time, and
example, a
the basic configuration of the monitor-for
classification of the patient and the application area for
which the internal algorithms are optimized.
The next line contains status and prompt messages informing the user about events that are not as critical as
alarms, but give information about such things as successfully finished recordings or pa.rarneter calibration procedures.
Depending on the Component Monitoring System configuration and the user's choice, the resting display shows
four, six, or eight real-time waveforms of the measured
parameters with the digital values derived from the waveforms displayed next to them. For better vertical wave-
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form resolution, up to two groups of waves can share a
larger sector on the screen. This overlapping of waveforms allows the user to correlate different waveforms on
the time axis.
Each waveform channel can be assigned a different
speed. Tlvo presentation modes of the waveforrns are
possible: either the waveforms are fixed on the screen
and old waveform samples are erased by the newest, or
the waveforms move across the screen with the newest
samples always next to the digital values.
The content of each channel can be configured. AdditionaIIy, the user has the choice of three preconfigured
screens to make it possible to adapt quickly to changes
of the patient's condition.
Digital.Values
The user has definite expectations about where, when,
and in what format digital values should appear. The requirements for the arrangement of the digital values were:
r The values of a parameter plugged into a rack or turned
on should show up automatically. It is unacceptable to
have to position the value of such a parameter manually.
It must appear in the right position.
r The digital values must be placed next to their corresponding waveform if possible.
o As many values as possible have to be shown with large
digits. On a full display it is acceptable for the less-important values to be shown with small digits, but not on a
display with just two measured parameters.
These requirements are met by an elaborate algorithm. It
is an iterative process that tries to find a place for all
digital values available in the system. It first places all
values next to their waveforms with large digits. It then
places all other values, according to a priority list, in the
right column next to the waveform values. Temperature
values are first assigned large digits.
If there are still unassigned numerics left but no more
space available, the algorithm starts decreasing values in
size, sta.rting with those of lowest priority, and repeats
the process. As a last resort, temperature values are allowed to share the same place, alternating at two-second
intervals.
Operating Concept
The general operating stmcture of the Component Monitoring System human interface is described by the state
diagram shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. The keypad

Keypad. After the keys on the parameter modules, which
are mainly used to enter the menus and adjust parameter
settings, the keypad underneath the screen is the main
tool for users to interact with the monitor. Fig. 5 shows
this keypad. As mentioned above, a handheld keypad for
remote operation has some additional functions available.
The first row of keys on the kelpad consists of seven
function keys. Their functions are defined by the menus
that appear on the screen.
The next row of keys is used to enter six different categories of monitor interaction.
The Iowest row contains keys that immediately start actions that are frequently used in the hospital's daily routine. The StandardDisplaykey always returns control to the
resting display.
The Silence/Resetkey is used to silence or reset alarms.
The Suspendkey is used to suspend or activate instmment
alarm capability. There are alarm-indicating LEDs on the
left and a diamond of four cursor keys and a Confim key
on the far right. The last group of keys gets highlighted if
they can be used.
The Array of Choices. If one of the keys in the middle row
is pressed, the user immediately gets a display of all of
the interactions that belong to the category described on
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the entry key (see Fig. 6). There are no hidden functions
that the user might remember but does not know where
to look for.
Behind some of the entry keys there can be more than
seven functions. Thus the user is shown an array of
choices with up to four possible lines of softkeys. The
number of entries depends on the category and the configuration of the Component Monitoring System. The active line is shown in full intensity. It can be moved up
and down either by repeatedly pressing the entry key or
with the cursor keys.
The array of choices illustrates three important mechanisms that occur consistently throughout the operating
concept.
o Resources,such as the place occupied by the array of
choices,are used according to the systemconfiguration.
r Selecteditems are shown in full intensity
. Tlvo methods are consistentlyallowed for selectingan
item: either by repeatedlypressingthe key that was used
to enter the context, or by using the cursor keys. Usability testing has shown that there are personal preferences
for either method dependingon the user'sbackground.As
a third method, touch would not clash with the operating
stmctures, although it is not offered at this time. Inverse
areasin half intensity could be activated by touch.
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Task Windows. The array of choices is an intermediate
step in entering the next operating level, the task window.
Fig. 7 shows the generic layout of a task window. The
possible functions are labeled with inverse softkeys,
which do not change in this context. The currently active
function is highlighted and linked to the interactive area
above, which can contain items to be selected or special
contents needed for this specific softkey.
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The status area underneath the title contains all status
information about the current task-including
a real-time
waveform if available-to
make sure that the user does
not have to select a function just to get more information. The user only needs to press a softkey if something
is to be changed.
If required, the rightmost softkey can be used to jump
back and forth to a subsequent task window. As an example, Fig. 8 shows an overview of the operating levels for
three parameter setups.
Iluman Interface
Sofrbware Architecture
The human interface software is embedded in the overall
Component Monitoring System software architecture. It is
one of the large data sinks that make intensive use of the
communication model with its message passing concept.
The well-stmctured information provided, for example, by
the standard parameter interface (see article, page 19)
makes it possible to add new parameters with virtually no
changes to the human interface software. It also allows
resources to be used very effectively by allocating
memory depending on the number of messages to be processed.
Fig. 9 shows the layered structure of the human interface
software module. Each parameter module, even a new
one, broadcasts its standard pa"rarneter interface messages
and is automatically recognized by the screen configuration software. To get a task window, any application software module either applies directly to the task window
arbiter or specifies an entry in the array of choices. If
selected, the array of choices manager arranges a dynamic link between the parameter module and the task window arbiter.
Any application software module can present information
in a task window by using a command language that sup-
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ports the specific elements of the human interface. This
is an effective way to achieve the required consistency
across aII task windows. The content of the task windows
is determined by the application, but human interface
related definitions are coded in the command language.
Thus, most changes affecting the human interface design
have to be done in the human interface softu'are only.
A powerful standardized keyhandler builds the interface
between the application soltware and the task window
command language. The command language hides the
pixel coordinates of the display controller from the application software. Thus, the application software does not
have to be changed in case the display technolog5r
changes, for example to LCD. The coordinate system of
the task window command language is the same as was
used during the human interface screen simulation.
There are asynchronous FIFO bufferc in the path between
the task window commands and the connected hardware
devices, mainly the display controller. A special handshake mechanism based on the monitoring of token messages guarantees that the FIFOs cannot be flooded in
peak situations.
By setting up the human interface module two or more
times in the monitor configuration table (see article, page
13) and plugging more display controller cards into the
computer module, several independent displays can be
connected to one Component Monitoring System.
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Globalization Tools and Processes in
the HP Component Monitoring System
Alllanguages
aretreated
andlocalization
aredecoupled.
design
Software
for
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thetextstrings all
way.A database
contains
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toolsaidthetranslator.
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The HP Component Monitoring System is an intemational
product designed for a worldwide market. Among the
requirements for the product were introduction of localized versions simultaneously with the shipment of the
standard product, full Asian language support, and low
incremental effort for localization in any new larguage.
At first release, the product was localized in the following
languages: English, German, French, Dutch, Swedish, Italian, and Spanish. A Kanji,/Kana prototlpe version was
available as well. The current release is also localized in
Danish, traditional Chinese, and simplified Chinese.
Localization Goals
To fulfill the requirements, a number of goals were set
forth very clearly in the design phase of the Component
Monitoring System software. The major goals were the
decentralization of Iocalization efforts, the automation of
the localization process, and the standardization of interfaces.
Decentralization.Decoupling the software design and implementation process (R&D responsibility) from the localization process (technical marketing responsibility) makes
it possible to produce a localized Component Monitoring
System without interrupting the software engineers working on their software modules. The coordination and timing of the translations are not directly coupled with the
software development process.
Automation. Automated processes to generate localized
Component Monitoring System software allow efficient
generation of localized versions whenever they are needed, especially in prerelease phases (regulatory approval,
clinical trials, demonstrations, etc.). The automated processes transform all Component Monitoring System text
strings from plain English to the equivalent hexadecimal
character representation. Automatic forrnat checking is
part of this process. Tfanslation of all text strings of a
Component Monitoring System software release in a
single pass improves the consistency of the translated
text-similar
terms are translated the same way in various places. Thc same translator is responsible for text
strings and for the Operating Guide translation.
Standardization. A well-structured native language support
(NLS) database is needed. The generation process for
localized software and the translation process are the

clients of this database. The NLS database is part of the
Component Monitoring System software maintenance system.
Simple and standardized interfaces between the components of the localization process are necessary. This includes common file formats for the NLS database, common tools for accessing and handling text strings, and
conunon tools and processes to translate and generate
localized software.
Design Decisions
Specific design decisions had to be made to achieve these
goals. Among these are:
. The HP standard Roman8 character set is supported. This
allows localization of up to 14 Western European languages with one Roman8 character generator, which is
located on the display controller function card. This considerably simplifies the handling of European language
options.
. All character codes are two-byte codes. Thus all text
strings use two-by'te character codes. This allows support
ofAsian languages as well as all European languages in a
consistent way. For Roman8 characters, the upper (unused) byte is cleared.
o A given text string has a fixed field length across all languages. Thus the field length of a given text string is not
language dependent and the access of a software module
to its text strings is language independent. In addition, all
text strings are terminated with an end-of-string charac-
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ter. There is no language dependency in the way strings
are handled in different languages.
' Text strings are separated from module code. All software modules are language independent. Inside each software module, all text strings are located in TEXTdirectories, thus being separated from the code (PR0G)directory.
Changing text strings from one language to another does
not affect the Component Monitoring System code. No
recompilation of the software is necessary when a new
localized Component Monitoring System version is produced.
r Standard HP16 codes for all Asian languages a"resuppofied. This allows the Component Monitoring System to
handle all Asian languages identically and supports the
connection of Asian printers as well. For each Asian language, a specific Asian EPROM card with the complete
font set is supported.
. The standard character cell supports all Asian language
fonts. The standard character cell is 16 pixels wide by 20
pixels high. The Asian fonts (Ka4li,/Kana, Chinese) are
handled as rightjustified 15-by-16-pixel characters (see
Fig. 1).
A pixel is 0.219 mm wide by 0.352 mm high, giving an
aspect ratio of 1.6. An Asian character should have a
square appearance, so the display controller firmware
doubles each pixel in the x dimension. This means that a
Kanji character takes twice as much space in a horizontal
string as a Roman8 character. Since each Ka4ii character
occupies two normal character cells, all Asian strings are
limited to half the length of RomanS character strings.
The Asian translation tool takes this restriction inlo consideration. Fig. 2 shows the traditional Chinese translation
of a typical Component Monitoring System task window
The NLS Database
The NLS database contains all strings that are visible to
the Component Monitoring System user. They show up
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mainly on the screen, but may also be present on the
keypad and the patient parameter module panels.
The database is organized under the HP-UX file system as
hierarchical file directories (see Fig. 3).The database is an
integral part of the Component Monitoring System documentation and is maintained with the HP-UX rcs utility.
Below the main entry a distinct entry called a LANG(uage)
tree is provided for each language. There is a basic directory where all localizable strings are stored in plain English. This is the RAW directory. Its structure is identical
to all of the LANGtrees but it is not known to the iranslation tool and to the text compiler. Whenever text strings
are added, deleted, or changed, this directory must be
updated.
The LANGtrees are organized as a collection of valid NLS
revisions, such as ENG/ENG6.l
or GER/GER6.2.
The English
revision is the starting point for all further translation
activities. All LANGtrees have an identical stmcture and
are composed of a collection of NLS entries such as ECG,
PRESS,and so on. Each software module has one NLS
entry in the database. Keeping all text strings of one software module together eases and improves the translation
of the text strings of that module.
Each NLS database entry contains a set of NLS files that
incorporate the text strings. A standard file format is established for all NLS files (see Fig. 4a). It is processed by
the NLS tools and recognized by the translation tool. NLS
files contain title, header, context, and text sections. The
title section contains the pathname, language, and revision of the NLS file. The header section is a list of format
specifications, such as .sz for string size or .ic for initial
caps, which are read by the hexpander tool (see below).
In the context section, advisory information is given to
the translator to make translation of that NLS file easier.
It is read only by the translation tool. The text section is
the body of the NLS file. It contains a sequence of items,
each item identified by a text code and a text string.

Tert,
English
Informalion,
Contexi
Formal

NLS Tools
The hexpander and the syntax checker are used to generate and check the hexadecimal character strings in the
ENGdirectory. The text compiler interfaces the NLS database to the C source code. Fig. 5 shows how the NLS
tools interact with the NLS database.
The hexpander takes the plain English text from the RAW
directory and generates the hexadecimal character strings
in the ENGdirectory according to the format specifications
(see Fig. 4b). A utility called make-hexpandautomates the
process of generating and checking the syntax of the hexpanded ENGstrings.
The syntax checker reads the hexpanded files and flags
syntactically incorrect strings (e.g., too long). A similar
checker is incorporated into the translation tool to check
the hexpanded ENGNLS file before translation takes
place.
The text compiler links the C source code with the NLS
database, which contains text strings collected in files.
References to these files include the language, the module
entry (such as ECGor HEART),and the specific file containing a given class of text strings (such as SK-LABELor
text
ALERT).Fig. 4 shows an example of the ECG/SK-LABEL
file.
In the TEXTdirectory, the programmer specifies a sou.rce
file (of class .ua) which contains the references to the
2.1.The .txt file is identical
NLS files, such as IECG/SK-LABEL
to the .c file except that it has the NLS file references,
(preceded by the escape character l), which must be
resolved before the file can be compiled (using make). The
Title
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Fig. 4. (a) Example of an NLS file frorrt the RAWdirectory. (b) Text
section of the hexpanded file in the ENGdirectory.

Fig. 5. NLS tools.
text compiler resolves these references. It reads the hexpanded NLS file (Fig. 4b), extracts the hexadecimal equivalents of the referenced text strings, and replaces the
NLS frle references in the .txt file with these strings. The
output is the C source file (of class .c).
Thus, the text compiler is simply a preprocessor that
takes care <-rfthe text strings. The programmer of the
software module does not have to know what hexadecimal strings are ultimately loaded into the .c file. This is
language dependent and does not affect the .c code.
To automate this process, the make-langutility was established. This utility is a script that executes the text compiler for every software module that contains references
to localizable text strings. The text compiler resolves
these references by inserting in the indicated places in
the .txt files the hexadecimal equivalents of the text
strings. The output .c file is then compiled by the make
utility in the usual way. An example of calling the
utility is:
make_lang
"1ANG=ENG"
"NLSREV=7.2"
make-lang
Localization Process
The process established to implement the localization
activities is shown in Fig. 6.
R&D is responsible for the generation and maintenance of
the NLS database and the RAW and ENGlanguage trees.
The checked-in ENGrevision is the starting point for all
translations. This ENGtree is provided to the technical
marketing group together with a delta list containing all
changes from the previous ENGrevision. This group is
responsible for driving and coordinating the translation
process. When this process is complete, the translated
LANGtree is loaded back into the NLS database. Automated utilities such as make-cmsare used in R&D to generate the localized Component Monitoring System software. R&D is responsible for providing the EPROM cards
with the localized software. A quality assurance cycle
similar to that for the ENGversion is then started for each
localized version. Part of the QA process is a consistency
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ter set and allows printing of the translated strings on a
HP LaserJet printer.
The tool is designed to facilitate translations of large
quantities of text. The tool reads the English source files
and presents the translator with the destination fields for
the translated strings, which are then written to the respective LANGtree.

Checked-in

Tfanslation is possible for a complete LANGentry for specific NLS entries (e.g., all strings of the ECG software
module), or for specific text files inside one NLS entry.
Printouts can be made from each of these translation
levels. The user interface is softkey driven.

Fig. 6. The localizationprocess.
and wording check of the localized softwaxe. The language verification is scheduled and coordinated by technical maxketing. The same translator who did the Component Monitoring System translations is assigned to
language verification of the Component Monitoring System product.
Ttanslation
Tool
The localization goals could not have been achieved without a powerful and versatile translation tool. Because
nothing was available off the shelf, we had to write our
own. The tool is personal-computer-based,
thus allowing
translations of the Component Monitoring System text
strings in each local HP office. The tool supports 16-bit
character codes. It handles the standard Roman8 charac-

Presently, this tool is used throughout the HP Medical
Products Group and is supported by the CAD/productivity
group at the Biiblingen Medical Division. It allows efFrcient translations with a clear, standard interface to the
NLS database and the Component Monitoring System software development group. Its m4ior benefit and achievement is the separation of translation activities from the
software development efforts.
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The Physiological Calculation
Application in the HP Component
Monitoring System
Thisapplication
converts
rawreal-time
values
the
dataintoderived
clinician
canuseto assess
thepatients
hemodynamic,
oxygenation,
and
ventilatory
condition.
by Steven J. Weisner and Paul Johnson

The HP Component Monitoring System bedside monitor
provides the clinician with a variety of vital-sign parameters such as heart rate and respiration rate. These raw
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values and the associated alarms are very important in
monitoring the patient. However, the human body is not a
collection of independent physiological systems. Rather,

all m4lor body systems interact in a variety of ways,
many of which can be calculated by combining the raw
parameter values into meaningful indicators.
Physiological calculations are used routinely by many
hospitals as part of their norrnal assessment and record-keeping process. Calculations provide a way of quickly reducing a large number of variables into a single number that represents a comprehensive physiological
function. For example, to measure the load applied to the
left ventricular heart muscle during the period of the
heartbeat when the blood is ejected from the heart into
the rest of the body (ventricular ejection), a variable
called systemic vascular resistance (SVR) can be calculated from measurements of the mean arterial blood pressure (ABPm), central venous pressure (CVP), and cardiac
output (CO).r
Studies have shown that calculated values such as pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) and left and right cardiac
work (LCWRCW) are good predictors of major ma.lfunctions or mortality in intensive care patients.z Other studies have validated the efficiency of using calculations
such as stroke index (SI) and left and right ventricular
stroke work (LVSWiRVSW) for preoperative assessment of
unacceptable risks for major surgery.3
The Tfilical Calculation
Poiseuille's law describes the laminar, constant flow of
Newtonian liquids through rigid cylindrical tubes. According to this law, the ratio of pressure drop to the rate of
flow is a function of all of the forces that retard this flow
(i.e., radius, length, and viscosity). Blood does behave as
a Newtonian fluid in blood vessels that are greater than
0.5 mm in diameter. Blood flow through these vessels is
generally laminar, although the arterial tree exhibits more
pulsatile behavior. Although blood vessel radii do vary
slightly because of the applied pressure of the blood, Poiseuille's law can be used to calculate a first-order approximation of resistance by applying Ohm's law for electrical
circuits.
Just as resistance in a circuit is equal to the voltage difference divided by the crurent flow, vascular resistance
(R) can be approximated by dividing the pressure difference between the inlet of the vascular bed (Pf) and the
outlet of the bed (P2) by the blood flow (Q).
R = (Pl -P2)/Q.
In medical terms, we measure the difference between the
mean arterial (ABPm) and venous (CVP) pressures and
divide by the cardiac output (CO). The resultant value is
converted from units of mmHg/l to units of dyne-s/cms by
multiplying times 79.97. This value is called systemic vascular resistance (SVR).
SVR = 79.97(ABhn - CVP)/CO.
With this value, the clinician can get a measure of the
constriction of blood vessels (vasoconstriction) or expansion of the blood vessels (vasodilation). Changes in SVR
are related to other cardiac failures such as hypovolemic
shock, left ventricular failure, cardiogenic shock, and hypoxemia.4

Other calculations used to assess the state of the cardiovascular system are shown in Fig. 1.
The two pressure measurements ABP and CVP are acquired through invasive pressure catheters attached to the
patient and monitored through the Component Monitoring
System parameter modules. The cardiac output pararneter
is obtained through a CO parameter module and measured using a monitoring procedure, which requires the
clinician to interact with the Component Monitoring System. The acquisition of the output value (SVR in this
case) and the presentation of the calculations to the clinician are described in the following sections.
Data Management Package
The calculations package in the Component Monitoring
System is a subset of a more general data management
package. This package consists of seven Component Monitoring System application software modules, as shown in
Fig. 2. The data acquisition module acquires and averages
raw parameter data (e.g., heart rate) over a one-minute
period. This raw data is available as a broadcast message
on the Component Monitoring System's intemal message
passing bus. The one-minute-average data is stored in a
buffered RAM database. The database module provides 24
hours of data storage for 16 continuously monitored pa(Boyd's
Eody
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Units= dynes-sec/cms
U n i t=
s dynes.sec.m2'cms
U n i t s= k g - m
Units= kg-m/mz
U n i t s= g . m
g n 1 1=5 g - m / m 2
U n i t s= k g - m
U n i t s= k g - m h 2
U n i t s= g - m
U n i t s= g . m h 2

WT- BodyWeight
in g
HT- BodyHeighl
in cm
HR- HeartRatein beals/min
C0 - Cardiac
oulDulin l/min
- Arterial
in mmHg
ABPm
BloodPressure
Mean
in mmHg
CVP Central
Venous
Pressure
- Pulmonary
in mmHg
PAPm
Arterial
Pressure
Mean
- Pulmonary
in mmHg
PAWP
Arlerial
Wedge
Pressure
Fig. 1. Hemodlmamic calculations performed by the calculation
evaluator module of the Component Monitoring System data management software package.
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Fig. 2. Data managementdata
flow diagram.The data managemPnl packageconsistsof seven
appiicationsoftwaremodules.
rarneters with one-minute resolution. Parameters that are
measured intermittently or as part of a procedure, such
as noninvasive blood pressure or cardiac output, are referred to as aperiodic parameters. The database module
allows storage of 36 aperiodic parameters, each containing up to 96 measurement points. All retrieval of the data
is mediated by request messages and return-data messages sent across the message passing bus.
The acquired data can be presented in four forms. A tabpresents 13 rows of paular data display (UPC_TABULAR)
rameters in eight columns of time. A graphic trends display (UPC_TRENDS)
shows up to nine parameters in graphic
form on three separate axes. Calculations are done by
two modules: the calculation evaluator (CALC),which performs the calculations, and the presentation module
(UPC_CALC),
which provides the user interaction with hemod;'namic, oxygenation, and ventilation calculations. The
clinician can also review the calculated data as a function
of time in a tabular format.
Finally, there is a report package, which provides printed
copies of any of the tabular, trends, or calculation displays. This report is preformatted and can be printed Iocally at the bedside or remotely on a central printer.
Calculation Evaluator
The calculation evaluator module (CALC)is a collection of
services associated with physiological calculations. These
services are invoked by means of messages sent to the
CALCmodule. Tlpically, applications such as UPC_CALC
invoke the functions of acquiring the appropriate reference
time and input parameters for the calculation and then
calculating the output values.
In addition, the CALCmodule provides a separate service
to calculate the body surface area (BSA), which is used
as a common index for many physiological calculations,
and is also used outside of the data management package
by the cardiac output module.
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Calculation Presentation
The clinician obtains the services of the calculation evaluator through the user presentation module of the calculations software, UPC_CALC.
UPC_CALC
is a single Component
Monitoring System application that provides access to
both calculation entry and calculation review frames.
The first step in performing physiological calculations is
for the clinician to select a physiological calculations
group from the set of predefined options: hemodynamics,
oxygenation, and ventilation. This is accomplished by selecting the appropriate entry key in the PatientData array
of choices. Once this is done, the Component Monitoring
System human interface software establishes a link between UPC_CALC
and the monitor display. The calculation
entry frame is shown in Fig. 3.
After the calculation group has been selected, the clinician can then perform one or more of the following ac-
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tions by usi"q the labeled softkeys and a remote keypad
for alphanumeric entry:
Select a calculation time
Enter or edit input parameters
Calculate output parameter values
Display alternate parameter attributes
Print a report of the calculations.
UPC_CALC
uses the measurement time of the principal input parameter as the reference time for all calculations.
In the case of hemodynamic calculations, shown in Fig. 3,
the cardiac output parameter drives all of the other calcuIations. Thus the time of the last CO measurement is
used as a reference. All other input parameters used in
the calculations are retrieved from the data management
package database through a CALCmodule service, based
on that reference time. The clinician can choose to override this time by using the Changelime key to select a different reference time.
Not all input parameters used to perform calculations are
automatically acquired by the Component Monitoring System. By using the remote alphanumeric keypad, the clinician can enter a numeric value for any of the input parameters. The clinician can also override an automatically
acquired parameter simply by entering a new value. All of
these manually entered values are stored in the database
and are used in subsequent calculations.

calculations of the output parameter values. UPC_CALC
sends a request to calculate the ou@ut values to the CALC
module, which performs the appropriate calculations. CALC
then sends a return message back to UPC_CALC
containing
the list of output parameter values, labels, normal ranges,
uses this information to
and measurement units. UPC_CALC
show the output values on the Component Monitoring
System display.
The clinician may wish to compare the output values to
the expected norrnal physiological ranges for these values. When the 0N/0FFRangessoftkey is pressed, UPC_CALC
toggles between showing the output parameter units and
the normal ranges.
UPC_CALC
also serves as the presentation layer software
for the calculations review frame. The review frame presents the clinician with a tabular format of all previous
calculations performed for this patient. As in the calculations entry frame, the clinician can compare values
against norrnal ranges and obtain a printed report, as
shown in Fig. 4. \pically,
this report might be included
with the patient record to aid the clinician in assessing
the patient's past and current physiological states.
Conclusion
The Component Monitoring System data management calculations package provides the clinician with a means of
reducing the large volume of raw vital-signs data into a
manageable set of variables. Measures of cardiovascular
performance, blood oxygen content and delivery and respiratory ga^sexchange can be obtained through the hemodynamic, oxygenation, and ventilation calculations.
These calculations are vital to the clinical diagnosis and
prognosis of the critically ill patient.
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Mechanical Implementation of the HP
Component Monitoring System
parts
Thepartcount
andthenumber
ofdifferent
aredramatically
lower
thanforprevious
designs.
Fewer
thantenvendors
areusedforpurchased
m e c h a n ioca rl ts.
by Karl Daumiiller

and Erwin Flachslbnder

From the mechanical perspective, the HP Component
Monitoring System offered several challenges. Among the
most important were the definition of the architecture of
the computcr module and the design of the sheet-metal
and pla^stic parts for this component. Other mechanical
highlights include the implementation of the display front
assembly and the construction of the parameter modules.
Computer Module Chassis
The general design objective for the computer module
was to create a flexible, compact instrument that could
ea^sily be extended and upgraded. In accorclance with thc
modular conccpt of the Component Monitoring System,
the computer module had to be designed so that the
function cards could be handled as indepcndent modules.
All function cards were to be accessible without having
to remove or disassemble major parts of the enclosure.

.
'
'.
'.

From the production point of view, the following general
design objectives had to be met:
Minimum part count
Minimum number of parts with different stock numbers
Minimum vendor count
Use of preferred parts

,, Compliance with all relevant medical safety standards
,. Simple and automated assembly.
We also committed ourselves to design an enclosure that
could be assembled and serviced with only one tool (all
you need is a screwdriver).
The clinical environment mandates that the product be
easily cleaned and have no sharp comers, sharp edges, or
deep indentations. Liquid spilled over the Component
Monitoring System is not allowed to create a hazardous
situation for the patient or the user, nor may it leak into
the unit. Last but not least, the constraints of the electronics had to be taken into consideration.
The requirements were sometimes contradictory. For example, on onc hand, the chassis needs to have low RFI
cmissions, while on thc other, it needs suff,rcient openings
to dissipate as much heat as possiblc. The maximum internal temperature rise cannot exceed 15"C. Heat management is made more difficult bv the fact that fans are not
acccptable in the monitoring environment. This implies
that natural convection is the main mechanism for dissipating heal..

Plane
Central

Prinled
Circuit
Board
Guide

TopCoverr
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Extensive measurements with simulated electronic circuits
and calculations in the early project phase were a good
basis for the architectural design of the computer module.
The knowledge gained from these studies and the demand
for easy access to the function cards led t,o the present
design.
Product Design
TWo large sheet-metal parts form the enclosure of tht'
computer module (see Fig. 1). The bottonr pafl. of thc
chassis is made of 1.25-mm-thick steel and has a large
number of openings for ventilation. Mounting holes and
pressed-in threads for the instntment's I'eet and locking
cam are located here. The inner part, of this U-shaped
component has a number of indcntations and cutouts.
This construction allows the plastic guide for the function
cards and the central plane to be snapped in place without any screws.
The second large sheet-metal part is the top cover of the
chassis. Offset bends similar to those in the bottom part
of the chassis make it possible to snap the plastic function card guide into thc lid. Pressed-in threads are
mounted on the offsct flange to hold the function cards
within the computer module.
TWo large indentations with strong steel strips rivcted to
the top cover provide a quick and easy way to mount the
l4-inch display on the computer module should this be
desired. A combination of indentations with an undercul.,
feet with noses, and the cam forms a tight locking mcchanism between the display and the computer module.
This technique was first. used by the HP Medical Produ<:ts
Group in 1981 for the HP 8040A cardiotocograph. This
well-established mechanical interfacc for stacking instruments or attaching them to wall or ceiling mounts or
carts was a must requirement.
After the U-shaped botton cover and the licl of the chassis have been assembled, all function cards can be inserted by simply slicling them into the enclosure. Metal
board covers mounted on the rear ends of the function
cards seal the remaining openings of the computer mod-

ittttlrrtlll
tnothrlewith ultlalc:ltetl
Fig, 3. llrtlorn vic'rvof tk' c()ltll)lttcr
lack arrrlsirlc'antl reilr (iovers.
ule. Each board cover contains openings for RFI clips
and the function card's external connectors, and provides
a mounting hole for fixing the function card to the frame.
The remaining area is perforatecl for ventilation, except
for the space needed to silk-screen the board name and
number. Fig. 2 shows the intcrior of the computer module:
with the function cards inscrted.
As describerd earlier, the function cards are held in place
by plastic' guides in the top and bott.om parts of the chassis. The printed circuit board guide is an injection-moldt:d
part that can be used in both locations by simply turning
it over.
After thc top cover is installed, the left and right side
covers can be attached to the cclmputer module. Again, a
single injection-molded part fit.s both sides. This part cont,ains all the vents and openings needed for thermal management. The side covers also conceal the six screws that
attach the chassis top to the bottom. The customer can
easily remove the side covers for cleaning by unlatching
the internal rack (see Fig. 3).
For visual and cable management reasons, a rear cover
was designcd. This injection-molded palt contains
molded-on pivots and latching elemenl,s. Another injection-molded parl with magnetic strips glued on fills the
itrderrtatiotrsotr llrc lt-rut'oteL r,rhen lhe instrument is installed without a display on top (see Fig. 4). This completes the set of plastic parts for thc computer module.
The material used for all plastic parts except the chassis
feet is Bayblend@, a polycarbonate/ABS blend. The chassis feet consist of two components: a highly filled polyamid for the body and a block copolymer for the inside
element. The cam is molded from polyacetate.

Fig. 2. Inside lhc partiallv assctrtbleclcomplrtcl'ntotlrtle

Display Front Assembly
The Component Monitoring System can be equipped with
a choice of clisplays. The basic models are l'l-inch monochrome and color displays. These displays consist of two
m4jor components: the bezel or front assenbly, and the
display consisting of the CRI the deflection electronics,
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Fig. 4. Assenrblccl
computermoclulewith integrallrar:rinctcrmodule
rack.

Fig. 5. Tho displavconsistsoft,hefiont asscnrblyand the display
itself.

and the main power supply for the Component Monitoring
System (see Fig. 5). The laller part is called the common
unit.

The front asscmbly consists of a total of ten parts, which
can be assembled simply by snapping lhe components in
place. The main elcment is the plastic band (see Fig. 6).
This part attaches to the common unit. It also serves as a
pickup frame lbr the bezel, tho human interface printed
circuit board, a power knob, and a protection cover.

The common unit is a purcha^sed part. To minimize th6
iiuiirbei oi op'r.iunsiir(- vendor iras io build and supply,
this part of the display contains no language-specific elements. All options, like local language, are restricted to
the fronl assembly only.

Thc protcction cover, made of l,hermoformed polycarbonate, shields the human interface card from condensed
water or cleaning fluids, which mighl. drip from the CRT
screen onto the printed circuit board.

Objectivcs likc design for manufacturability, clinical requirements similar to those for the computer modulc design, and the limil.ations introduced by the electronic circuits played an important rolc in the development of the
Component Monitoring System displays.

The bezel is attached to the band by snap-fit connectors
and prcsses against the rim of the CRT. Since the nlono-
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chrome and color displays do not have the same screen
curvature, two bezels had to be designed' The bezel provides room for a membrane keyboard, which is the main
control panel of the patient monitor. This keyboarcl is
based on a double-sided printed circuit board' The contact elements are tnetal domes of different sizes. They not
only make cbntact whcn pressed, but also give a good
tactile feedback. The domes are covered with an embossed polycarbonate polyester overlay, which has been
silk-screened from thc rear to prevent abrasion of thc
nomenclature. Currently, the membranc keyboard is available in l1 different languages.
Design Objectives for the Parameter Modules
The parameter modttlt' rnechanical design included tht'
development of the plesl.ic cnclosure, the connectors, ancl
the ovcrlays and the nrechanical part of the printed circuit board design. Currently l.wo nlodule types exist:
single-width and double-width (F'ig. 7). The prime objectives for the design werc that it be simple to insert modules and pull them out of the rack, that the modulcs be
ruggecl, and that the housing be compact, measuring only
100 mm by 100 mm by il6 rum. In addition to the genc'ral
rnechanical objectives listcd al, the beginning oI this articlc, the parameter ntoclulcs have to meet two special
requirements. First, they musl. withstand a drop fion a
height of one metcr onto a concrcte floor. Second, for
patient saf'ety reasons, all connections to the patienl, arc
elc-ctrically float,ing with respcct. to ground. This isolation
between floating and nonfloating pafts is tested at 16 kV
and is implementc'd a^sparl of the electronic circuit in
c a c h p a r a n t e l e rI t t o t l u l e .
From the electrclnic standpoint, two of the approat'hes to
meet these objectives were to use sutface mount technology for nrountirtg thc' clectronic colnponents, and t.o apply
ncw wavs of a^ssenrblingthc printed circuit. boards to
achievc high packaging density. On the mcchanical side,
new ways had to be explored to build thin-walled injection-molded par1.sthat could withstand the mechanical
and thermal stresses and still be durable enough for t.heir
long hard life in the c'linical environmcnt. The cntire mechanical design was done on the IIP ME 10 system. Bcfore making thc final molding tools, a largc number of

modules were premolded using aluminium tools' The advantages were that tests could be conducted with
close-to-final parts at an early stage in the project, and
larger quantities could be built at a moderate cost for the
extensive prototyping phase.
Parameter Module Design
Thc single-width parameter module consists of an assembly of seven parts (Fig. 8). These include five molded
plastic parts for the etnclosttrc, one fronl, overlay, and onc
printed circuit assenrbly. Thc double-widt,h nlodule has
two adclitional parts for thc- housing, and in thc case of
the' noninvasive blood pressure module, a conplete pump
assembly, which is built in (see article, page 25).
The plzrstic housing of l.he parantetcr module is dividc'd
into an outer enclosure and an inner franle. This is treccssary to provide the l6-kV isolation between the floatirlg
and nonfloat,ing grounds. Belween the outer housing and
the inncr frame there is space for shielding material such
as coppcr, mu-mctal foil, or thin-walled steel sheet' So far,
onlv thc noninvasive blood pressure module has made
usc of l.his kind of shielding.
Thc inner left and inncr right frames are multipurpose
pafi.s for both modulc wiclths. The double-width module
also ha^san additional ntiddlc part.
To provide maximum volunre within the modules, all plestic parts have very thin walls. Neverthcless, they have to
survivc a one-met,er drop. They also have to be resistant
to cleaning agent.sand disinfccting solutions. We have
found that Bayblend nreets all lhese requiremcnts. This
con4rouncl includes both polycarbonate and ABS. Polycarbonate improves the ruggedness of the material while
AtsS has a positive effect on ther chemical rersistance.
The printed circuit a^ssembly within the moclule consists
of three boards: a digital boarcl including the power converter, an analog board, and a board with LEDs and keyswitches mounted on it. The threc boards are interconnected by flexiblo layers soldered onto thc boards. For
component. loacling, soldering, antl t.est thc three printed
circuit boards are handlerd it^sone partially routed board
with small bridges between thc individual boards and an
outer frame to hold all of thc parts in place. Currently,
we havc nine paramel.er modules in production, which
represent a t,otal of three clifferent routing contours. The
overall size of thc outer frante is identical for all parauneter modules, thereby contributing to our standardization
effort by making it possible to use identical pickup
frames for the different, assembly stagcs. At the lasl. stage
of the production process the three printed circuit boards
are broken apart, folded likc a sandwich and inser1ed into
the plastic enclosure.
Atldil,ional mechanical pafts that wcre designed for the
parametcr rnodules are the patient cable, thc pal.ient connector, and the module-to-rack connector. The patient
cable connector had 1,obe compatible with IIP's existing
rnonitoring equipment. One disadvantage of the existing
systcnr is t.he limited number of mechanical keys available. For the Contponent Monitoring Systcnr we therelbre
redcsigned thc connectors and cxtended the number of

Fig. 7. Singlc-uidth antl cloultle-u'itltlt I)arirnletel tnoclrtles
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Fig. 8. Exploded view of a
single-width parameter module.

possible keys so that each paranreter has a dedicated
configuration.
Module Assembly
Assembly time for a single module is one minute. No
screws or fasteners are needed-all parts snap fit together.
The normal assembly procedure includes the following
steps:
o Fold the printed circuit boards together.
. Insert the printed circuit assembly into the lelt frame.
r Snap on the right frame (the irurer module is now complete).
. Slide the inner module into the rear part of the plastic
parameter housing.
r Snapthe front and rear housingstogether
r Add the snap lock to the module.
The module is now ready and waiting for shipment. In
the last production step, the proper language overlay is
glued onto the front frame.
Conclusions
The mechanical design of the Component Monitoring System meets all of the design objectives. The E-score (a
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measure of ease of assembly) is a high 77 on a scale of 0
to 100. Only one type of screw is needed for connections
where good grounding or stability is required. Part number and paxt count are dramatically reduced compared to
former designs, and the total vendor count for all mechanical pafts is less than ten.
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An Automated Test Environment for a
Medical Patient Monitoring System
program
TheAUT0TEST
controls
a keypusher
andpatient
simulators
to
automate
thetesting
ofthesoftware
fortheHPComponent
Monitoring
System.
by Dieter Gtiring

The HP Component Monitoring System is a completely
new patient monitor. It is based on a dedicated operating
system and has an integrated data management system. It
can process data from as many as 32 patient parameter
modules and has an RS-232interface for connecting a
printer (see Fig. 1).
Its alarm system has a very complex structure. There are
three priorities: red, yellow, and green. There are alarm
messages,sounds, and lights. Alarms can be turned on or
off for all parameters or only selected ones. Alarms carr
be sent over the serial distribution network to central
stations, arrhythmia computers, or other medical devices.
Automated Test Environment
The ideal test setup for the Component Monitoring System was easy to define. We needed a Component Monitoring System patient monitor with all pararneter modules
installed, and we needed a human being medically connected to the monitor to (1) provide all of the patient
signals such as heart rate, blood pressure, and so on, (2)
change these signals to create alarm situations such as
asystole or low blood pressure (it is said that Tibetan

monks could do this), (3) operate the monitor like a physician or a nurse, (4) watch the monitor's display and
verify conect operation ftrarameter numeric values, alarm
messages),and (5) synchronously document all events.
Our solution to these requirements is the AUTOTEST
application (see Fig. 2).
The AUTOTEST application controls programmable patient signal simulators which play the role of a critically
ill patient (items I and 2 above). It also controls a keypusher, which can capture and execute keystrokes to operate the monitor (item 3 above). It cannot "watch" the
monitor's display, but "takes a snapshot" of all important
information (parameter numeric values, all alarm and inoperative messages) of the display's content whenever
needed. All this information is sent over the serial distribution network every second (item 4 above).
AUTOTEST documents a test mn completely into a protocol file (item 5 above). This can prove that a certain test
case has been run and that the unit has passed the test.
This is importarit, because regulatory agenciesmay request this data, even years a.fter release.

Display
t odute

ilodules
Parameler

Fig. l. HP ComponentMonitoring
Systemwith integrated parameter
module rack.
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/E d i ta n d

Review

ALI"TOTEST Requirements
The AUTOTEST program requires an HP Vectra ES/12
personal computer with enough disk space (or better, a
large disk on a LAN seruer), serial and parallel interfaces,
additional dual serial interfaces for the simulators, and an
HP 783614 serial distribution network interface. Also
needed are an HP AUTOMAN keypusher and at least two
Dynatech 217A programmable patient signal simulators.
These simulators are widely used in medical R&D, testing,
and training. Tlvo terminal ports on an HP 3000 computer
il's needed, one for the Vectra PC and one for the AUTOMAN box.
The software includes the AUTOTEST program package
(written in C), AUTOMAN software on the HP 3000 computer, and a smart editor on the Vectra PC for reviewing
the protocol files, which can be very large.

.
.
.
.

.
.

The AUTOTEST Program
AUTOTEST is a very simple but flexible application. It
reads serially through an ASCII test file and executes
each line as a conunand line. The following are available:
Commands to control Dynatech or other RS-232-driven
simulators connected to serial ports ofthe Vectra PC
A command to send a keystroke file to the AUTOMAN
application running on an HP 3000 computer
Commands to get the monitor's data and optionally all
alarm messages from the serial distribution network
A command to pause the test (lets the tester read the instmctions) and wait for a comment or just a keystroke to
continue
Comment lines
A "delay after" parameter (seconds) for every command.
AII commands, all comment lines, all data polled from the
serial distribution network, and all keystrokes are echoed
into a protocol file. The system time of the Vectra PC is
also written into the protocol file before every command
line. Fig. 3 shows a test file and the conesponding protocol frle.
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Fig. 2. The AIITOTESTsetupfor
Monitoring
automatedComponent.
Systemtesting.
Loops or branches are not permitted within a test file.
However, for each test file it is possible to select the
number of repetitions, and a batch feature allows queuing
of test files in any combination.
Any ASCII editor can be used for creating and maintaining test files.
Test File Development
The test files werc developed in three steps. First, we
wrote high-level test scripts based on the external reference specifications, covering all of the functionality. Second, we gave these scripts to the R&D engineers for review Third, we started development of the modulax test
files, beginning with the most important ones (alarms and
inoperative conditions) and those that are tedious to test
manually. Tests were grouped into 100%oautomated tests,
mns with a few manual interventions, semiautomated
tests, and manual tests.
The -uestfiles iir,proved in effectiveness over time. Updates were performed constantly when new bugs were
detected in the software being tested.
When R&D had finished the implementation of all of the
system's functionality, the development of all of the test
files was also complete. Thus, for all of the defect-fixing
rounds of testing, we ran almost exactly the same tests
and could show very clearly the trend of the defect rate
(see Fig. 4).
Results
With AUTOTEST, a test cycle now takes only seven working days. A test cycle consists of 60 hours of automatic
tests, mostly run overnight and on weekends, 45 hours of
semiautomatic tests, and 5 hours of manual tests. There
is also some destructive testing by selected experts,
which is done in parallel with the systematic testing. Test
documentation is complete when the testing is finished.
The system provides a complete regression test package

ProtocF
o li l e

I esl file

ToVerify
Pulse/HR
Alarms
# # ## # ## ## # ## ### ### # ### # ## # ### # # #
startup
setlings
required:
a l a r m sn:o n - l a t c h i n g

Configuration:
Ecg/Resp,
NBP,
C.0.,2 Temp,
5 Press,
Sa02/Plelh

(sec)
delay
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

<ESC>
lf 0,K.continue
teslelseDress
. Pause
test
# # # # # # # ## # ## # ## # ## # ### # ## # # ## # # #
alarmact
- - - s i m l :3 0B P M
s i m l N O R M ASLI N UR
SA T E
- . - verily

BPi'30

NSB
30

I
0
1
0

10

" ' P U L S=E 3 0" '
(pu)""'
""'X.bell
fir
ddrr
HR alarm

cp

Getparam.
valuesandalarm/inop
messages
- - - c h a n gael a r m i npga r a m e t eorP U L S E

am

R u n n i nt ge s tf i l e: D E M 0T.S T
Title: ToverifyPulse/HR
alarms

02.03.89

'll:49:00

###
11:49:00 ###
########################
11:49:00 ###
s t a r t uspe t t i n grse q u i r e d :
1'!:49:00 ###
a l a r m sn:o n - l a t c h i n g
11:49:00 ###
11:49:00 ###
Configuration:
11:49:00###
, . 0 . , 2T e m p ,
E c g / R e s pP, r5e s sN, B PC
1l :49:00 ###
Sao2/Pleth
11:49:00###
- - i l 0 . K .c o n t i n ul e s te l s eo r e s s< E S C >
1 1: 4 9 : 0 0 # # #
1l : 4 9 : 0 0 T e s st t o p p e d
11:49:04 ###
########################
1 1 : 4 9 : 0 4 r e p l a y eadu t o m af inl e :a l a r m a c l
1 1: 4 9 : 1 7 # # #
s i m l :3 0B P [ l
1 1 : 4 9 : 1 7s i m l
N O R | i ASLI N UR
SA T E
BPM30
---verify:
1 1 : 4 9 : 2 7# # #
l1:49:27 ###
1'l:49:27 ###
" ' P U L S=E 3 0 ' - '
(pu)""'
11:49:27 ###
"-" X-bell
11:49:27 ###
11:49:27 ###
oatatromdeviceundertest:

AIADU

Paramelers
KR
ABP
CVP
RAP
RESP
Pulse
Sa02
NBP

30
(90)
r20/81
4
12
20
30
97

c0
BLOODT35.r

( s 1 1 / 5(1511 1 ) )
( 1 0 2 . 3 / 0( 0. 0. 0 ) )

26.0

T1
T2

JJ.U

Alarms
"

HR30<40

- -.change
a l a r m i npga r a m e t eo rP U L S E
###
r e p l a y eadu t o m af inl e: a l a p u
a
a
a

Fig. 3. An example of a test file and the resulting protocol file.

that can be used for testing revisions and can be easily
adapted to testing new parameters.
.9

o

z

0 . 0 7 1 . 0 01 , 0 92 , 3 02 . 4 02 . 4 12 . 4 23 . 0 04 . 0 04 . 9 44 . 9 64 . 9 95 . 0 05 . t 0 5 . 2 0
Revisions
Tesled
Fig. 4. Del'ect rat.etrend as a result of aut,onlatedtestlng.

We wrote one special test file that exercises the Component Monitoring System with very fast random keypushing. As long as the software was not very stable, this test
file caused the system to crash frequently within a shoft
period. With normal testing, we would have had to wait
weeks to see so many failures. The R&D engineers liked
this test very much because it gave them a good chance
to trace the software components and find the causes of
the crashes quickly.
Conclusion
AUTOTEST is an excellent example of an automated
stmctured testing implementation. Even though it seems
to be specially designed for the Component Monitoring
System, it is not. With some limitations (for example, no
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to have untrained people mnning the tests and still get
complete documentation. AUTOTEST runs on an HP Vectra personal computer and is written in C, so it is portable and can easily be modified or extended.

keypushing) it can be used for testing any HP patient
monitor. It can be used simply for a form of guided testing in which AUTOTEST tells the test operator what to
do and what the desired result is, and requests a keystroke P for passed or F for failed. This makes it possible

Production and Final Test of the HP
Component Monitoring System
handling
material
flowminimlzes
andsimplifies
A vertically
oriented
minimize
human
and
Automated
finaltestsystems
errors
customization.
process
quality.
for
monitoring
collect
data
by Otto Schuster and Joachim Weller

One of the keys to success in manufacturing a new product is the concurrent design of the product and its production processes from the very beginning of a project.
Therefore, a team of experienced manufacturing engineers
was integrated into the HP Component Monitoring System
project and physically located in the R&D laboratory. In
this way, product designs and production process designs
were able to influence each other before all details had
been worked out.

Material Flow
To reduce material in process and to reduce manufacturing cycle time, it is essential to streamline processes
without moving material back and forth. Therefore, we
built up a vertically oriented material flow. Products and
assemblies can be built independently up to the point
where they will be assigned to a customer order (see Fig.
1). This is supported by a product structure that allows
assignment to a customer order just before packaging.
For example, the ECG modules are all built identically up
to the last step, where the product is localized by applying the overlay label in the appropriate language.

The plan was also to transfer the product to production
concurrently in Boblingen and in Waltham, Massachusetts.
Therefore, manufacturing engineers from Waltham joined
our team to cover division-specific aspects and to ensure
produclive communication.
Another key to the product's success was the definition
of manufacturing goals to which all parties were committed. The table below shows some of these goals and
compares the Component Monitoring System with HP's
previous generation of bedside monitors.

r

-67o/o

.

47o/o
-\U/o

.

Total Part Number Count
Vendor Count for Mechanical Parts
Number of Printed Circuit Board Outlines
AutoloadingPercentage
Manufacturing Cycle
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+27o/o
-50o/o

o

Final Test
The objectives for the final test systems were:
Flexibility to support different types of devices under
test (DUT) without changing the test setup.
Use of standard hardware, or design and documentation
of nonstandard hardware according to HP standards for
manufactured products.
Self-test and self-calibration features wherever possible
to reduce maintenance.
Accuracy based on the specifications of standard instruments that are calibrated periodically.

Fig. l. HP Component Monitoring
System production material flow

o A modular test concept that allows easyaddition of new
parameters, that is, each type of pa"rametermodule has
its individual software module for specifications,test list,
test procedure,and drivers.
. Ease of learning and operation, even for relatively unskilled personnel.This is achievedby a high degreeof
automation, which makes it possible to operatethe final
test systems with very little operator interaction. In addition, color coding on the display for device types and
status messagesand automatic recognition of the device
under test are implemented.Instead of manual adjustments, calibration data is generatedby the final test station and stored in the EPROMof the DUT. To avoid human errors, test results do not have to be interpreted by
the operator.
o Data accumulation for statistical process control.

Integration of Test Systems
The final test systems are based on HP 9000 Series 300
Pascal workstations, multiprogrammers, diverse HP-IB
(IEEE 488) instruments, and a pararneter module interface, which provides the communication link between the
DUT and the workstation. All systems are connected to a
shared resource manager for sharing the files required for
operation and archMng files containing test results. This
includes both the final test systems and the temperature
cycling test systems.
An HP-UX workstation connected to the shared resource
manager provides access to the files for other HP-UX
terminals on a local or wide area network (see Fig. 2).
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FinalTestSyslem
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Monitoring Process Quality
To imp'rove quality and keep it at a high level, it is important to analyze process data online. Therefore, the test
results of the last 200 devices of each device type are
MEz1990
FriNov3016:00
Date:
6 PowerConsumplion-Test
Test:M101
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-14010
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1 1 07 "
0.07"
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1 3 07 o
0.07o
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test#2:
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Conclusion
The challenge for manufacturing was not only that the
Component Monitoring System was a new product, but
also that it was our first product designed in surface
mount technology and the first product for the Bdblingen
surface mount technology center. The parallel ramp-up of
production in Bciblingen and in Waltham has proven that
conculrent production process design is not just an alternative, but rather the only way to succeed.

-..-Belative--.-19 7"
=
mean
= -90 "/"
peakmin
= 70oh
peakmax
=
2.516335
stddev
1.324678
c p=
1.071605
c p k=

Fig. 3. Final test analysis.
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held on disc for data analysis. Three different levels of
information can be generated. The first level is the yield
of printed circuit boards or modules. A diagram generated
daily shows trends and can be used as a trigger for a
more detailed analysis. This analysis represents the next
level and includes failure summaries and failure hit lists
for individual tests. The third level provides the distribution curve for test results over the test limit range along
with the following statistical process parameters (see Fig.
3): mean, minimum and maximum values, standard deviation, co value (process capability), and cpt value (process controllability).
This data is not only used for process monitoring. It has
been used during Component Monitoring System prototlping to qualify each test and to verify the specification
limits. Thus, early information about the producability of
a new product is obtained well before the product is introduced into production and valuable feedback is provided to the designers.

= 201'
datacount
Poweroonsumption-Test

- " 'Absolute""
1.061343
m e a=
n
= 0.988000
peakmin
= 1.148000
peakmax
= 0.024933
stddev

Fig. 2. Integration of t,he final test
systems with the temperature cy
ding test system.
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Calculating the Real Cost of Software
Defects
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In response to the HP corporate-wide 10 x software quality improvement initiative, much attention has been focused on improving the quality of software products developed throughout HP. The motivation for software
quality improvement is most often expressed in terms of
increased customer satisfaction with higher product quality, or more generally, as a need to position HP as a leader in quality software development.
A more fundamental motivation to support the initiative
for higher software quality can be developed when software defect cost data is considered. The data presented
in this paper is drawn from an extensive software project
database maintained at the HP Waltharn Division for product releases over the past five years. When software defect cost calculations are per{ormed on this data, a very
compelling "bottom linc" perspective on software quality
emerges; software defects are very expensive and early
defect prevention and removal techniques can substantially enhance the profit realized on software products.
This paper will present a general model that can be used
to calculate software defect cost data for any software or
firmware product. Data from actual HP Waltham projects
will be used to provide examples of software cost calculations.
The Need for Metrics
As an example of the need for substantive software quality cost data, consider the situation a project manager
might encounter when attempting to justify the purchase
and use of a new software development tool such as a
static code analyzer. If the cost of the tool is $20,000 and
if there is reliable data to suggest that the tool will uncover 5o/oof thc total number of software defects during
S o t l w aD
r ee v e l o p mPehnat s e s

f
Metrics 1
DatabaseI
L

Requirements
Analysis
Design
Code
U n iT
t est
Integralion
System
andAcceptance
Tests
Release
postfelease

Fig. 1. Softwalc life c:1'cleand the phases the software quality
cngincering nrctrics ciatabrisccovcrs.

typical use, is the project manager justified in acquiring
and using the tool?
To provide answers to this type of question, it is important to have access to a reliable database of software
quality metrics. Such a database is maintained by the
software quality engineering group at the clinical systems
business unit of HP's Waltham Division. This database has
become an essential component of software quality activities at IIP Waltham and is invaluable for such tasks as
project scheduling, resource planning, project and product
quality status reporting, and software defect cost calculations.
In addition to maintaining the metrics database, the software quality engineering group works with R&D in testing
and process improvement activities.
Software Quality Metrics Database
Fig. 1 indicates the development phases of a typical software project, with the phases indicated in which metrics
are collected and stored into the software quality database. Data is gathered from a variety of sources including
software defect logging, product comparison studies, proj-
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Fig. 2. Software defect find arrl fix cycle.
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ect post-mortem studies, code complexity and size analysis, and project schedule and resource plans. The physical
data resides mainly in a standard HP STARS* database,
which has been augmented with additional fields, files,
and reporting utilities. All of the products represented in
the metrics database are firmware-based medical devices
such as critical care monitors, arrhythmia analysis computers, and clinical databases.
Figs, 2, 3, and 4 represent various types of useful data
that can be extracted from the database. Fig. 2 documents the steps that are typically required to find, fix,
and retest a defect discovered by the software quality
engineering group during integration and system or acceptance testing. The engineering effort for this activity,
which is shown as 20 hours, represents thc avcrage effort
for finding and fixing one typical software defect. This
value has been calculated using hundreds of data points
from multiple software projects that have been tracked
with the software quality database. Fig. 3 is an example
of how an accurate schedule for the integration through
the release phases can be developed using historical project data from the database. In this case, it is clear that a
stable and linear relationship exists between product code
size and resultant calendar time. Finally, Fig. 4 tabulates
various software metrics from multiple software projects.
This data can be very useful for developing project comparison studies.
The data presented in these figures is a small subset of
the data that exists in the database. This specific data has
been presented because of its applicability to software
defect cost calculations.
Looking for Software Defect Costs
Software defect costs can be investigated using a variety
of different approaches. For example, costs can be calculated on a prerelease or a postrelease basis, or costs can
be determined per defect or per project phase, or costs
can be weighted based on code size or programmer productivity. The software defect cost data developed in this
paper focuses on the cost per prerelease software defect
that is found and fixed during the integration through the
*TheSoftware
Tracking
andBeporting
System,
orSTABS,
isanHPinternal
database
fortrackino
software
defects.
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Fig. 4. !'pical softwaremetricsfor projectsin the softwarequality
database.
release phases of project development. This approach is
used because of the abundance of reliable data points
available for study and because of the potential utility of
the results.
The Software Defect Cost Equation
The calculation of prerelease software defect cost proposed here is based on the formula:
Software Defect Cost = Software Defect Rework Cost
+ Profit Loss
Software defect rework cost is determined by the amount
of effort and expense required to find and fix software
defects during the integration through release phases of a
software project. Profit loss is the revenue loss that is
caused by lower product sales throughout the entire postrelease lifetime of the product. The lower sales factor is
caused directly by the lengthy find and fix cycle of prerelease defects that force a schedule slip and result in a
loss of market-window opportunity.
Many other factors could probably be used to determine
the software defect cost but our data shows that the rework cost and profit loss factors have a major impact on
the result and will supply a close first approximation of
the final value. Table I lists a set of product and project
sofbware factors that will be used to calculate a software
defect cost value. All of these factors represent tlpical
values derived from our database.

TahleI
TypicalValuesin theMetricsDatabase
?
nn
o -_-

=
=
.!l

€ roo
o

Calenda.
Time(ironlhs)
= Thousands
KNCSS
Source
Statements
ol iloncomment
Fig. 3. Calendar time for integration through release phases versus
code size for HP Waltham clinical systems business unit projects.
l)ach point represents a specific project in the database.
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Code size

75KNCSS

Calendar time for prerelease testing

6 months

Number ofprerelease
defects found and fixed

110defects

Prerelease defect density

1.5 defects/KNCSS

Software Defect Rework Calculation
This calculation is very simple and is based on data presented in Figs. 2 and 4 and Table I. A typical product will
have 110 software defects found and fixed during the
project test phase. Each of these defects will require 20

engineering hours to find and fix. The total prerelease
software rework effort then is:
Software Defect Rework Effort = 110 x 20 = 2200
engineering hours.

CodeSize:75K}ICSS
TeslPhas€:
6 Months
Soflware
110
Number
ol Prerelease
Defects:

To convert this effort value to dollars requires the $/trour
softrrare engineer factor. As a close approximation of an
industry standard value, we will use $75lhour as the standard charge for the services of a software engineer. (This
includes basic salary + administration overhead of 75Vo).
Software Defect Rework Cost = 2200 hours x
$75lhour = $165,000

"Waste':
Soflware
Rework
$165,000
perdefect)
($1500
ProfilLossDuelo Reryork:
$l,000,000
(Approximately
perdelecl)
$9000
'TotalCostof Softv{are
Defects:
$1,165,000
($10,500
peldefect)

'Software
Loss
Res,ork
Cost+ Profit

On a per-defect basis, rework cost can be determined as:
Rework Cost per Software Defect = 20 hours X
$75^rour = $1500.
These calculations are useful in highlighting the true
waste factor of poor software quality. Each software defect is responsible for $1500 of unnecessary expense, and
for a typical project $165,000 is required for software
rework.
Sofbware Defect Profit Loss Calculation
The other m4ior factor contributing to software defect
cost is product profit loss because of missed market-window opportunities and the resultant loss of product sales.
In other words, if a product release date slips because
the software defect find and fix cycle is unnecessarily
long, then potential product sales are iretrievably lost
and overall lifetime profit dollars will be less. Such factors as rapidly obsolete technology and the availability of
competitive products also contribute to the potential loss
of sales.
Several industry models l'2 have been proposed that can
be used to quantify the profit loss factor. Fig. 5 presents
one of these models and will serve as the basis for our
calculations. For the following calculations we assume a
1000-unit customer base of a $20,000 product with a 15%
profit margin. This will yield $3,000,000 in lifetime profit.
Assuming a six-month slip in product release because of

Fig. 6. Softwaredefect cost surnmaryfor a typical software
project.
the software defect find and fix cycle, Fig. 5 suggests a
33% Ioss in profit.
Profrt Loss = $3,000,000 x 33o/o= $1,000,000
Using the data on the number of prerelease defects given
in Table I, on a per-defect basis, profit-loss can be determined as:
$1,000,000/110defects ^r $9000 per defect.
It may seem extreme to say that every prerelease defect
causes a product to be late to market. However, because
of the nature of our business, it is important that our
products perform reliably in the critical-care medical environment. This means that each defect of a high enough
severity level that is found during prerelease tests must
be fixed and retested before final release. It is this test,
fix, and retest cycle that delays product release and contributes to the cost of poor software quality.
The $1,000,000 Opportunity
Fig. 6 summarizes the software defect cost data calculated in this paper. The variables used in these calculations will vary from one organization to another, but the
fundamental algorithm for computing software defect cost
is applicable to most cases. Although the product cost
and profit maxgin numbers used here are for illustrative
purposes, they are typical for large software systems.
Therefore, with the potential for a cost of $10,500 per
defect and $1,165,000 per project, there is ample hnancial
basis for a number of potential remedial actions.
Ouality Awareness. Most software engineers probably have
no idea about the cost of reworking software to find and
fix a defect once the code enters the integration and test
phases. They should be made aware of the savings possible if more defect detection could be done in the early
stages of product development.

507"
Development
Cost0verrun

Product
Cost
97"looHigh

S h i pP r o d u c l
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Late
Source
M:c K i n s&
eC
yo

Fig. 5. Percentagc of profit loss associatedwith product release
problems. The tlpe of products this data represents have a
short product life of around five years. Examples include
word processors and other consumer electronic
products.

CASE Investment. There are a large number of CASE tools
and methodologies available to augment the software development process. Examples of modern CASE technologr include static code analyzers, debuggers, execution
profilers, formal inspections of design and code, structured analysis and design, and so on. Most of these technologies can be acquired for a financial investment of
$10,000 to $30,000. If each software defect has a $10,500
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cost, then it is clearly appropriate to consider the use of
CASE to improve softwaxe quality.
Softwarel0 x Program:When it becomes clear that software quality improvements can yield substantial financial
rewards, then the goal of a 10x gain in software quality
assumesadditional impetus. Consider that a l0 x improvement of the number of prereleasesoftware defects
for the typical software project presented in this paper
would yield almost an additional $1,000,000in profit. That
figure is a powerful bottom line motivator.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a technique that can be used to
calculate software defect cost values. Historical HP Wal-

tham software quality and project data has been applied
to cost calculations so that realistic results might be obtained. Although additional investigations, such as a determination of postrelease sof[ware defect cost, might provide a more detailed analysis of cost, the data presented
in this paper is accurate and provides compelling financial motivation for improved software quality.
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Code inspections have become an integral part of the
software development life cycle in many organizations.
Because it takes some project time and because engineers
initially feel intimidated by the process, code inspections
have not always been readily accepted. Additionally, there
has not always been enough evidence (metrics) to prove
that for the time and effort invested, the process has any
value in reducing defects and improving overall software
quality. Since the early days, the process has become better understood and documented, and recent articles have
provided concrete metrics and other evidence to justiff
the value of the process.l'2'3
This paper describes our experiences in bringing the code
inspection process to HP's Application Support Division
(ASD). We describe both the positive and negative findings related to using code inspections. Although we only
have metrics for one project, our main goal here is to
present how we implemented the inspection process and
to illustrate the tlpe of data to collect and what might be
done with the data.
Background
In 1988 our division was in the process of searching for
best practices and methodologies that could help us meet
or exceed the company-wide 10 x quality improvement
goal. Design and code inspections were two of the methodologies that we proposed. Management agreed to sanction a pilot project using code inspections, with imple-
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mentation of a design inspection process deferred to a
later date.
The authors attended the software inspections class given
by HP's Corporate Engineering software engineering training group. This knowledge was then imported to our division, and several classes were taught to the engineers to
prepaxe them to be participants in the code inspection
process.
To begin using the code inspection process on a pilot
basis, a software project that involved enhancing an existing product was selected. To ensure that we could improve the process and learn from our experience, we decided to record and analyze the results from each code
inspection. This way we would have some data to back
up any claims we had regarding the value of the process.
The metrics and data we decided to collect and analyze
included:
. The criteria to use in selecting modules to inspect.
o The criteria for selecting participants in the process.
. The methodology used while performing the inspection.
. The relative effectiveness of code inspections in improving quality versus standard testing via module execution.
. The merits of doing code inspections before or after
bench testing a software module.
. The number of defects found in a product in the first year
after release that might have been found in code inspections.

' The costs of addressing defects found in the first year
after release during the inspection phase versus during
the maintenance phase.
Engineers from the quality and productivity department of
our division taught the inspections class before starting
the pilot project. They also acted as moderators for the
formal code inspections. R&D software engineers from
several different projects participated as authors, readers,
and inspectors. There was also a technical marketing engineer who participated as an inspector.
Implementation
of the Code Inspection Process
Developing a set of criteria for which modules to inspect,
who should participate in the inspections, and what methodology to follow were the first issues that needed to be
resolved in implementing the inspection process. Tlvo
methodologies were used in our implementation: formal
and informal inspections. The pilot project used the formal, more stmctured process presented in the inspections
class, while later projects used both formal and informal
methodologies. The comparative success of the two methodologies has not been fully determined, but some of the
results are described later.
Module Selection. Because a software product is made of
many modules, the time it would take to inspect every
module might be prohibitive. Therefore, criteria must exist to determine which modules should be inspected. T\vo
criteria were used to identify the modules to be inspected. First, modules were selected only if they were
modified in the course of the project (remember this was
an enhancement project). Second, the complexity of the
modified modules was determined. Module complexity
has been shown to be a good indicator of the defect
proneness of a software module-the
higher the complexity, the greater the likelihood there are defects. Therefore,
complexity was used to identify those modules that were
the best candidates for inspection. The original plan was
to determine the complexity of modules using the
McCabe complexity tool,4 which is based on the McCabe
complexity metric.s Unfortunately the McCabe tool could
not accurately identify the complexity of the modules
written in MS-DOS macro assembler language. This led to
attempts to roughly quantify the complexity of these modules, relying on the opinion of the module's author as to
its complexity. The result was that modules were inspected based on the amount of modification to the module and a rough estimate of their complexity.
Participant Selection. A code inspection is a structured
process in which each participant has a clearly defined
role. Inspection participants were selected based on their
knowledge of the language in which the module was written. Attempts were also made to select engineers who
were also lcnowledgeable about the highJevel siructure of
the product. We could not find many engineers with this
knowledge so this criterion was abandoned and knowledge of the development language became the predominate criterion.

the module to be inspected and prepare inspection packets for the moderator, code reader, and inspectors.* The
code inspection packet was distributed two days before
the scheduled inspection date. The packet consisted of a
cover sheet and listings (with line numbers) of the module to be inspected. The cover sheet detailed the time
and place of the inspection meeting, the participants, and
a brief description of the module to be inspected. Because some of the engineers who participated as inspectors and readers were unfamiliar with the design of the
modules, additional information was sometimes added to
the packets to improve the effectiveness of the process.
Additions included module descriptions, pseudo code, and
design overview documents describing the design of the
module.
Before the meeting the moderator was responsible for
confirming the availability of the meeting participants for
the time and date of the inspection. Inspectors were required to prepare for the inspection, and if they could not
guaxantee adequate preparation, notify the moderator so
that the inspection could be rescheduled. Usually on the
the day before the meeting, the moderator would check
to make sure that everyone was ready.
During the meeting the following rules were followed to
avoid conflicts and ensure a productive process.
o Critiques of the coding style used in the module being
inspected were avoided.
. Problems were to be indicated and identified, but solutions were not to be offered during the inspection meetings.
. Comments were to be phrased in a nonthreatening way,
focusing on what the module did, as opposed to what the
authormight have done.
. Antagonistic ways of expressing points of view were
avoided.
The meetings were limited to one hour. Data from other
divisions showed that longer meetings drained the inspection team and decreased their effectiveness.
TWo forms were used to gather the data from the code
inspections: the code inspection log and the code inspection detail log (see Fig. 1).The code inspection log described the module inspected, the participants, their preparation time, the hours of engineering effort involved, the
number of lines inspected, and the number of problems
identified. The defects identified were categorized by severity, and whether and how they could have been found
in the absence of code inspections. The code inspection
detail log identified a problem by page and line number
in the module source, and provided a description of the
problem and its severity. At the end of the meeting a decision was made as to the advisability of scheduling a
reinspection of the module if the number of problems
found was unacceptable. If the author made extensive
changes to the inspected modules while fixing inspectionidentified defects, this would possibly create a need for
reinspection.
*We

The authoractedas an inspect0r
actuallvhad two insoectofs.

Fomal Code lnspections. The methodology we used for
formal code inspections required that the author select
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Fig. 1. (a) Code inspection log. (b) Oode inspectron detail log.
In the postinspection
author

meetings,

met so that the moderator

and the
the moderator
could give the collected

information to the author. The author was then responsi
ble for implementing the defect repairs. If enhancements
had been identified in the inspection, these were either
accepted or rejected by the author and the moderator.
Infomal Code Inspections.Informal code inspections were
not a part of the pilot project. Several informal code inspections were performed on later projects and as a part
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Fig. 2. Summaryof codeinspectionstatistics.
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1154
0
5.3
1
0

of the pilot project's CPE (current product engineering)
or postrelease activities. There was no preparation required for these informal code inspections. The code's
author would request that another engineer sit and look
over a module or a submodule at the time of the meeting.
There was no moderator, and no formal documentation of
the process. Usually, the engineer who was asked to inspect was familiar with the overall design of the module
being inspected.
Data Collected
As mentioned earlier we tried to collect data that would
enable us to evaluate the effectiveness of the code inspection process. The code inspection data collected included the number of:
o Lines of noncomment source statements (NCSS) inspected
. Engineering hours of preparation required
. Engineering hours spent in code inspection meetings
. Defects and enhancement requests found during the
meeting.
Because the effort required to fix a defect is the same
regardless of how it is found, no data was collected on
the time taken to fix defects or implement enhancements.
Also, because the implementation of the informal code
inspection process was done in a way that permitted a
wide variation in the statistics collected, insufficient data
exists to determine clearly the effectiveness of informal
code inspections. Fig. 2 summarizes the statistics from
our pilot project and some follow-on projects in which

Component

Lines
Inspected

ilcss

Percent
Inspected

961
|5 1 6

7890
22346
30235

12.20k
2.50k
5.0%

196

22346

1.0o/"

Itt

7890
22346
30236

2.0"k
4.5"/"
3.8"k

PilolProject
Server
PC
Bolh

Jlc

(Formal)
Follow-0n
Projecls
PC
(lnformal)
FolloYr.0n
Proiects
Server
PC
Eolh

999
'1154

. To determine the relative costs ofaddressing the defects
found by customers compared with the cost of putting
more effort into performing code inspections.
The data collected also included the number of hours of
online and offline support spent identiSzing and verifying
the problems, the number of engineering hours spent
identifying the causes, the appropriate fix for the defect,
and whether the modules in which the defects were
found were inspected. Additional information allowed
estimation of the time required to perform code inspections on those modules not inspected.

= Noncomment
NCSS
Source
Statemenls
Fig. 3. Majormodulesand percentof codeinspected.
both formal and informal code inspection processes were
used. Fig. 3 shows the major modules and the arnount of
code inspected from each module.
Flom the data shown in Fig. 2, the ratio of preparation
time to inspection time can be calculated as 1.83 for the
pilot project, and 1.13 for the formal inspections done for
a follow-on project. The ratio for all of the projects was
1.76. The inspection rate for the pilot project was 200
lines o'f NCSS per meeting hour.* For the follow-on project it was 196 lines, bringing the overall rate to 199 lines
per meeting hour. The defect finding rate was 0.243 defects per engineering hour (preparation hours plus meeting hours) for the pilot project and 0.118 for the followon project, bringing the overall defect finding rate to
0.233. Work done by other HP divisions showed that for a
one-hour meeting, 200 lines of code is about the most
that can be covered before the defect finding rate begins
to decline.
The metrics for preparation time and lines per meeting
can be used to estimate for future projects the amount of
time required for inspections so that projects can budget
in their schedules a reasonable amount of time for inspections. The defect finding rate can be used to colTelate between the effectiveness of different types of testing
and the complexity of modules so that the overall validation of the code design can be optimized-

Comparison to Testing Process
For comparison with the traditional testing process (i.e.,
module execution), defects for the pilot project were
categorized according to the method used to find the defect and the defect cause. Fig. 4 shows this categorization
for the pilot-project defects. Note the inclusion of customer-found defects. Fig. 5 shows the severity of defects
found classified by severity and test type. Note that inspections found defects in each of the standard severity
categories.
Figs. 4 and 5 do not reflect comment defects or defects
resulting from incorrect design- Both types of defects
were found and noted but not counted.
If Inspections Had not Been Done
The defects found by code inspections were analyzed to
determine whether they might have been found if code
inspections had not been done. While these classifications
are not certain, they were our best determination based
on knowledge of the product, the test environment, and
the way in which the product would be used. Fig. 6
shows where in the process we think certain defects
would have been found if they had not been caught by
code inspections.
As a further aid in analyzing the effectiverress of code
inspections as a verification tool, the defects found during

During the development phase of the project, test log
sheets were used to collect data about defects found during testing and the number of hours devoted to testing.
This data was used to help analyze traditional testing
versus code inspections.
Defects reported by customers against the pilot product
during the first year after its release were also collected.
The objectives of galhering lhis data were:
. To determine whether the defects were in modules that
had been inspected
. To determine why, if the defects were in inspected modules, they were not found during the inspection
. To determine why modules with defects were not inspected
*For
therewere 4 participants
anda total 0f 30.4h0urswere
eachformalinspecti0n,
Thus,30.4engineering
h0ursin meetingsequals7 6 meetinghours,
spentif meetings.
6 eetinh
gours).
r e s u l t i nign 2 0 0l i n e sp e rm e e t i n h
g o u r( 15 1 6l i n e s / 7 .m
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Fig. 4. Defecls categorized by cause and mcthods used to (letect
the defects.
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. The module was not inspected because it was not modified. This also indicated that our test suites were not thorough enough.
. The module was not inspected because modifications
were not considered significant.
. The module was inspected, but the defect was not identified.

Alpha
Test

Inspections Product
Tesl

System
Tesl

Customer

oetection
Methods
of Defecl
Severity:
Defect
llTflfl crirical
Z- Serious
ffi
Medium
N
Low

Fig. 5. Defectscategorized
by severityand methodof detection.
inspections were divided into categories based on the
following questions about each defect.
r Would the defect have been found by the existing test
process?
. Could a test be devised to find those defects that would
not be found by existing tests?
o Would customers find those defects that would not be
found by existing tests?
. Would some ofthese defects not be found by any ofthe
above methods?
Of the 21 defects found by code inspections, only four
could have been found with new tests.
Defects Found by Customers
An analysis was made of the defects found by customers
in the time since the pilot product was released. This
allowed us to attempt to determine why the defects were
not identified and fixed before the release of the product.
Fig. 7 shows the distribution of defects found by customers and the reasons associated with the defects. These
reasons include:
. The defect was a global error, not specific to a module or
modules.
o The defect existed in a dependentproduct.

The defects classified in the first two categories were
those for which a code inspection could not have identified the defect.
The cost of having customers fincl clefects in the product
compared to the cost of using code inspections to find
these defects was measured by collecting cost information from the response center,* support engineering, R&D,
and test and manufacturing. The average time of a response center call was determined and used to estimate
the response center cost of handling a defect. The cost of
the time spent by the support engineer was determined
based on the time spent in responding to calls about defects in the product. The cost of the time spent by development engineers was based on the time spent identifying
the cause of the defect, the time to fix it if necessary,
and the time required to test the defect once it was fixed.
Estimates of the time required to perform system testing
and the manufacturing costs were also collected. The
results showed that it costs approximately 100 times
more to fix a defect in a released product than it costs to
fix a defect during the code inspection phase.
One important cost that cannot be directly measured in
currency is the loss of customer satisfaction when the
customer finds a defect. Because this cost is hard to
quantify, it is sometimes ignored, but the fact is that it
does affect the profitability of products.
.Theresponse
center
istheprimary
contact
forcustomers
andHPfieldpersonnel
to obtain
helpwithHPsottware.

N o to u r
Module

I n s i g n i f i c a nI nt s p e c t e d
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N o tF o u n d
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forDetect

Fig. 7. Defectsfound by custorners.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of where code-inspection defects may or may
not have been found if they had not been found during fhe code
incnontinn
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Benefits
Besides the cost savings realized by finding and fixing
defects before they reach the customer, there are other
benefits associated with doing code inspections. These
benefits are not easy to measure, but they do have an
impact on quality and productivity.
. Code inspections allow defects to be found early in the
product development cycle. This has the benefit ofreducing the number of product builds and certification cycles
required to complete the development of a product. This
benefit is difficult to quantify because there is no way to
measure the build cycles that might be required for a given number of defects. However, one product build and
certification cycle is a minimum of 40 hours in our environment.
. The code associated with a defect found during a code
inspection is immediately identified at the inspection.
When a defect is found by testing, all that is known is that
something somewhere doesn't work correctly, and the
additional work necessary to identify the lines of code
that are at fault is unknown.
. Because code inspections require agreat deal of communication among the participants, cross training and idea
sharing are byproducts ofthe inspection process. Other
engineers involved become familiar with modules they
did not write, and acquire a better understanding ofthe
entire product. Also, engineers from other projects acquire a better understanding of products other than their
own.
Issues
Four issues came out of the code inspection process.
These were in the area of procedures or aspects of the
implementation rather than condemnations of the process
in general.
First, the primary consideration in selecting inspectors
was their ability to read and comprehend the programming language being inspected. A lack of understanding
of the design was not considered an impediment to participation. However, this was an impediment to making
the inspections as effective as possible because the inspectors could not always effectively identify situations
where the implementation did not match the intended
design.
need for
This led to the second area of difficulty-the
foma-l design reviews. The lack of formal design reviews
results in engineers outside of the project having little
familiarity with the details, or even in some cases with
the overall design of a product. A lack of a design review
process inhibits the effectiveness of code inspections on
projects with a small number of engineers.

The third issue involves deciding when a module should
be inspected. We determined that the code inspection
process should be used alter the developer believes that
the designed functionality is correctly implemented, and
before testing is done. All inspectors and readers should
be familiar with the overall product design and the implementation of the module being inspected.
Finally, the defects that were missed and could have been
found in the inspection process indicated that we need to
find a way to improve the methods used to identify potential defect areas during the process.
Conclusion
Based on the data collected about the use of code inspections, and the data concerning the cost of finding and
repairing defects after the product has been released to
the customer, it is clear that the implementation of code
inspections as a regular part of the development cycle is
beneficial compared to the costs associated with fixing
defects found by customers.
The formal code inspection process is a significant benefit in fostering quality and productivity in product development. The formal process is structured and requires
documentation and accountability. These attributes make
it easy to measure and improve the process. From our
experience with informal inspections, it is not clear
whether the process provides any benefits. However, as
an aid to improving the quality of the implemented code,
it is worth further investigation.
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The HP Vectra 486 Personal Computer
microprocessor,
usestheIntel486rM
486series
ofcomputers
TheHPVectra
andtheHP
memory
controllel
burst-mode
a custom-designed
(EISA).
Architecture
Industry
Standard
oftheExtended
implementation
by Larry Shintaku

The HP Vectra 486 PC was the first of HP's new generation of personal computers using the Intel486 microprocessor and the EISA (Extended Industry Standard Architecture) bus architecture. The Intel486 is a high-performance microprocessor that integrates the CPU, 8K bytes
of cache, and a math coprocessor onto one chip running
at a clock speed of 25 or 33 MHz.* The CPU instruction
set is optimized to execute instructions and move data in
fewer clock cycles than its predecessor, the Intel386 microprocessor. The EISA bus was defined by an industry
consortium of which HP is an active member. The EISA
bus definition objectives were to migrate the existing
l6-bit Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus into a
32-bit bus, improve the DMA performance, and provide
support for multiple bus masters while maintaining backwards compatibility with all existing ISA backplane VO
cards.
The HP Vectra 486 development objective was to deliver
these two new technologies to market quickly. We were
presented with several technical and product development
*Recent
releases0f the HPVectra486seriesincludethe Vectra486/25TandVectra/33l
microprocessOr
the atterusesthe 33 MHzversion0f the Inte1486
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challenges in trying to meet this objective. These challenges included:
" Defining a physical bus connector that would accolrunodate both EISA and ISA cards (see article on page 73)
' Incorporating all the new technical design features that
EISA offers
" Developing performance enhancements targeted for the
memory and mass storage subsystems.
System Overview
The Vectra 486 uses the existing upright floor package
that is used by the HP Vectra RS series (see Fig 1). Its
mass storage, power, and feature options matched our
customer requirements for high-end server and CAD applications. The form factors for the printed circuit boards,
already defined by the Vectra RS PC package, fixed the
amount of logic each board could support, the logic design and printed circuit board partitioning, and the functional, EMC, and performance objectives. The functional
objectives were met by partitioning the system components so that follow-on EISA products could easily leverage core components developed by the HP Vectra 486

I
f--4i1f
5;I-|3J

Fig. l. The HP Vectra 486 personal contputer.
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team. The EMC objectives were met by minimizing,
through design, source radiation and harmonics caused by
mismatched impedances. The design required that clock
speeds up to 66 MHz be distributed over several printed
circuit boards and connectors. Meeting the EMC objectives was very important since they represented a poten-

tial delay in the schedule if regulatory requirements were
not met. The performance objectives were met through
the development of an Intel486 burst-mode memory controller and a high-performancehard disk subsystem. The
burst-mode memory controller is described on page 78
and the disk subsystem is discussed on this page.
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The physical partitioning of logic (see Fig. 2a) divides the
system into five printed circuit board assemblies (see Fig.
2b). The core assemblies consist of a motherboard containing the core EISA control logic and local VO logic,
and two vertical printed circuit assemblies containing the
physical VO connectors for the keyboard, mouse, and
three VO ports: two serial and one parallel. These core
assemblies can be leveraged for future EISA products.
The remaining two assemblies are the CPU and memory
printed circuit board assemblies. The CPU board contains
the Intel486 and related control logic, and the memory
board contains the HP burst-mode controller and SIMM
(single in-line memory module) sockets for RAM memory
upgrade.

Fig. 2. (a) Logical partitioning of
I he Veclra486 syslem.(b) Physial partitioning of the Vectra 486
system

Product Development Overview
The time-to-market objectives for the HP Vectra 486 product required a new approach to the normal development
process used for past products. Managing three parallel
technologr developments, the Intel486, the EISA bus controller chips, and the memory controller, and keeping the
project on an aggressive schedule was the main challenge
for the HP Vectra 486 team. To add to the challenge, two
of the three critical technologies in development were
outside HP (i.e., the Intel486 and the EISA bus controller). The first step was to outline the overall development
approach that would meet the time-to-market objectives
with a product that met our quality standards. The development process also had to be flexible enough to track
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the parallel development of the Intel486 processor and
the EISA chipset. The resulting development approach
consisted of two main phases of execution (see Fig. 3).
Our traditional product development cycle required three
to four phases.
We felt we could combine the breadboard and the laboratory prototype phases and still meet all the requirements
for determining feasibility, design for manufacturing, design for EMC, quality, and functional verification in the
first phase. This approach took less time and cut out
redundant or ineffective processes. After making the necessary changes to the design in the first phase of the
project, the second phase focused on getting the manufacturing process ready for volume production and executing product qualification testing for HP environmental, regulatory and quality requirements.

Many processes were performed in parallel to reduce the
amount of development time which, in many cases, increased the risk of having to address dependency problems caused by something failing. Other important processes were put in place to address these potential
development roadblocks. An example was the establishment of direct interactive technical communication links
with outside companies for technical reviews and
changes. This liaison saved days or weeks of development
time for the HP Vectra 486 team. The team also made
sure that contingency plans were made for the critical
processes such as printed circuit board layout, fabrication, prototyping, and the tools of development to ensure
that progress would be maintained in most circumstances.
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Conclusion
The Vectra 486 development team was confronted with
the challenge of bringing an Intel486-basedproduct to
market almost simultaneously with the announcement of
the Intel486 microprocessor. By using new development
processes,the HP Vectra 486 was the first computer on
the market using the Intel486 CPU and the EISA bus.
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The EISA Connector
Providing
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intheEISA
connector
hardware
forISA
pinsfor
l/0 boards
resulted
ina bilevel
connector
design
thatprovides
bothbusstandards
inthesame
connector.
by Michael B. Raynham and Douglas M. Thom

One of the reasons for the rapid growth of the personal
computer (PC) market is the wide variety of compatible
software and hardware peripherals available for these
machines. This compatibility has been provided by a defacto industry-standard bus specification called Industry
Standard Architecture (ISA). Although started with the
original IBM PC system architecture, the standard has
evolved to where it can be adopted by any PC manufacturer, thus providing a stable platform for software and
hardware development.
The EISA (Extended Industry Standard Architecture) is a
superset of the ISA 8-bit and 16-bit architecture. The important features of the EISA specification include:
n Full compatibility with the ISA standard. ISA 8-bit and
16-bit expansion boards can be installed in EISA slots.

' Support for a 32-bit address path and for l6-bit or 32-bit
data transfers for CPU, DMA, and bus master devices. (A
bus master is a device that drives the address lines and
controls the signals for a bus cycle.)
. An efficient synchronous datatransferprotocol
that provides for normal single transfers and the cycle control
required to execute burst cycles up to 33 Mbytes/s.
' Automatic translation of bus cycles between EISA and
ISA masters and slaves.
o Support for a bus master architecture designed for intelligent peripherals. With EISA-based computers the bus
controller can operate some of the lines on behalf of the
bus master.
n A centralized bus arbitration scheme that supports preemption of an active bus master or DMA device. The
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EISA arbitration method grants access to the bus for
DMA devices, DRAM refresh, bus masters, and bus and
CPU functions on a fair, rotational basis.
. Level-triggered, shareable intermpts. Edge-triggered operation ensures compatibility with intemrpt-driven ISA
devices. Level-triggered operation facilitates sharing of a
single system intemrpt by a number of devices.
o Automatic configuration of system and expansion boards.
EISA expansion board manufacturers provide configuration files and product identification information so that
during system initialization these boards can be automatrcally confrgured into a system (see page 84).
More detailed information about the EISA bus can be
found in references 1, 2 and 3.
Engineers from HP's personal computer group were involved in defining the physical and electrical design of
the VO bus, the board connectors, and the logic controlling bus timing for the EISA bus specification. Their most
obvious contribution was the "double-decker" EISA connector. This connector has two levels of pins. The first
level maintains ISA compatibility and the second level
adds the pins for the EISA bus specification. This article
will describe the EISA connector and some aspects of the
development partnership that led to the development of
the connector and VO card hardware.
Background
The EISA connector was an important part of the implementation of the EISA bus standard. At the time we
started this project there was no connector available that
met the general electrical and mechanical characteristics
required for EISA. Some solutions were proposed but
they were discarded because they were not competitive in
size and electrical performance. The IBM Microchannel*
bus architecture had already doubled the pitch of contacts from 0.100-inch to 0.050-inch centers on their connectors, and it was felt that the EISA solution must use
this contact density to be competitive.
The technical responsibilities for the proposed EISA bus
design were divided among a small group of the original
EISA consortium companies. The responsibilities for the
definition, development, and sourcing for the EISA connector were given to Hewlett-Packard and Compaq Computer Corp.

Incorporated into the EISA consortium to participate in
the design.
Organizational
Challenges
The connector project was managed primarily by a joint
team of HP and Compaq engineers representing the EISA
consortium. The team attracted connector manufacturers
using the number of customers within the consortium to
convince the manufacturers of the magnitude of the business opportunity for EISA connectors. The preliminary
design requirements were established by HP and Compaq
Computer Corp. as part of the EISA technical specification. This technical specification, which was revised and
published periodically by the consortium, was the single
specification that all connector vendors used to develop
their specific connector designs. The periodic revision of
the specification proved very valuable in maximizing the
collective technical contributions of the connector vendors. All potential vendors could obtain a set of technical
requirements by joining the EISA consortium. These vendors could also recommend technical ideas for the design,
which, if adopted, would become part of the specification.
All technical contributions incorporated into the specification became the intellectual property of the consortium,
and therefore, became available to all members. This process produced a very robust and thorough connector
specification by using the collective efforts of all participants, some of whom were direct competitors. Fig. I
shows the design and development information flow during this process.
The connector's technical specification was a performance-based specification. Except for the basic mechanical
dimensions, all parameters were specified based on electrical, environmental, mechanical, or process performance.
This performance-based approach allowed each vendor to
provide subtle but significant design features in their final
Periodic
Revisions
lo the
EISASpecitication

\

T e c h n i cRael q u i r e m e n t s
fromEISASpecifications

Because the EISA connector was the first physical evidence of the EISA hardware, it became important from a
public relations standpoint that the design not only be
baclcvard compatible with ISA, but also be perceived as
technically superior (e.g., higher-performance, well designed, etc.).
The availability of production connectors was a serious
concern because once the design was finalized the potential demand for connector hardware would be very high.
To ensure that a high-volume supply would be available,
and to manage the technical risks, it was decided to recruit at least two m4ior connector manufacturers to develop and produce the connector. HP and Compaq Computer Corp. recruited Burndy Corporation and AMP
.l\,4icrochannel
is the busarchitecture
develooed
for the IBM Personal
Svstem/2com0uters.
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Fig. 1. Information flow during the design and development of
the EISA connector. All connector nranufacturers received the
FIISA bus specification and provided feedback to the EISA
corurector architects wrthout interfacing to other manufacturers. This provided thc best possiblc technical design without
compromising vcndor conficlentiality.

tors without disclosing volume, pricing, or new product
schedule to potential competitors. There was no exchange
of information between connector vendors, and each PC
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of accessory
into
Theconfiguration
software
detects
cardsinserted
compatibility at a competitive cost, and excellent market
theEISA
to configure
thecardsinto
slotsof thecomputer
andprovides
a process
perception for the final product.
process
program
thesystem.
Theconfiguration
begins
withtheconfiguration
fileforeachof theaccessory
intheEISA
reading
a configuration
cardsinstalled
Compatibility. The compatibility issue meant that the existTheconfiguration
filecontains
information
about
thecardthatenables
the
slots.
ing ISA or PC AT boards had to be supported both elecprogram
t0 determine
theoptimum
settings
foranyswitches
orjumpers
onthe
card.Once
theprogram
hasdetermined
therequired
configuration
of theaccessory trically and mechanically in the new scheme. The new
cards,
it identifies
anymanual
switchsettings
orchanges
thatmaybenecessary. scheme also had to support a new EISA board that used
theusert0 make
them.Thesystem
configuration
information
isthen the EISA 32-bit burst mode bus. These constraints caused
andinstructs
memory
whereit isstored
to theBl0S(Basic rejection of solutions that required:
writtento nonvolatile
andavailable
l/0 System)
eachtimethecomputer
bootsup.
Increasing the height of the worldwide PC AT product
. packages by 0.3 inch
HPcontributed
heavily
to theusability
features
of theconfigurati0n
software
by
people Investigating how many PC AT plug-in cards worldwide
usinga fullyequipped
camera
studioin ourusability
department
to observe
o have components in the l/8-inch space above the connecusingtheconfiguration
utility
tor
Some
0f thetesting
showed
thatnonprocedural
interfaces,
suchasa windows
Adding the EISA expansion as a separate outrigger or
process
interenvironment,
didn'tworkintheinstallation
aswellasa procedural
o
presents
interface
of steps-procedures
thatguide tandem connector.
face.(Aprocedural
a series

EISA Configuration

Software

presents
theuserA nonprocedural
interface
simultaneously
a number
oftasks
fromwhichtheusermustselect
thenextstep.)
Theinitialversion
oftheconfigurationutilityuseda windows-like
interface.
Thelaterversions
oftheconfiguration
interface.
Inaddition,
helpscreens
have
utilitywerechanged
to usea procedural
havebeencombined
task.
beenimproved,
andsomeof theprocesses
intoa single
Wealsoimproved
thecodet0 makeit runfaster,
a perception
bysome
eliminating
users
thatthesystem
washungup.

Electrical Performance. The additional EISA signal lines
were specified by the consortium, including power,
ground, and spares. This meant adding approximately 90
pins to those already present on the ISA connector. The
way in which they were added was important because
the goal was not only to provide for the additional EISA
pins, but also to improve the RF performance of the ISA
Theusability
testing
continues,
andthelatestversion
oftheconfiguration
softsection to work with TTL bus logic having typical logic
warehasa muchimproved
userinterface.
Thisnewinterface
isfullyprocedural,
transition times of 2 ns. Improving RF performance meant
andtestshaveshown
thateventhemostinexperienced
users
caneffectively
that the connector impedance had to match the typical
configure
anHPVectra
computer
multilayer printed circuit board trace impedance of 60
process
Moreabout
theconfiguration
filesandtheEISA
slotinitialization
canbe
ohms, and multipleJine switching crosstalk to a victim
found
inthearticle
onpage
83.
line had to be less than 2U/o at 2 ns.4 Crosstalk pedorrnTonV
Dowden
ance is largely determined by the ratio of the number of
Learning
Products
Engineer
signal pins to the number of ground pins and the isolaCalifornia
PCDivision
tion provided by the EISA printed circuit board ground
plane. Therefore, the EISA connector had to have a lower
connector design. This preserved a healthy competitive
environment among the connector vendors and allowed
them to market their individual features and benefits.

No Compelliive
InlormalionFlotv

ffi
Customer and Vendor Relations
The existence of the consortium provided the technical
benefits mentioned above and it also freed HP, Compaq,
and other consortium members to establish the necessary
customer and vendor relationships that would eventually
be necessarJr to manufacture products. Nondisclosure
agreements were established between HP and several
connector manufacturers. This allowed HP to negotiate
supply contracts and characterize their business needs
independently of any HP competitors. This provided the
necessary business and product planning isolation between HP and all other competitors.
During the development process it was a challenge to
document and manage the flow of information between
all parties. Fig. 2 shows how this was done. Each PC
manufacturer was able to negotiate a supply of connec-

a>
\./

\
Information
Flow -=\

#

/
\1

,/\
/

N oC o m p e t i t i v e
lnformation
Flow
Fig. 2. Information flows between PC manufacturers and
connector manufacturers. The goal here was to enforce confidentiality between the connector manufacturers and each PC
vendor thev worked with.
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signal-to-ground pin ratio than an ISA bus because the
ISA and EISA signals together form a high-performance
bus. Ground planes were assumed to be present in the
motherboard and EISA printed circuit boards, and the
current capacity of the ISA contacts had to be 3A per
contact for ISA power pin compatiblity.

ISAExoansion
Board

Mechanical Performanceand Market Perception.A positive
public perception was important to the acceptance of the
ISAContacts new EISA standard. The connector design needed to
EtsAcontacrs maintain the reference features, seating planes, and insertion force of ISA boards. This was key to the overall mechanical design and it also communicated ergonomic
backward compatibility to the user. For this reason it was
decided that the EISA connector should have the same
dimensions as the ISA connector.

t2EISAConnector

l , t\l,rfI l1l
llli
EISA
Connectof

EISA Connector Solution
The solution that meets all of the objectives is an extension of an idea used from the very first scheme proposed-the double-decker (or bilevel) connector. Instead
of adding the EISA signals in front of, on the side of, or
''
< lJpper-Level
Pins
underneath (by increasing the height) of the ISA connec[
Pins tor, the additional signals were added below the level of
qryr.Level
lii.,|:the existing signal pins (see Figs. 3, 4, and 5). Incidental6on1r,1t
ly, this solution was arrived at simultaneously by HP and
,E--1g1
EISA
Contacts Burndy Corporation.

EISA
Access
Keys

Fig. 3. Portions of ISA and EISA expansion boards, showing the
[/O pins on each board and a cutaway view of the MSA connector

(b)

(a)

At HP this solution evolved from investigating how to add
grounds to the ISA connector section for use with EISA
cards. It was determined that the additional grounds
could be located on a lower level than the ISA contacts.
Since the ground contacts had to be as reliable as the
signal contacts, the EISA signals were also located on the
Iower level (see Fig. 3).

(c)

Fig. 4.x (a) Cross-sectionalview of the upperJevel contact of the lllSA connector (b) Cross-sectional
view of the lower-levelcontactof the
EISA connector. (c) Cross-sectionalview of both contact levels.
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Fig. 5.x Inside view of one half
of an EISA connector. The EISA
access key prevents ISA boards
from being inserted to the depth
of the EISA contacts.

0ftheEISA
connector
sections
shown
inFigs.
4and5weremade
trom
"Thepictures
manufactured
c0nnectors
byBurndy
Corporation.
Since this design allows EISA signals (including grounds)
in the same motherboard space as an ISA system and the
connector remains the same height, the signal-to-ground
pin ratio for the ISA signals is effectively reduced to 8:1.
Improved isolation for the 8.33-MHz BCLK(backplane
clock) is provided by adjacent RF grounds. T\vo of the
ground pins are at BCLKso that the gold finger pads are
on opposite sides of the printed circuit board. Thus these
pins can be directly connected to the plug-in board
ground plane with a low-inductance connection.
In addition, the intemal ground planes of the plug-in
board under the gold fingers, which play a key role in
determining overall connector electrical performance, can
extend almost to the surface of the motherboard. These
help provide electrical isolation between the two halves
of the connector, single-line crosstalk between adjacent
pins of 5o/oto 7o/oat l-ns edge transition times, and a controlled 55-ohm to 65-ohm signal impedance.4 An added
benefit of the dual-level contact structure is that although
the number of contacts doubled, the insertion force only
increased from 28 pounds for the ISA connector to 35
pounds for the EISA connector- The signal density of
each level is the same as the ISA connectors (20 per
inch), thereby minimizing the impact on printed circuit
board manufacturing requirements.

Conclusion
Through a joint effort with other members of the EISA
consortium, we designed a connector that meets all the
technical design requirements necessary for industry acceptance. Given the number of companies and parties
involved, we achieved an extremely fast development
cycle of six months from start of this project to the production of the first connectors.
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The HP Vectra 486 Memory Controller
Thememory
intheHP
subsystem
architecture
andthememory
controller
provide
Vectra
486personal
computer
burst-mode
a high-performance
capability
by Marilyn

J. Lang and Gary W. Lum

During the investigation phase for the IIP Vectra 486 personal computer, in-house performance tools confirmed
that the memory system was a key to overall system performance (see article on page 92). Selecting an optimal
memory and controller architecture for a high-performance memory subsystem was a major design consideration for the HP Vectra 486 design team.
While performance was considered important to the success of the HP Vectra 486, it was but one of many important factors to consider for the memory controller design.
The PC server market (a target for the HP Vectra 486)
continues to demand more memory yet enl.ry level systems require a small starting memory and incremental
memory size. There is also an emerging need to simplify
the installation and configuration of memory by both customers and dealers. We were also anticipating future Intel486 microprocessor speed upgrades, and wanted a
memory architecture that could suppofl these upgrades
with minimal changes. And, of course, we wcre striving
to deliver, at a competitive price, a system that included
the EISA standard.
From these requirements, the memory controller objectives became the desire to:
n Meet the I{P Vectra 486 schedule and cost structure
. Provide competitive performance for 25-MIIz systcms
c Have a large and logical memory upgrade scheme
" Provide a design for supporting higher-speed Vectra 486
systems.
With these objectives, the design team began investigating
relevant technologies that would help determine the optimal feature set. Three main areas were focused on: the
Intel486's burst-mode capability, the 4M-bit DRAM, and
the emerging 36-bit SIMM (single in-line memory module)
standard for PCs.
Investigations
The Intel486, with its on-board 8K-byte cache, uses burst
mode to fill a cache line from an external memory system. Burst mode, long used in larger computer systems
but new to personal computers, is a more efficient method of transferring data. Rather than transferring only a
single piece of data for each address generated, burst
mode allows multiple pieces of data (typically four
dwords*) to be transferred for each address. Since subsequent addresses need not be generated, fewer cycles are
required to move information, and bandwidth increases.
*32bits
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Suppofting burst mode, on the othcr hand, requires more
complexity than traditional memory or cache controllers.
Using our available performance tools, the Intel486 burstmode capability was matched with various memory architectures, ranging from a simple, single-bank memory array
to a cached, multiple-bank configuration. The single-bank
memory array wzrs quickly dropped, because it was not a
competitive solution. The key finding from this analysis
was that for 25-MHz systems, by using the burst-mode
capability in the Intel486, a DRAM memory controller
communicating directly to the Intel486 could compare
quite favorably with a moderately sized external memory
cache. This was particularly true for cache controllers
that only supported burst mode between the Intel486 and
the cache (or did not support burst mode at all). When
the cost of the cache was factored in, the interleaved,
bursting memory controller was the clear preference for
the Vectra 486.
The 4M-bit DRAM was scheduled for production about
the same time the Vectra 486 was to be released. Although the 4M-bit DRAM would provide the highest
memory density available, it was considerably more costly
than the lM-bit DRAM, which had been in production for
several years. Being able to support both densities would
allow us to exploit both the lM-bit and 4M-bit advantages.
Standard memory configurations could be built with the
cost-effective lM-bit DRAMs, while large memory arrays
could use the 4M-bit. Furthermore, as the 4M-bit DRAM
progressed down the production cost curve, we could
move quickly to it when prices became attractive. By
working closely with some of our key memory vendors,
we were able to secure prototype and production volumes of 4M-bit DRAMs for the Intel486.
Previous HP personal computers had used SIMMs, and
the general feedback from our customers and dealers was
very positive. A SIMM is a small printed circuit board
with memory installed on it (typically surface mounted).
An edge connector on the SIMM allows a customer to
install it easily into an available connector. The typical
SIMM organization is nine bits wide (eight data bits and a
parity bit) and the edge connector has 26 pins. During
Intel486 development a new SIMM organization was beginning to get attention-36
bits wide with a 72-pin edge
connector-which
allows a full dword (32 bits plus parity) to be'on a single SIMM. This SIMM also supports
presence detect, which encodes the size and speed of the
module on four of the 72 bits, and allows the module

cha"racteristics to be read directly from the SIMM. The
new SIMM was already available in lM-byte and 2M-byte
densities. Both densities use lM-bit and 256K-bit DRAMs,
but at the time none used the 4M-bit DRAM. Working
with our key memory vendors, we were able to establish
standard 4M-byte and 8M-byte SIMMs.

.
.
.
.
'
.

eight SIMMs can be accomodated on the board. When
populated with 8M-byte SIMMs, this allows a maximum
memory size of 64M bytes. This is four times what previous HP personal computers had supported.

From these investigations and other discussions, the Intel486 memory controller feature set was defined to include:
Intel486burst-modesupport
2M-byteto 64M-bytememory array size
Minimum memory upgrade size of 2M-bytes
Support for lM-byte, 2M-byte,4M-byte,and 8M-byte
SIMMs
Support for shadowing or remapping of l6K-byte memory
blocks
Full support for EISA devices,including bus masters.
Since many of the features we wanted to include involved
new technologies,no commercial memory controllers
were available that supported our feature set. Furthermore, a short investigation concluded that using an existing memory controller with additional surrounding logic
to support the new features would not meet our cost or
performance goals. We decided that the best design approach was to develop a new controller using an ASIC to
implement the memory controller.
Memory System Architecture
The memory system is completely contained on a 5.6-inch
by-l3.3-inch memory board, and uses a proprietary connector on the Vectra 486 motherboard. The memory system sits directly on the 25-MHz Intel486 bus.
Allocating board space for the memory controller, the
DRAM drivers, and other support logic, a maximum of

In burst-mode operations, the Intel486 is capable of accepting one dword each processor clock cycle. At 25
MHz, this means an ideal memory system would be able
to deliver one dword every 40 ns. Since we were using
80-ns DRAMs, a simple 32-bit memory array was clearly
not sufficient to meet our performance goals. Tlvo possible architectures were investigated: a l2&bit-wide
memory array and a 64-bit-wide memory array. With a
128-bit memory array, all four dwords would be fetched
on the initial Intel486 memory access,and one dword
output on each of the four clock cycles. For the 64-bit
memory array, two dwords would be fetched using the
Intel486-generatedaddress, and trvo more dwords fetched
using an address generatedby the memory controller. The
additional address generation requires another clock
cycle, so the 64-bit memory array provides four dwords in
five clocks, rather than four clocks. Although this was
slower than ideal, the 64-bit-wide memory system allowed
a minimum system configuration and upgrade increment
of 2M bytes, rather than the 4M bytes required in the
12&bit architecture. We decided the 64-bit-wide memory
array provided the best overall solution for the Vectra
486.
Fig. I shows the block diagram of the Vectra 486 memory
system. The 3Gbit SIMMs are organized in pairs, creating
the 64-bit-wide memory array. SIMMs 1, 3, 5, and 7 contain the lower-order dword, while SIMMs 2, 4, 6, and 8
contain the higher-order dword. Each SIMM pair must be
of the same SIMM density, but different density pairs are
allowed in the memory array. The memory array is fur-
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BRDY#
WRITE_0E(1:0)

CAS(31:0)
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Fig. l. The Vectra 486 memory
subsystem.
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ther divided into upper and lower memory halves (UPPER_MD
and L0WER_MD)
to reduce the maximum capacitance on each memory data line. Although this increased
pa"rt count on the board and loading on the system host
bus, it improved timing margins in the the most critical
system timing paths.
Data transceivers are used to move data between the
Intel486 and the memory array, and sit directly on the
system host data bus (H0STDATA(31:0)).
Since the 64-bit
memory system requires two memory accesses for each
Intel486 burst access, latching data transceivers are used
to output data from the first fetch while the second 64
bits are read.
The generation of memory addresses and control signals
by the memory controller is complicated by the organization of the SIMMs. The lM-byte and 4M-b1te SIMMs are
organized as a single block of memory (or memory bank),
256K deep by 36 bits wide and lM deep by 36 bits wide
respectively. Each memory bank has one row address
strobe and four column address strobes (one for each
bfte). The 2M-byte and 4M-byte SIMMs, however, are organized as two banks of memory. The 2M-byte SIMM contains two lM-byte banks, and the 8M-byte SIMM contains
two 4M-byte banks. These two-bank SIMMs have two row
address strobes (one per bank) and four shared column
address strobes (to select one of four bytes in both
banks). A SIMM socket can contain either a one-bank or
a two-bank SIMM.
To correctly control the one-bank or two-bank SIMMs, the
memory controller generates row address strobes and
row addresses to the array based on the memory bank
configuration. Each SIMM pair contains either one or two
banks, depending on the SIMM installed. Eight row address strobes (RAS{7:0})are generated directly from the
memory controller, two for every SIMM pair. For a 2Mbyte or 8M-by'te SIMM the memory controller uses both
row address strobes. For a lM-byte or 4M-byte SIMM
only one address strobe is used. The row address appears
on MA(9:0)when the row address strobe goes active.
The memory controller also takes advantage of the page
mode capability of the SIMMs, and keeps the row address
strobe asserted in each memory bank. If a subsequent
memory access falls within an active page (has the same
row address as a previous access to the bank), the much
faster page mode access is performed.
The column address strobe and column addresses to the
array are generated from the four column address strobes
providing one
from the memory controller (SCAS{3:O}),
strobe per SIMM pair. Because the Intel486 can operate
on a single byte of data, each byte in the array is made
individually accessible. Each SIMM has four column address strobes, so 32 strobes (CAS(31:01)
are generated for
the eight SIMMs by combining SCAS(3:())
with eight byte
enable signals (AE{7:0}).BE{7:0)is also used to generate the
direction controls (READ_OE
and WRITE_0E)and latch signal
(LATCH_DATA)
to the data tranceivers.
Parity is also handled on a byte basis. Because of
memory controller pinout and timing, parity generation
and detection are implemented using PALs and random
logic. Another PAL is used as a SIMM presence detect
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encoder, which reads four presence detect (PD) bits from
the first SIMM of each pair and encodes them into six
SIMM_CONFIGURATI0N
bits. This encoding specifies several
different possible memory configurations, including combinations of lM-byte and 4M-byte SIMMs, or 2M-byte ard
SM-byte SIMMs. When used with the EISA configuration
utility, the presence detect capability allows the user to
configure memory from the screen.
To accommodate the Intel486's 33-MHz timing (which was
not available during the design phase of the project), the
READ_0Esignals to the data tranceivers are generated one
clock early and pipelined through an external registered
PAL. This scheme ensured that the read path was as fast
as possible. It also gave us some flexibility in host bus
timing, in case of changes in CPU timing.
Memory Controller Architecture
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the Vectra 486 memory
controller. There are seven m4jor blocks in the memory
controller. The configuration registers contain address
range, remap and shadow regions, and other memory configuration information typically set by the BIOS at poweron (see the article on page 83). The 8-bit XD bus, a data
bus available on all PCs, is used to access all memory
controller registers because fast access is not a high
priority at power-on time.
The memory configuration information, along with the
SIMM configuration information from the presence detect
pins on each pair of SIMMs, is used by the address block
to determine if the current memory cycle on the host
address bus is in the memory controller's address range.
If it is, the address block will also determine which
memory bank is selected, whether it is a page hit or miss
(whether the current row address is the same as an active page), and the appropriate DRAM row and column
addresses (MA{9:0)).
Memory cycles that appear on the host bus are generated
either from the CPU or from a backplane device such as
an EISA bus master. Tlvo independent state machines, the
CPU state machine and the EISMSA/Refresh state machine, monitor the state of each device. The CPU state
machine is actually two interlocked state machines. One
machine monitors the host bus and when it sees a
memory request, it starts a second state machine. The
second machine generates the appropriate CPU_CYCLE_CNTL
signals (page hit or miss, dword write, or one, two, or
four dword read). The CPU state machine is fully synchronous with the Intel486 processor clock.
The EISA/ISA,rRefresh state machine generates control
signals for all other cycles. This machine supports EISA
burst read or write cycles, EISA- and ISA-compatible
DRAM refresh, and all ISA cycles. Because ISA is an
as5,nchronous bus, the EISA/ISA/Refresh state machine is
a semi-synchronous state machine, and uses BCLK(the
backplane clock), and extemal delay lines to generate the
BACKPLAN
E_CYCLE_CNTL
signals.
The CPU_CYCLE_CNTL
and BACKPLANE_CYCLE-CNTL
signals are
generated on every memory cycle. Each set of signals
includes the DRAM timing relationships that optimize the
respective CPU or backplane device bus cycle. HLDA(hold

Hosl
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ByteEnable

s[il,
Configuration

xDBus
#::'
acknowledge) is used as the select signal to a multiplexer
to determine the correct set of signals. Once the correct
CYCLE_CNTL
is selected, the corresponding DRAM control
signals RAS, CAS,and WE are generated for each bank via
the DRAM interface block. The byte, word, and dword
addressability of the memory array is also handled by the
DRAM interface block, which generates the appropriate
data transceiver control signals (READ_0E
and WRITE_0E).
For the Vectra 486, all memory reads are 64 bits while
memory writes can be one b5rte, one word (two bytes), or
one dword (four bytes).
The row address strobe timeout clock is used for DRAM
timing. The maximum time a page can be open (RAS active) is l0 ps. Since it is possible to exceed this limit
during an EISA burst cycle, continuous page hits, or a
long Intel486 idle time, it is necessary to monitor the time
each bank is active. Eight timeout counters, one for each
bank, monitor the active page time. Counters are enabled
when the row address strobe is active, reset when the
row address strobe goes inactive, and clocked by an external 1.16-MHz oscillator. When the timeout limit is
reached, RAS_TIME0UT
is generated. The CPU state machine and the EISMSA/Refresh state machine will then
finish the current memory cycle and allow the DRAM
interface block to disable the timed-out DRAM page. In
some instances it is possible to disable a page without
incurring any clock penalties because a page hit on one
bank can be done while turning off a timed-out bank.
The test block is used to debug and test the memory controller chip. An external test pin puts the memory controller into the test mode. In test mode, extemal address
lines are used to select which signals and state machine
states are put on the internal test bus. The internal test
bus contents are available via the XD bus.

Fig. 2. TheVectra486memory
controller.
Burst Mode Read
AII Intel486 memory requests are initiated by placing the
memory address on the host address bus, setting appropriate control lines (i.e. memory read or write) and strobing ADS#.Fig. 3 shows some of the key timing for a bustmode read cycle for four dwords. One of the control
lines, BLAST#(burst last) is asserted if the Intel486 requests a burst-mode cycle. If the memory system is incapable of supporting burst mode, it will return a single
dword and assert RDY#(ready). If the memory system can
support burst mode, it will assert BRDY#
(burst ready) and
return two or four dwords depending on the type of Intel486 request. The Intel486-generatedmemory address is
used to fetch the first two dwords, and a second address
(hcremented by two dwords) is generated by the memory
controller to complete the four-dword burst read.
Returning a burst-mode request entails several operations
within the memory system. For simplicity, we assume a
DRAM page hit (for a page miss, additional cycles are
required to generate a row address strobe and row address). When the Intel486 requests a burst cycle, it will
output an address for each of the four dwords in the
burst. These addresses(and respective data) follow a
particular sequence,depending on the initial address supplied by the Intel486. The memory controller uses only
the initial address because the subsequentaddressesfrom
the Intel486 would not meet our system timing. The
memory controller will latch the initial address and generate the identical sequenceearlier in the burst cycle.
There are four possible address sequences,determined by
the state of H0ST_ADDRESS(3:2):
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Fig.3. The tirning relationships
between the signals involved irr
doing a burst read hit of four
dwords.

ActiveLow
# Indicales

dword 0
Address
Sequence address

dword I
address

dword 2
address

dword 3
address

1:

xx 00

xx 01

xx 10

xx ll

2:

xx 01

xx 00

xx ll

xx 10

3:

xx 10

xx l1

xx 00

xx 0l

4:

xx 11

xx 10

xx 01

xx 00

:4)
xx = H0ST-ADDRESS(31
orA3A2
00,01, 10, 11, = 11951-4ODRESS{3:2)
The memory controller will generate the correct address
sequence by toggling A2 on each dword. The third and
fourth dwords differ in A3, so the second memory read
has a column address that differs from the first only in
one bit.
To improve burst-mode timing, rather than waiting for
BLAST#to be asserted (which may come relatively late in
the cycle), the memory controller assumes every memory
read is a burst-mode read, and begins generating CAS,
READ_OE
and BRDY#signals. The memory controller will
return BRDY#with the first dword of every read cycle. The
memory controller will then use BLAST#(now valid) to
determine if the request was for a burst read. If it was
not, a RDY#will be generated, the second dword read ignored, and the cycle terminated. If it is a burst read, then
CASis precharged in preparation for a second memory
read, the first and second dwords are latched in the data
transceivers, and the second dword is output. BRDY#is
returned for the second dword on the next clock cycle, at
which time the second memory read begins and the first
data latch is opened to receive data for the third dword.
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One clock later, both data latches are open, and the third
and fourth dwords are put on the host data bus in consecutive clock cycles. The memory controller completes
(shared early
the burst-mode read by generating a SERDYO#
ready) signal. This signal is input to a logic block in the
Vectra 486 memory subsystem which forms the RDY#signal to the Intel486 (see Fig. 1). In the Intel486 a burst
mode read cannot be prematurely terminated, so once a
burst sequence has started, all four dwords must be read.
Conclusion
The memory controller design began at the same time as
the HP Vectra 486 SPU (system processing unit), and remained the critical path component for most of the development schedule. The project team successfully met the
HP Vectra 486 schedule objective by delivering a fully
functional first-pass memory controller chip. This chip
revision was used for the HP Vectra 486/25T production
until introduction of the HP Vectra 486/33T memory controller version. Fig. 4 shows one of the memory benchCache
Size
System'External
Vectra
486r
Vendor
Bl
Vendor
A/
Vendor
Cl
None
l28K.Byte
64K-Byte
Cache
128K.Byte
Cache
Cache
LotusBenchmark
(Relative
Pedormance)

t.00

Integer
Sorl(KSiones)

778.89

r.03

roJ.Jl

.97

1.03

782.83

828.88

Fig. 4. Memory benchmarks run on the Vectra 486 altd otlter
cached Inte148625-MHz ntacltirtes.

marks run on the HP Vectra 486 and other cached
25-MHz Intel48Gbased machines.
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The Basic VO System (BIOS) is the lowest-level software
interface between the hardware and the operating system
in the HP Vectra 486 personal computer. The BIOS consists of a power-on self-test and function support for the
DOS operating system. The power-on self-test performs
testing and initialization of the various components of the
system and loads the operating system. The rest of the
BIOS supports functions to access the various DOS devices. This article describes the development process and
the features incorporated into the HP Vectra 486 BIOS to
support the Intel486 microprocessor and the Extended
Industry Standard Architecture (EISA).
BIOS Source Base
The Vectra 486 BIOS code was heavily leveraged from the
source code of the Vectra ES, RS, and QS personal computer series, which support the HP-HIL (human interface
link) BIOS extensions (EXBIOS). The EXBIOS support
was stripped off and support for EISA, the micro-DlN

Grosthor

mouse, and other enhancementswere added to create the
Vectra 486 BIOS (see Fig. 1).
To maximize BIOS leverage for future systems, team
members focused on keeping a Iarge part of the new
source files reusable. A common collection of reusable
software modules ensures a more compatible and easily
upgradable software system. This commonality ensures
that during development, potential compatibility problems
only have to be addressed once, and when a compatibility
problem in a released product is fixed in a common routine, the fix is done once and automatically goes into all
subsequent software releases.
The BIOS development of code was shared between the
engineers at HP's California Personal Computer Division
in Sunnyvale,California and HP's Grenoble Personal Computer Division in FYance.The configuration for transferring files back and forth between the two groups is

Vectra
ES(80286)
Veclra
486

Veclra
RSandQS(lntel386)

Vectra
486/257
Vectra
RSrC
(lntel386
withcache)

Vectra
486i
337

Vectra
QS/S

Base
Micro-DlN
EXBI0S
HP-HlL
Base

Fig. l. HP Vectra BIOS source
code bases.
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shown in Fig. 2. This code sharing created issues related
to ensuring file security and tracking changes to the code.
For this reason the BIOS source base is managedby a
software revision control system. The source files are
structured into common and machine-specificdirectories.
The machine-specificfiles contain code that handles the
initialization requirements of different chip sets and different processors and processor speeds. EISA and ISA differences are also handled by the code in these files.
EISA Initialization
One of the most important features of the EISA architecture is its ability to detect the VO expansion boards inserted in the system'smotherboard slots. The configuration utility easyconfiggeneratesinformation for each EISA
or ISA card installed in a system expansion card slot.
When the user is satisfied with the system configuration
with either the defaults presented by easyconfigor after
making any desired changes, the configuration is stored
in nonviolate RAM.
The configuration files for each board contain function
data structures for each slot that provide information on
the DMA initialization, lRO(intermpt request) trigger,
memory information, and VO initialization. easyconfigresolves VO initialization, memory conflicts, and identification for the individual expansion boards in each slot.

Fig. 2. Communication network
between lhe BIOS engineers in
California and the BIOS enAineers
in Grenoble, France.

To accommodate various operating environments the
BIOS routines that interface to the nonvolatile RAM can
operate in the Intel486's real or protected modes. In real
mode, 16-bit segments and offsets are used to address a
lM-byte address space. In protected mode, segment registers become selectors into descriptor tables which with
offsets allow for 16-bit to 32-bit addressing (up to 4 gigabytes).
To save space, input data is compressed by the caller
before it is stored in nonvolatile RAM by the BIOS routines. When configuration data is retrieved from memory
it is expanded by the BIOS routines before being passed
to the caller. Expanding the output data involves padding
variable-length data fields and blocks into fixed lengths.
Slot configuration data consists of a variable number of
variableJength function blocks that describe each function
of a card in an EISA or ISA slot. The function blocks
consist of fixed and variable-length fields and variable
repetitions of fixed and variable-length subflelds. These
fields consist of descriptive text information and memory,
intemrpt, DMA, and VO resource and configuration data.
Free-form data can also be stored in some of these fields.
The slot configuration data is stored sequentially by slot

EISA Configuration Support
Support for storage and retrieval of EISA configuration
information is provided by 8K bytes of nonvolatile RAM
and by system BIOS support routines. The EISA configuration utility easyconfiguses these routines to clear nonvolatile RAM, store EISA configuration information (on a
slot-by-slot basis), and retrieve information for all functions of a slot (brief format) or for one function (detailed
format). Fig. 3 shows some of the processesinvolved in
retrieving data from or storing data to the nonvolatile
RAM containing configuration data
The system BIOS power-on software also retrieves the
configuration data to initialize the hardware in each slot.
A-fter the system boots, other system drivers, utilities, or
the operating system may also store and,/or retrieve configuation data (or any other data) from nonvolatile RAM.
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Fig. 3. Storing and retrieving configuration data to and from
the nonvolatile RAM. Data is compressed when it is placed in
memory and expanded when it is retrieved.

number (including empty slots) until the last physical or
'lhe
minimum size of a slot's convirtual slot is reached.
figuration data is zero (empty) and the maximum size can
be as long as the remaining available space in nonvolatile
RAM.
To access nonvolatile RAM data efficiently (in terms of
speed and space), a table approach is used. A table of
pointers that point to slot configuration data blocks is
allocated dynamically and grows inward from one end of
the nonvolatile RAM. The data space for slot configuration blocks is also allocated dynamically and also grows
inward but from the opposite end of nonvolatile RAM
(see Fig. 4).When the pointer table and data space meet,
the nonvolatile RAM is full. This technique saves memory
space and allows for a single look-up to reach any data
block.
Power-on Initialization
When the system is rebooted the BIOS initializes one
EISA or ISA slot at a time and one function at a time
using the configuration information stored in nonvolatile
RAM. The initialization proceeds in two steps; error
checking is performed first and then the slot is initialized.
Error Ghecking. The system ROM BIOS begins the initialization only if the nonvolatile memory's checksum is
good. The BIOS also has to check whether the correct
card is installed in the right slot before it initializes the
card in that slot. The BIOS checks for the following combinations in each slot.
o A slot could be defined as empty according to the configuration data, but the user may have plugged a card into
the slot.
r A slot could be defined to have a particular identifier according to the configuration data but may be read as
empty.
. A slot could be defined to have no readable identifier according to the configuration data but BIOS reads an identifier from the slot.
. An identifier read from the slot may not agree with the
identifier in the configuration data.

Configuration
Dala
Nonvolalile
RAi,l

An identifier for a slot is checked by reading certain slotspecific VO ports as defined by the EISA specifications.
After veri$ring that the slot that needs to be initialized
has the correct card in it, the BIOS start the initialization
for that slot. Fig. 5 shows the error checking process
performed by the BIOS during initialization.
Slot Initialization. As in error checking, slot initialization
data comes from the configuration data in nonvolati-le
memory. The configuration data for a slot is retrieved as
a block of data, and there could be many blocks of data
for a particular slot. Fig. 6 shows the flow for slot initialization.
Slot initialization starts with the BIOS code reading a
block of data from nonviolatile memory for a particular
slot. It checks to see if there are any DMA initializations
for that slot. If DMA is not shared, then the BIOS initializes the extended DMA registers defined for that slot.
Next the code checks to see if the slot has any lROsthat
need to be set as edge- or level-triggered. It then sets up
the cache map for noncacheable regions as defined for
that slot. The code then continues with the VO initializations if any. Once this sequence is complete the code
continues with the next function for the slot until all the
functions are completed for that slot.
The BIOS provides a feature that allows the user to make
blocks of memory cacheable or not. This is very useful
for boards that have memory-mapped VO. The BIOS
builds a cache map in which each bit defines the cache
on/off state of a particular segment (each segment is 64K
bytes). A function in the configuration information for a
slot can define the start address of the memory and the
length of memory for which caching needs to be turned
on or off. The BIOS initially sets all segments' caching to
be on. It then checks for segments of memory for which
the caching needs to be tumed off and then tums caching
off for the segments that are within the memory length
specified. The cache map is updated and is later used in
the boot process to initialize a 64K-bit static RAM, which
the hardware uses in its cache on/off logic. Each bit of
the static RAM represents a segment, allowing 64K segments (or four gigabytes) to be represented (see Fig. 7).
The BIOS then initializes the various VO ports as defined
in the configuration data. The UO can be S-bit, lGbit, or
32-bit reads or writes. The configuration data also defines
the mask for the particular VO port. Thus, the VO port is
read, the data is masked (ANDed) with the mask value,
0Red with the bits that need to be set. and written back
to the VO port.
Finally the BIOS enables the board in the initialized slot.
Any time the initialization fails, the BIOS makes sure that
the system can boot from a flexible disk and that the
video is initialized correctly. This is done so that the machine is in a minimum working state so that the user can
execute easy config and reconfigure the system.

IFFCH
IFFEH
Fig. 4. Organization of pointers and slot configuration data in
nonvolatile RAM.

Variable Speed Control
For backwards compatibility, it is sometimes necessary to
reduce the speed of the PC. This is particularly true for
copy-protected software applications that are speed sensi-
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Fig. 5. Errorcheckingduringpower-on
initialization.

tive. The Vectra 486 can reduce its speed for all operations, or only for flexible disk operations. The system
BIOS is responsible for this control. To change speeds the
BIOS programs the duty cycle of a squaxe wave generated
by a hardware timer which modulates the Spd_Hold_Req
@old request) input of the microprocessor (see Fig. 8a).
If the microprocessor did not have an internal cache then
it would effectively be idle while it relinquishes the bus
during a hold request. Its effective speed would thereby
be reduced by the modulation factor. Since the Intel486
has an internal cache it will continue execution, even
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when in a Holdstate, until a cache miss occuns,when it
must wait for the bus. Therefore, to control the microprocessor's effective speed accurately when it is reduced
from its maximum (unmodulated) value, it is necessary to
disable and flush the processor's internal cache. With its
internal cache empty, the processor will halt execution
(because of cache misses) until the modulated
signal is deasserted.The BIOS programs an
Spd_Hold_Req
VO port which disables and flushes the internal cache via
the Intel486 control lines. This avoids having to use.the
Intel486 control registers to disable the cache. These con-

the keyboard and an auxiliary device in a bidirectional,
serial format with a synchronized clock generated by the
input device. The auxiliary device may be any type of
serial input device compatible with the 8042 keyboard
controller interface. Some of these are: mouse, touchpad,
trackball, and keyboard.
The 8042 keyboard controller receives the serial data,
checks the parifi translates keyboard scan codes (if requested), and presents the data to the system as a byte
of data. It also provides a password security mechanism
to support the network server mode and application softwa.re.
Additional security features of the Vectra 486 PC are the
power-on password and the mechanical keylock. Both
schemes are designedto prevent unauthorized access to
the PC. The BIOS provides the software to support the
power-on password feature whenever the Vectra 486 is
powered on.
The password function can be configured via the easy
configutility to request a password either when the PC is
powered on, or only when a user needs to use the input
devices. If the PC is configured to request a password,
the BIOS will display a graphical key symbol to prompt
the user for the password. If the user types in the correct
password, the PC will continue with its initialization.
Otherwise, the BIOS allows three attempts for the user to
type in the password before halting the CPU. If the user
knows the correct password, the BIOS will allow the user
to change or delete the password during the power-on
sequence.
When the password is set up to allow limited access,
which is also known as the network server mode, all micro-DIN input devices are disabled via the 8042. A PC
configured as an unattended file server would typically
install the password in the network server mode. In the
network server mode, if the BIOS detects a diskette in
drive A, it will prompt the user for the installed password

Fig. 6. Flow for slot initialization.

trol registers could be in use by other software applications and might be disrupted by the actions of the BIOS.
If the speed is restored, or after a fleible disk access
when at autospeed* the BIOS reprograms the cache control VO port and the duty cycle of the square wave (see
Fig. 8b). Therefore, the control state of the cache is maintained after resumption of maximum speed without interfering with resources (Intel486 control registers) that applications may depend upon.
Micro-DIN and Security Features
The input system consists of three components: the input
devices, BIOS functions, and the Intel 8042 keyboard controller. The 8042 keyboard controller communicates with

1 = Segmenl
Cacheability
otf
0 = Segment
Cacheability
0n

*At aut0speed
the system
operates
at its highest
speedunmodulated
andswitches
t0 an
effective
speedol8 HH2{modulated
onlywhenit is accessing
a flexible
disk.

Fig. 7. Cache mapping scheme.
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because an unauthorized user may be trying to gain access to the PC via a bootable diskette.
The mechanical keylock, used for locking the input devices, can be used in co4junction with the power-on password to provide maximum security. If the keylock is in
the locked position and the password function is installed
to request the password at power-on, then the user will
have to unlock the keylock before typing the password.
But if the password function is installed in the network
server mode, the keylock doesn't have to be unlocked to
type in the password until a user needs to use the input
devices.
Since the user may occasionally forget the installed password, the BIOS supports a DIP switch within the Vectra
486 that disables the password. The BIOS uses this
switch to allow the user to erase the password without
any linowledge of the installed password. This switch is
also used to forbid the installation of a password by an
unauthorized user. To accessthe switch, the user must
unlock a mechanical keylock to open the PC.
Shadowing and Remapping
The system memory of a Vectra 486 is partitioned into
three areas: base memory reserved memory and extended memory. The base memory is within the physical
address range from 0 to 640K bytes. The reserved address
100000
F0000
E0000
00000
c8000
c0000
80000
A0000
0
Fig. 9. Reserved memory organization.
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Fig. 8. Timing relationships involved in speed control. (a) For
fixed speeds. (b) For autospeed.

space is within the physical address range from 640 bytes
to lM bytes. Lastly, the extended memory area is all
memory above lM bytes. This memory architecture is
Icrown as the PC AT system memory architecture.
Most software applications typically use the base area
and some use the extended memory area. The reserved
memory is set aside for special system functions and is
generally not available for typical softrvare application
use. The reserved memory is organized to support the
main functional components of a microcomputer (see Fig.
9). The video display area and the video RAM can occupy
the lowest portion of the reserved address space, 40000
to BFFFF. The video ROM BIOS can begin at C0000and
typically ends at C7FFF.The address space that begins at
C8000and ends at DFFFF is reserved for special VO
adapters and memory drivers. E0000 to EFFFF is used
for onboard option ROMs or backplane VO ROMs (located in the VO slots for ISA or EISA cards). F0000to
FFFFF is reserved for the Basic InpuVOuput System (system ROM BIOS).
Since the introduction of this architecture, the cost of
memory devices has declined while the density and speed
of the components have increased.Processor speeds have
increased far beyond the speed that any programmable
read-only memory device can effectively support. With the
advent of 32-bit bus architectures, systems can physically
address four gigabytes of memory which can be used to
support larger, more complex software applications.
Better system performance can be obtained with efficient
management of the reserved memory. The Vectra 486
makes use of two memory managementschemes:ROM
BIOS shadowing and memory remapping. ROM BIOS
shadowing is a method used to speed up ROM memory
access so that portions of reserved memory that are frequently used can be accessedas quickly as possible.
Memory remapping permits unused reserved memory to
be used as extended memory.
Shadowing.BIOS and video ROM BIOS routines and data
are stored in EPROM (electrically programmable readonly memory). This type of memory is considerably slower than dynamic random accessmemory (DRAM). Since

the BIOS and video ROM routines are frequently used by
the system, contents of the ROM BIOS and video ROM
are copied into memory having a faster access time. This
technique is lanown as shadowing.
The conventional organization of the reserved address
space, in Fig. 9, shows the locations of the system RAM
and BIOS ROMs. In the Vectra 486, as in other microcomputing systems, the conventional organization of reserved
memory is enhanced to accommodate some additional
system RAM which is located at the same address locations as the system BIOS and video ROMs (see Fig. 10).
This memory is called shadow RAM. Another advantage
of shadowing is that memory fetches for the Intel486 can
be accomplished four times faster because the EPROM is
an 8-bit device and system DRAM consists of 32-bit devices.
The conventional approach to shadowing is to copy the
contents of the system ROM BIOS and video ROM BIOS
to some temporary location. The ROM is then disabled
and the shadow RAM is enabled. THE BIOS information,
which currently resides in the temporary storage are4 is
copied into the shadow memory at the same memory
address locations from which the information was origi
nally retrieved. Following the shadowing process, any
data that was originally in ROM will be accessed from
the corresponding location in the faster shadow RAM.
This approach requires that the state variables of the
memory controller indicate whether the ROM or the shadow RAM is being accessedand if write access to the
shadow memory is permitted. These state variables prevent data comrption by ensuring that either the ROM or
the shadow RAM is enabled at any time, but not both,
and that, once copied, the contents of the shadow
memory cannot be inadvertently overwritten.
The disadvantage of the conventional shadowing method
is that system memory control states are wasted. The
Vectra 486 overcomes this problem by eliminating the
ROM and shadow RAM enable variable. The write protect
and shadow RAM enable variables are combined into a
single state variable. On power-up, the default state of the
system will read BIOS (system and video ROM) data from
ROM and write this data to the BIOS address space in
the shadow RAM. Whenever the shadow RAM is enabled,
data read from the BIOS address space will be read from
the shadow memory and all write operations to addresses
within the BIOS address space are ignored. The shadowing method used in the Vectra 486 system results in a
tremendous savings of hardware and valuable system
ROM BIOS code space. The additional step of copying
BIOS data is eliminated since data ean be copied directly
from ROM into the shadow RAM.
Remapping.It is often the case that following completion
of the shadowing process, portions of the RAM in the
reserved memory axea axe not used. Since typical software applications axe not designed to be able to access
reserved memory for general storage purposes, the free
portions of reserved RAM remain unused. A software application can directly access reserved memory but without prior knowledge of the conliguration of the system,

100000
F0000
E0000
00000
c8000
c0000
B0000
40000
0
Fig. 10. Shadow RAM.

the application could unknowingly cause a device to malfunction by comrpting sensitive data. One approach to
this problem is to incorporate an expanded memory manager into the system conflgwation. An expanded memory
manager manages the free reserved memory by allowing
the application to use the space as additional base
memory and makes the system appeil as if the amount
of base memory has been expanded. The disadvantage of
using an expanded memory driver is that it is used during
run time. This mode of operation degrades system performance. The expanded memory manager also requires
memory space for storage of the software routines, thereby leaving less memory for the application to use.
Another conventional method is to remap portions of reserved memory to the top of the physical address space
of the system. The disadvantage of this method is that
the memory location to which the free memory is moved
sometimes does not border on existing memory locations
and results in creating a noncontiguous memory structure.
Most applications cannot make use of fragmented
memory. Also, the conventional remapping scheme is a
machine-specific feature, and therefore, all software applications must be customized to take advantage of the
remapped memory.
The Vectra 486 solution to memory remapping uses the
system configuration information in nonvolatile RAM to
instruct the memory controller how to organize the system memory. As an EISA machine, the Vectra 486 has an
autoconfiguration program which identifies system components and allocates system resources to obtain maximal
system performance.
Memory remapping in the Vectra 486 is a two-step process. The first step is to find the largest contiguous
chunk of free reserved memory that can be remapped.
The video RAM space (40000 to BFFFF) is generally not
used because the video cards and the embedded subsystems axe currently made with their own RAM. On-board
option ROMs, which physically reside at E0000 to EFFF$
are rarely used, and the video BIOS address space, C0000
to C8000, fragments the reserved memory area. The way
to create the largest contiguous section for reserved
memory is to shadow the video BIOS in shadow memory
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at 80000, provided that the system does not contain onboard option ROMs and if VO considerations of the video
BIOS support portability. This paradigm creates a 256Kbyte (A0000 to DFFFF) chunk of memory that can be
remapped (see Fig. 11). The 32K-byte portion between
E8000 and EFFFF is unused. The system memory controller is told what area of reserved memory is to be remapped. It must also be noted that systems that use the
DOS shell rely heavily on the system BIOS and video
BIOS routines, so maximally, only 256K bytes of memory
is available for remapping. Systems that use OS/2 and the
UNIX* operating system can maximally remap all of reserved memory because these operating systems replace
system BIOS and video BIOS and supply all of their own
drivers.
The second step in the remapping process is to determine
where the physical existence of memory ends. The system BIOS lcrows this information following the system
memory test procedure during the system power-on selftest. This address is passed to the system memory controller. Following the first step, the memory controller has
the necessary information for memory remapping. The
system memory controller then does the proper address
translation.
BIOS shadowing and reserved memory remapping are
powerful system features that enhance system performance and make better use of system resources.BIOS
shadowing is a common feature among all machines currently on the market. Its primary advantage is to bring
more parity between processor speed and ROM access
times. To implement this functionality in an efficient man.UNIXis a registered
Inc.in theU.S.A.
andother
trademark
of UNIXSystem
Laboratories
countries.
System
Memory

BAi,l
Shadow

F0000
E8000
E0000

c0000

otMemory
Available
lorRemapping
NN256KEytes
I.:.:unused
Fig. 11. Remapping.
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ner saves hardware and code space which translates into
a cost savings to the customer.
System Memory Initialization
Finite state machines implemented in software can be a
very powerful tool. For a system's BIOS, a software finite
state machine is ideal for component test situations in
which scratchpad memory is not available. This technique
is used in testing the system memory configuration in the
Vectra 486.
The memory subsystem of the Vectra 486 is a two-way
interleaved, linear memory architecture. The system
memory board has four memory banks. Each bank cart
hold two memory modules. The two memory modules are
two-way word interleaved. The banks of memory are organized in a linear fashion. See the article on page 78 for
more information about the Vectra 486 memory subsystem.
The memory modules are packaged in single in-line
memory modules and come in lM-byte, 2M-byte, 4M-byte,
and 8M-byte varieties. The lM-byte and 4M-byte modules
are single-density modules. The 2M-byte and 8M-byte
modules are double-densitymodules. Each memory bank
on the system memory board must contain a pair of
memory modules that are the same size and have the
same density type. Moreover, density restrictions require
that all memory banks contain memory modules of the
same density type. The linear structure of the memory
subsystem requires that the amount of memory in a bank
be less than or equal to the amount of memory in a bank
that logically precedes it. The exception to this rule is the
first bank becauseno other memory bank precedes it.
Before system memory can be tested, the memory subsystem configuration must be verified. The power-on self-test
procedure in the system BIOS is responsible for this task.
The use of system resources must be kept to a minimum
because system memory is not available at this stage in
the system power-on initialization process. A software
finite state machine is ideal in this situation, since only
the registers within the processor are available. The finite
state control is guided by the memory module identification encoding (each memory module has information encoded within it that specifies the size and density type of
the module). The memory state machine evaluates the
identification for each memory bank and verifies that the
current memory configuration (linearity, uniform bank
densities, etc.) is valid.
The software finite state method is very effective when
considering that each of the four banks can have one of
five types of memory modules. The number of possible
memory configurations is 45, or 1024 possible con-figurations. Of the 1024possible configurations, 28 are valid. If
module density errors are found first, then the linearity
check can be done with a software finite state machine
with four states. Fig. 12 shows the finite state machine
for testing the Vectra 486 memory conflguration.

tained a simple srunmaxy of the active problems, the
problem owners, and their current status. One BIOS team
member acted as the bug manager and helped keep everyone informed of the progress being made to resolve a
problem.
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Fig. f2. Thefinitestatemachinefor Vectra486memoryconfigurationtesting.
Defect Tfacking
Because BIOS source code was shaxeduunongindependently managedprojects in different locations, BIOS problems had to be tracked not only for the Vectra 486 product but also for several other HP personal computer
products as will.
To keep track of prerelease problems across the various
projects and to provide a means of collecting more global
process improvement metrics, a custom dBASE w@ application was written for use by all of the BIOS teams.
Problems repofted on the Vectra 486 were sent by testers
to a special electronic mail account to be entered into
the database. The use of a standard problem form allowed the collection of valuable statistical as well as
problem-specific information. Information about BIOS
problems in common files was shared directly with each
team by exchanging database files. The flexibility of the
PC database application allowed each tearn to adapt the
database application to their needs without affecting the
ability to share data. This was important, because several
BIOS teams could have been involved in resolving any
one problem.
As each problem was investigated and resolved, status
information was entered into the database. Detailed information, such as which code module contained the
problem and when the problem was introduced, was
readily available. The typical weekly status report con-

BIOS Qualification and Tbst
The BIOS qualification effort for the Vectra 486 project
was an improvement over previous BIOS development
efforts. Because of mqjor revisions to the BIOS in the
Vectra 486 and the need to produce quality software in
minimum time, a special BIOS qualification team was
formed. This team consisted of four engineers and a software technician whose main job was to veri-ff that the
BIOS specifications were correct. In the past, the job of
qualification of the BIOS was left up to the developer of
the BIOS code. For the Vectra 486, it was felt that qualification would be more thorough if the persons developing
and executing the tests were not the individuals developing the BIOS code.
To make best use of our limited resources,two types of
test strategies were developed: white box and black box
testing. Black box testing used a high-level language program, such as C, to verify the functionality and quality of
the BIOS. The C tunctions invoked DOS functions, BIOS
functions, and VO registers to test the BIOS. This was the
standard method of testing most programs. However,
.r/hen testing the BIOS, we did not always have the
Iuxury of relyrng on an operating system such as DOS
because much of the BIOS functionality had to be tested
during the machine initialization, and was inaccessible to
highJevel prograrns.
An alternate method was de.velopedusing some new approaches and working with special development tools to
perform white box testing. New features such as EISA
initialization, memory initialization, and shadowing routines were tested using this approach. This method forced
two engineers to read and understand the actual code:
the original designer and the one developing the test. This
task alone required an in-depth understanding of the BIOS
modules on an instruction-by-instruction basis. The concept of having two people intimately understand each
module is not new, but tlpically resource limitations
make such an arrangement a luxury.
There were many advantages to this type of testing. For
one thing, it allowed us to simulate some of the system
errors. For example, if the user had an invalid memory
con{iguration, this error could be simulated without even
changing the memory inside the computer. F\rrthermore,
all the valid memory configuration could be tested via
this program. There were well over 1000memory configurations that could be tested through one automated program. Normally, this process would involve a technician
physically changing the confrguration each time. Another
advantagewas that the BIOS could be tested without the
hardware. This proved to be very helpful since the BIOS
was being developed before the hardware was available.
With this method, two tasks could be done concurrently.
Once the hardware was available, the tests could also be
executed on the hardware.

.DBASE
lVis a registered
U.S.trademark
ofAshton-Tate
Corp.
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The test stratery that was developed by the BIOS qualification team enabled the team to perform tests on the
BIOS that would normally not have been done. Once the
tests were developed, they could be added to the test
suite for regression testing and other BIOS related tests.
Conclusion
The HP Vectra 486 BIOS development effort was a m4ior
milestone in HP's Personal Computer Groups software
development history from the perspective of both new PC
technologr advances supported and new processes
introduced. Support for new technologies and features
like the EISA architecture and an advanced memory controller was incorporated into BIOS with high quality while
meeting system schedules.
New or enhanced
were incorporated
ness requirements.
process and tools

processes with their associated tools
to meet customer needs and HP busiA customized source version control
allowed efficient, multi-site, simulta-

neous PC BIOS development with maximum code reuse.
Brand new defect tracking and component qualification
processes and tools allowed quality BIOS development
concurrent with PC hardware development.
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Performance Analysis of Personal
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Today's high-performance personal computers are being
used as file servers, engineering workstations, and business transaction processors, areas previously dominated
by large, costly mainframes or minicomputers. In this
market, performance is of paramount importance in differentiating one product from another. Our objective at
HP's Personal Computer Group's performance analysis
laboratory is to ensure that performance is designed into
HP's offering of personal computers. To achieve this, analysis of a personal computer's subsystem workloads and
predictive system modeling can be used to identify bottlenecks and make architectural design decisions. This article describes the tools and methodologies used by HP
engineers to accomplish performance analysis for personal computers.
The toolset currently being used at the performance analysis laboratory consists of specialized hardware and software. Tlrpically, the hardware gathers data from a system
under test and then the data is postprocessed by the software to create reports (see Fig. 1). This data can also be
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usedto drive softwaremodelsof personalcomputersubsystems.
l{a"ndlv are -B:rsecl Toq.lls
The two hardware-basedperformance analysis tools
shown in Fig. 1 are the processor activity monitor
(PMON) and the backplane VO activity monitor (BIOMON). Both tools are noninvasive in that they collect
data without interfering with the normal activity of the
system under test.
Processor Activity Monitor
The processor activity monitor is a hardware device that
monitors a personal computer's microprocessor to track
low-level CPU activity. The PMON is sandwiched between
the computer's CPU and the CPU socket (see Fig. 2). The
PMON monitors the processor's address and control pins.
For each CPU operation, the PMON will track the dura-
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tion and address of the operation and output the results
to the data capture device.
Gathering statistics on the activities of a personal computer's microprocessor can be very useful in making design decisions about the arangement of the support circuitry (e.9., cache and main memory, VO bus interface,
and bus lines). In addition, trace files that detail the
CPU's requests to the memory system can be used to
drive software simulations of various cache memory arrangements as well as more comprehensive CPU and
memory or system simulations.

o

Fig. l. The hardware-based
performance analysis tools
PMON and BIOMON connected
to the system under test.

Bl0M0N
oulout

data provided by the HP 16500is real-time calculation of
the minimum, maximum, and average time intervals between the beginning and end of user-definedevents (Fig.
3b). The perf'ormance analysis software averages the interval calculations on the fly over a large number of sarnples to give, for example, the average interarrival time of
writes to video memory in a Cl\D application.
The other data capture device used with the PMON is a
less intelligent but higher-capacity logic analyzer. This
instrument has a l6-megasample-deep trace buffer (as
opposed to the 1000-sampledeep buffer in the HP 16500).

Tlvo data capture devices are commonly used in cor{unction with the PMON. The first, an HP 16500logic analyzer
configured with optional system performance analysis
sofbware, generates two main types of data. One is a histogram that shows the occurrence mix of a user-defined
subset of the possible CPU cycle types (Fig. 3a). The performance analysis software averages 1000 samples of
cycles from the PMON on the fly, giving a randomly
sampled profile of processor activity throughout the duration of a performance benchmark. The second type of
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Fig. 2. Processor activity monitor external connections

Fig. 3. Samplehistogramsfrom an HP 16500logic analyzer.(a) The
occurrencemix of a subsetof Intel486 CPU cycle types. (b) Interarrival times of writes to video memorv.
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Cycles from the PMON axe captured in this buffer in real
time and the data is later axchived to a host computer's
hard disk. The buffer typicatly holds four to five seconds
of continuous bus cycle activity generated by^a Z*Nlhz
Intel486 microprocessor running an MS-DOS@application.
The data can then be used to drive software simulations
or processed to create summary reports, such as an address range summary of how the processor's address
space is used by operating systems and application softwa.re (see Fig. 4).
Backplane VO Activity Monitor
The backplane VO activity monitor, or BIOMON, also captures information from a personal computer's hardware,
but instead of the CPU activity, the VO activiff on the
ISA (Industry Standard Architecture) or EISA (Extended
Industry Standard Architecture) backplane is monitored
(Fig. 5). The BIOMON consists of two baclcplaneVO
cards: the qualiff and capture card and the monitor card.
The qualify and capture card resides noninvasively in the
SUT (system under test) and is connected via a ribbon
cable to the monitor card, which is located in another
personal computer called the monitor system. The monitor system receives,stores, artd processesthe VO events
captured on the SUT's backplane.
During operation the qualify and capture card is loaded
with capture enable flags for each of the VO addresses
whose activity is to be monitored on the SUT backplane.
Once the qualify and capture card is set up, VO address
accesses on the SUT's backplane cause an event information packet (address, data, etc.) to be transferred to a
frst-in, first-out (FIFO) holding buffer, allowing for
asynchronous operation of the SUT and the monitor system. The FIFO is unloaded by transferring each event
information packet to the monitor system's extended
-MS-D0S
is a U.S.registered
trademark
of Microsoft
Corp.
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Fig. 4. PMONaddressrange
sumrnaryreport.

memory. At the end of event capture, this trace of VO
events can be either stored to hard disk or immediately
postprocessedfor analysis.
One very powerful use of BIOMON is the performance
analysis of marked code, which is code that has been
modified to perform VO writes at the beginning and end
of specific events within a software routine. The frequency of occurrence and execution time for each marked
software event can then be analyzed under different configurations to find existing or potential bottlenecks and
the optimum operating environment.
As an example, the performance analysis laboratory has
developed a special installable software filter that writes
to specific VO addressesat the beginning and end of DOS
and BIOS (Basic VO System) intermpts. For our purposes, a write to VO port 200 @exadecimal) denotes the
beginning of an intemrpt, and a write to port 202 denotes
the end of an intermpt. The trigger address comparator is
told to capture data for VO addresses 200 and 202, and
any normal application using DOS or BIOS functions is
run on the SUT. The resulting trace can be pos@rocessed
to show which DOS and BIOS routines were used by the
application, how many times each one was called, and
how long they executed (FiS. 6a). Other information such
as the interarrival time between events, exclusive versus
inclusive service time for nested events, and total time
spent in various application areas can also be extracted
(Fig. 6b). Analysis of this information can assist the software engineer in optimizing frequently-used functions in
DOS and the BIOS.
This technique can also be used to analyze protectedmode operating systems such as OS/2 and UNIX.** However, because of their nature, these environments must
**UNIXisa registered
Laboratories
intheUSAandothercoun
trademark
of UNIXSystem
tries.
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Fig.5. The backplane I/O monitor
components.

have tags embedded into the operating system code. (Protected-mode operating systems do not allow a user to
arbitrarily write to specific VO locations.)
Another use of the BIOMON is to trigger on reads and/or
writes to VO locations associatedwith accessory cards
such as disk controllers, serial and parallel interfaces,
video cards, and so on. For instance, the interarrival rates
of data read from a disk controller could be examined to
determine the actual data transfer rate attained by the
disk mechanism or drive controller subsystem.Additionally, by monitoring the disk controller's command registers,
an application's disk VO can be fully characterized.

Software-Based Tools
The software-based tools used by the performance laboratory allow simulation of different memory axchitectues.
Cache Simulator
The cache simulator is a trace-driven simulation based on
the Dinero cache simulator from the Universiff of California at Berkeley.l The simulator takes as its input a list of
memory accesses (trace file) and parameters describing
the cache to be simulated. These parameters include
cache size, line size, associativity, write policy, and replacement algorithm. The cache simulator reads the
memory accesses from the trace file and keeps statistics
on the cache hit rate and the total bus traffic to and from
main memory. When the entire trace file has been read,
the simulator generates a report of the cache statistics.
A trace file is generated by connecting the PMON to a
CPU and storing all the memory accesses on the CPU
bus to the high-capacity logic analyzer described above.
The data collected from the analyzer can later be downloaded to a host personal computer and archived to hard
disk. To get useful data from the simulator, however, the
input trace file must be long enough to "prime" the simulated cache. The first several thousand memory accesses
in the trace file will be misses that fill up the initially
empty cache. The simulator will report artificially low hit
rates, because in a real system the cache is never com-
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pletely empty. If the trace file is significantly longer than
No*, priming effects are minimized. When simulating a
128K-byte, 2-way associative cache external to the Intel486, No is approximately 40,000.2The high-capacity
logic analyzer mentioned above is able to store 16 million
memory accesses from the Intel486 via the PMON. A
trace file containing 16 million accesses results in a priming error of less than 1% in the hit rate calculation (assuming a hit rate of approximately 9Wofor the 128K-byte,
2-way cache).
Memory Subsystem Simulator
The memory subsystem simulator, a prograrn written in
C++, is a true event-driven simulation that keeps track of
time rather than just statistics. It builds on the cache simulator by integrating it into a more comprehensive model
that simulates access time to memory. It accepts a parameter file that includes cache parameters, DRAM and
SRAM access times, and other memory architecture pararneters. It also reads in a PMON trace hle, although this
one must contain all accesses(not just memory), and
their durations so that the simulator can keep track of
time. The result is essentially a running time for the input
trace file, along with statistics on all a.spectsof the
memory subsystem.
This simulator can be used for making design trade-offs
within a memory subsystem,such as cache size and organization, DRAM speed, interleave, page size, and write
buffer depth. Fig. 7 shows the sample results of a
memory subsystem simulation of relative memory performance versus external cache size for a 33-MHz Intel486 running a typical DOS application. By simulating
various design alternatives in advance, the design engineer can arrive at a memory architecture that is tuned for
optimum performance before committing to hardware.
Conclusion
The performance analysis laboratory of HP's Personal
Computer Group has developed a suite of hardware and
software tools to aid in the design process. The hardware
*No
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Fig. 6. Reportsderived from
postprocessingBIOMONtrace
file data. (a) Interrupt level
sulTlmaryreport. (b) Application level surrunary.
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solution than an extemal memory cache for the 2FMHz
Vectra 486, and that an external cache was a necessity
for the 33-MHz Vectra 486/33T.The tools also helped predict the performance gain of memory write buffers in a
Vectra 486 system. This resulted in the addition of write
buffers to the Vectra 486/33T memory architecture.
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Fig. 7. Sampleresultsof a memory subsystemsimulationol relative
memoryperformanceversusexternal cachesizefor a 33-MHz
Intel486runrLinga typical DOSapplication.
tools give design engineers insight into the low-level performance of existing systems, and the software tools use
the data produced by the hardware tools to predict the
perforrnance of future architectures.
The performance tools
the HP Vectra 486, and
The tools helped show
(described on page 78)

were used extensively in designing
more recently the Vectra 486/33T.
that a burst memory controller
was a better price/performance
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